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portant and oppressive.

is doing what he can to keep
up, and the Head

decade in India.

returns.

and I in 1865.

«

And now,

a mufiled blow.

The embattled forests, erewhile armed with gold,
Their banners bright with every martial hue,
Now stood like some sad, beaten host of old
Withdrawn in Time’s remotest bine,
-~

plaints

And lke a star slow drowning in the light,
and

5

unfledged

young;
;
And where the oriole bung her swaying nest,
By every light wind like a censer swung;
» Where sung the noisy martins of the eaves,
The busy swallows circling ever near,

Forgboding, as the rustic mind believes,

from

its

wings

Alone trom out the stubble’piped the guail,.
%

all

the

dreary

Bloom;
Alone pheasant drumming in the vale
Made echo in the distant cottage

by

night,
Sailed slowly by—passed noiseless out of sight.

year stood there,

Aniid all thisi-the denter of the scene,
The white-haired matron, “with monotonous
tread,
bi
Plied the swift wheel, and with her joyless mien,
Bat like a fate, gndggptched the dying thread.

While yet her cheek was bright with summer
bloom,
Her country summoned, and she gave her all,

<And twice war bowed
to her his sable plume;
! Re-gaye the sword to rust upon tbe wall.
;

WH

the hand that drew
dying blow ;
country-true,
invading foe.

her lips a sad and tremulous

head was

bowed,

Life dropped the distal through her hands
rene,

loving

neighbors smoothed

=
shroud,”
While Death and

7"

to -duty,

and

joyfully given.

Winter

closed

her

se-

oareful

A
the autumn

The
* A, A. W.”, which signifies the Association for the Advancement of Women, had

# tea-party and social chat in Portland last
week, The public were invited, and all who
attended must have been impressed with the

_ dignificance of such a gathering.

self-

!

And could she speak or

write again to the home churches, as once
she did to such effect, I believe her plea
would be for help. She would call out
for men for our destitute field. May her
own ringing words, so fitly.placed by our

for

this

blessed

service.

It

behooves

The move-

ment by womén for women is destined to suc-

our

most

of

departure

was

interesting

We

been

seen,

Martin Luther must

have

on

looked;

of

need

been

admired,

and

some

more-

Luther went to school and had,
American said, ** his first square

as the
meal,”

we marched up the steep footway

to the

Christian minis:

ous experience, when

ther

is no tho

of drudgery bimini] A li
grateful

sensations;

every

inlet

to

the

mind is flooded with inspiring thoughts;
every chamber of the soul ‘is ‘crowded
with joy-awakening emotions: the study

Wartburg.

The castleis rebuilt, and

orations, and

the

the life of the Landgrave and St. Elizabeth. The old knight's chamber where
Luther dwelt as ¢ Junker Georg” for
about a year, translating the New Testament, fighting the devil with his inkpot,
His bed, table, drink-

ing-can, armor and the like are there,
but the wall has crumbled away somewhat
where the ink marks of his satanic conflict
should be seen. Let it crumble’; the truth
lives and the valiant knight has his place
in the thankful and devout .remembrance
of the world. The view from "the tower
of the Wartburg is very extensive; the
castle seems to command and dominate

the whole district.
take

From Eisenach we

a footway through

Drachenschlucht, a deep
with moss

and

fern,

the wood
ravine

through

to

covered
which

we

walk on a path that has the sound of
gurgling water beneath it. The ravine is
very narrow and the bright green moss
and sparkling dropping water give it in

the glinting sunlight a wondrous, charm,
Thenoe, still in the wood, we go to Hobe
Sonne where a pretty vignette of the Wartfrom

a wooden

tower on the Ringberg, we reach

Ruhla.

fore we arrive at Inselberg, the Thuringian Rigi where we stay the night. It

was a hard driving
‘forest
and up-hill.
K'tetter from a New England brother
sturs.came
out and
who is in a position to know whereof he
affirms, cameby last week's mail, and con- ing on, no goal in

ceed, ‘ Dreamers on the rocks, awake!” us’ gladto see ‘an enthusiasm among our peoGeorge Willlam Curtis erled some years ago, ple in regardto Foreign Migsionary work
‘“‘awake! the sea Is coming in!”
that would warrant me in hoping that

all visitors. It was well, however, that
our last walk in Thuringia
- should be
along this romantic valley, amid the

with frescoes illustrating

remains unaltered.

march, chiefly in the
The sun set and the
still we were marchsight. Even the fioger- |

posts had to be climbed to be réad, and |

our utmost ingenuity taxed to keep the
right road. The prospect of a night out in
that dark forest was not pleasant. Pregently, after a lgng steepriascent, a light

None

The Critic has made the extraordinary
discovery

that

the

recent

troubles

be-

tween College Presidents and Faculties
are due,—not, as has been supposed, to
personal | incompatibility, or any defect
of character; nor to differences in College
disqipline or: management,—but

to

‘an

reconcilable conflict of opinions” with
‘refpeet
to evolution, Darwinism, and various scientific theories affecting religion,
especially among the younger professors.
In fact, ** among a given number of professors. «. . there are sure to be several
posed

views, which

often

are expre

in the weekly debates in faculty meetings,
becomes the favored moun- lead . not infrequently to bitter ants;

rely literary labor can possibly afford ;
the subject matter, upon which the mind
is employed,is not merely beautiful,
—it is
sacred Truth; the end to be sought by
such efforts is the redemption of immor-

tal souls. Is there not

pleasure

department of ministerial work ?

in this

The work of “pastoral visitation” appears to'many to be a thankless and a joyless service. Indeed, very much of it is
commonplace ; some of it is worse—positively hurtful; yet the true Christiun
minister finds even in the humdrum
work of pastoral visitation sources of a
deep and abiding joy that no words can
adequately measure or express. Some

groans under a needless, weighty woe;
some joyless life sits alonein the gloom
of its own dark shadow ; all waiting to be
comforted and blessed by the sunshine,
strength, courage, hope and

grace of

his

under

the

presence,
In the private conversation,

helpful ministries of his kindly sympa.
thy, they open their hearts to him and re-

veal the hidden wotinds that wait for the
medicament of his healing touch; they
give him the desired oppoftunity to lead
their hesitant feet to Him who. ‘¢ healeth
the broken in heart, -and bindeth up
their wounds.” And if this work is not
profoundly blessed, what work canbe that

nisms.” Who would have thought it?
Commend us.to-the Critic as a finder of
mare's nests! —Chris. Intelligencer.

‘The Independent speaks the truth as
follows:
;
The most alarming feature in our pres-

ent politics is the prevalence of*Hribery at
elections. In:our cities and in a large part
of the: country districts there is a very
considerable humber of voters who e
to be paid for their votes. ‘We fear this is
a growing evil and that it will-continue
to grow, if it is not broken up. This is a
matter in which the church, in which mins
isters should lead. So long as there is
such enormous and increasing corruption
at the very fountain of our political power,

there

remains,

at

question in our politics.

least,

one

moral

Much is said and taken for granted
about the ‘‘failure of the pulpit,” and a
good deal of it without real reason.
However, there can be no doubt thatsome
wen fail because they attempt too much.
¢¢ It is notin hurnan nature to be apostle,
prophet, evangelist, pastor, and teacher,
and make full proof of one’s ministry im
each and all these offices.” If, in additiom
to all this, a man-acoepts places en eommittees or boards of various societies, lect
ures whenever called on, and attempts to

he generally and universally useful, he’
will probably find that bis pulpit is- such
« ¢ failure "that his congregation will soon

see that it is vacant.—Bap. Weekly.
Our Union has this view of woman's
work and position :
When housework shall again be considered honorable, when care for the physical wants of a household shall be looked

upon as akin to

His who makes the corn

and wheat to grow,

who

feeds the spar-

Schwarzburg stands in the midstof it to, Js done under the sun? For how much rows, clothes the lllies, and+ giveth snowawakén the envy and the admiration of “| of worldly good would the Christian min. | like wool,” when the ologies take rank be-

interior ablaze with gilded arabesque dec-

not yet three years in India, will be left
the only man in the Orissa section of: our

frank: words, which

be:

The valley of the Sehwarza in which
we wandered the whole of the next day
defies’ description; and the
Schloss

sound of the rushing of the clear, ‘dark,
blue-tinted waters of the* Schwarza, and

in the presence of hill and dale, forest and
stream, rock and meadow, which formed
ever-varied,

ever-beautiful

amd ‘énchant-

the current of religious life and history and. ing pictures wherever you stepped
influenced for all time te spiritual devel- turned.
— so @e
opment of the Kingdom of God.
From Eisenach, after seeing the house,
THE WORK OF THE MINISTRY.
with its quaint antique inscriptions, where

ments to get and a three hours’ walk’ be-

us doubly anxious:—¢‘ I should be

aud hitaraloess.’

butLuther changed

It js.after six o'clock, we have refresh-

make

the so nds of music and singing apd dancyt
Je 'ealobr
Tan §
Blip away, the whole celobr Ton was
aT] 5 by a beautiful rustic simplicity

strar:; i

Mr. Coldren,

tains the ' following

and though it was not till a late hour that

moments of musing spent behind the Augustinian church at the orphanage on the
site of which formerly stood , the monastery where the monk who shook the

cation and literature;

Thur-

ingian:maidens, dressed in white or blue,
flotterad
about like charming forest
nymphs.
It was a gay and festive scene,

which

districts.
field.

and bright-eyed, bronzed-cheeked

over the fortifications of this ancient city ;
had

of philosophy

al arch of evergreen’ bade us welcome;
music and dancing enlivened our hotel;
sausages were cooked in the open air;

magnificent stained windows, its odd pie-

tare of * transubstantiation”

basis

very much shortened our way through a
not very romantic woodland path at the
close of the day. Breitenbach was en fete.

its

men now for both our Orissa and Bengal

In a few days

of evil and the true

myself.

the Wachstein, another

the interests she held so dear.

berd and a Thuringian herdsman’s life;
and an animated discussion on the origin

the

sionary, to stir themselves

monu-

behalf

of them with a tinkling-bell round the
neck, gave us a good idea ofa Thuringian

the entrance of the village a rude triumph-

burg is seen through an opening in the
trees. After two fife outlooks, one [rom

in

ly:sleek-looking cows grazed, most

and

Eisenach,

English, the other American, and

to Schmiicks,

Breitenbach but

A festival of all the singing clubs of the

‘mentite the memory of this devoted mis-

those who would erect an abiding

tune,

And

all these

of our pastors and people, until strong
men come forward to offer themselves

/the memory of the gone

At last the thread was snapped—her

reso-

Star, ring out loud and long in the ears

Like the low murnfur ofa hive at noon;

Breathed through

the

venerable * Sister Hills at the conclu.
sion of her very interesting sketch in the

Long, but not loud, the dropping wheel went on.
Long, but not loud

Star,

grave is with us, but better, her spirit
still attends us, I believe, in our work
for these to whose weal her life was so

Oft supped and broke with her the ashen crust,

not
the
and
the

Marshall

Sister Crawford is .with us still. Her

her,

And in the dead leaves still she heard the stir
Of his thick mantle trailing in the dust.

Re-gave the swogd, but
And struck for liberty
Nor him who, to hid sire
Fell ‘mid the ranks of

He and his

Mrs.

a time, as every earnest

ter can testify from an sbyadadt
snd joy

neighboring villages had brought together timid, doubting soul needs encouragetwo or three hundred young people. At ‘ment ; some sorrowing heart writhes and

The dome at Erfurt had

point

forgetful consecration to the wants and
woes of a perishing world. As true a
missionary as ever toiled on pagan soil,
she gloried in the privilege of following
closely in the great Master's footsteps, and
in knowing something of the fellowship
of his sufferings.

Firing the floor with its inverted torch;

walked with

rv

leave the country at once.

aim, intense devotion

Amid this—in this most dreary air,
And where the woodbine shed upon the porch

She bad known sorrow—he had

and

company two students froin Halle, one

words of hearty “praise; all these sentiments of warm and abiding affection.
Her life was well worthy of commendation, and we shall love to point to it as
an illustration of Christian” singleness of"

loom,

The thistle-down, the only ghost of flowers,

Its crimson leaves, as if the

twenty-five years,

or

‘dpen pasture whereon a hundred

in

profitable vacation visit to Germany. The

tive land. She richly deserves

There was no bud, no bloom upon the bowers,
The spiders wove their thin shrouds night

canie

earnest

tender sympathy for our loss that private
letters have brought us, during the past
few weeks, have all cheered our hearts
not a little. Her name has come to be ‘‘a
household word” to very many in her na-

All now was sunless and forlorn.

through

He came here in 1840, | |

A walking tour through the Thuringian

ly Meetings, and, still more, the words of

at

morn,
To warn the reaper of the rosy east;

And croaked the crow

er, to stir our home churches

life,

it much of fresh incident
h, Neustadt and

BY PRESIDENT THOMAS GOADBY, D. D.

lutions passed at the Quarterly and Year

Where every bird that walked the vernal feast
slumber

Thuringiasand away to the"Harz and the
Brock

effort for the millions committed to our
charge in India, comes the grave annogncement
that Mr. Marshall mast

husband's

after a

marred by mist, but we could see all over

THE THURINGIAN FOREST.
Forest closed

to

The elouds were parting again

has been

Few fresh men

ob

as ii other changes were

appeared in the Morning

An early harvest and a plenteous year;
sweet

Another

to go with the evil one if they will.

80 lost as those who will not be saved.

bathing- find a nobler pleasure in the ‘preparation

Oberhiof we plunge into the forest and
after a’long weary walk reach our Gasthof where we are hospitably entertained.

continue .to

feels that she must hasten him away to a world fought out the battle of the Retormore friendly climate. I am quite sure mation in his own soul. Here occurred
that my” dear sister will have the sympa- _the most wonderful event in the history
thy and prayersof our friends at this try- of Erfurt; the meeting in this same city
ing time. They have five children, the of Napoleon and (igethe when Napoleon)
eldest just eight years of age. The time said of the great poet, ‘‘ Voila un homme,”
for reaching’ America will not be the was insignificant in comparison. Napomost favorable.
leon altered the map of Europe and recon‘The appreciative notices of our beloved
stituted kingdoms ; Goethe introduced a
Sister Crawford's life and work that have new culture and gave a new tone to edu-

Where erst the jay in the elm’s tall crest

the

pretty

But shall not the Christian ‘minister

and
resting bene:
‘awhile and de- ful task’ of composing sermons: every
bating with a German our nearest way to avenue of the - body is ‘thronged with

thus

not one of them is with us now! Ist
right? Does it pay? Is there not a
better way 2 These are questions with a
point, for every thoughtful reader to
think of.
J-L.P.

needed, “after the death of one of our
number and the failing health of anoth-

save her

The sentinel cock upon the hillside crew—
Crew twice—and all was stiller than before;
Silent, till some replying warder blew
ia
His alien horn, and then was heard no more. *

Shook

th

Dr. Bacheler’s furlough comes

the intervening

who

family will probably sail for America in
the course of the coming month. Mr. M,
has not been well for some time. His
fever, brought on, it is believed, by expos-*
ure to the sun, bas weakened him very
much, and it seems to be the concurrent
medical opinion here that he should lose
no time in’ getting out of the tropics. To

On somber wings the vulture tried his flight;
The dove scarce
heard bis sighing mate's com-

her

We have great reason to thank

of its foundation,

All sights pore mellowed and all sounds subdued,
The hills scemed farther and the sireams sang
low, As in a dream the distant woodman hewed

troublé round

a very

the contemplation of the beautiful.

y Engelsbach and’ Tambach; | of ‘his discourses—viewed, indeed, from a
i a glorious valley with rock, ter- literary standpoint? Tt is tvug "that writ-

‘marked our walk

may be greatly increased is our earnest
prayer. There are several among the
students of the Bible School who promise to become such helpers. In Ho way
can the school so substantially aid our
work or meet the purposes and promisés:

On the ‘dull thunder of alternate flails,

garrulous

Fredrighrhoda,

too little care in the choice of “the men

Inspectors ot

‘nearly all the work agoing till Mr. B.

Qunt dotthe air of greeting to the mills,

Made

mass of heathenism.

can be trusted. That the number of such

to pale

afched gateway of rock, by

It affords at least three sourcesof

call for help. There have been many brief shower and the light mists were sometimes
and
grave
mistakes in our rois- driving along the hillsides as we ascend- tain top and the Christian pastor, like
sionary policy from the first. The ing,
t morning, the tower on the Moses, talks faceto face with God!
chief of these has been the paucity of | Schneekoff, the highest point in the Thur: . Théire are certainly two sources of joy
foreign workers placed in this immense ingian Forest. The outlook was a little in the work of sermon-writing which no
sent out.

The gray barns looking from their hazy hills,
O'er the dun ‘waters widening in the vales,

vane seemed

We shall hope and pray and

Santal

God for some faithtul native helpers

we

fathers have planted in this pagan. land.

work

our

though

speak.” - I cannot believe that our brethren at home wish and will the gradual
extinction of the churches they and their

of my

the

of

salvation,

our jungle schools have been freshly
charged to be faithful during sig--bsence of the missionary. I hope to keep

When all the fields are lying brown and bare.

The village church
faint.

Master

Training School -and the

Like some tanned reaper in the hour of ease,

His winter log, with many

company

miles away, but I shall do so when I can.
The Santal lay-preacher, Simanta Saren,

[The following
has been pronounced by the. Westntinser Review to be unquestionably the finest American
poem ever writen.

«x

of the forest; thifvugh Thorstein,

tl

Letters

to admit

spring from literary effort of a high

‘wanted will bé a piiny subscription for ‘a |race o ; fir trees, opening- meadow and ing is a sort of drudgery ; butthere!domes

back for our

workers to our needy field.
During Mr. Burkholder’s absence, I
am in charge of his work at Bhimpore.

.°'

Within the sober realms of leafless trees,
The russet year inhaled the dreamy air;

or. | -persons whom it is so difficultto help as
those who wish no aid: In faet, it is
to assist
npared with the view from the joy : the mental glow resulting from ex- sometimes found impossible
such. If men desire, they can«go
to the
dhere jre no snow mountains and ercigé ; the delight springing from accom- bad. That is a liberty which no one can
#8. The walk during the day is in plishment; and the pleasure derived from infringe, and men have always the abilty

upon our brethren at home will be lighter. Ere long, if things are thus left to
run along and run out, all that will be

going out often to his station, twenty

| sgguugee g

.

see

ringia at our “feet. The view is der.

Cheering, isn’t it ? A charming outlook:

She seemed to derive lit-

counts of my sea sister's improved health.
May the Lord long spare “these earnest

J

pi

BY

for a foreign mission field! And now |
that the Heavenly Father is mercifully
lessening our fortes ‘here, the burden

hg light floods the landscape we

slab to mark the grave of a starved mismountain stream to vary ‘and ension !
:
: liven
view. Falkenstein, a gigantic
Nay, * beloved, we ave persuaded bet- rock, st
posted in Ceylon, at Columbo; were reout boldly at the head: of this
ceived last week, and bring cheering ac- ter things of you, and things that ac- win
v
, the Schmalwassergrund,

A.C. B. Seavey Al abouta Paper of
Pins. Margaret Sidasy.—Bertha's Belt.
.
ofl
dn Bo Thorpe. +

Obituaries.
.
News Summary.

very ill again.

ever, great joyin. this labor; I shall want

+ Mir, Gladstone says he can do nothing
towards checking the proselyting efforts
no sweeter work in heaven!” oir Soht
of and announces our approach.
Although such an utterance may ap- of She Mormon jinoh ts.
go with them willingly... He might
t@ morningat sunrise we are on the pear exfravagant, yet: we may readily .verts
bave said there was nothi y he could do
gud as the mists leave the valleys conceive that no mean pleasure would for the converts. There is no class of

not

interest in any part of our denomination.”

My duties here at Midnapore are too im-

Pa.)

CIR

but I am

Australia, Mrs. B's health has suffered
much for two years, and she has been

annual eonference in November.

gaEg

~The

legacies,

awafle of any deep and man-compelling

We hope to welcome them

(il

he
at

‘ting some good

Australin may prove very beneficial.
Theéy will be away full three months.

§ 2Bg2gsEs guEg § gg

). Sel.
The Closing Scene poe
India Letter. Dr. Pe Pitips, a
The Thuringian Forest. President | Thomas

the 5th

and the only thing left for herto try,
short of going home to America, ‘was the
#ea. We hope the voyage to and from

+1 Page.
. .

On

=

ight.and a loud ‘ hurrah” expresses

inst. Mr. and Mrs. Burkholder sailed for

tle benefit from the change to Darjeeling,

CONTENTS.
-y
he

field.

5

field soon,, but I am obliged to say that I|i

Changes seem to come faster yet to our do not‘see anything to encourage such exlittle band and I can’t say how long we -pectatjons. I believe the remittances are.
shall be able to hold our own against not véiry much behind, and we are get-

STAR.

|

|

or

ister exchange one such blissful experience, when, with tear-wet face and
throbbing heart, he has led some poor
troubled soul unto the feet and into the
arms of the waiting
Saviour? What

souls

a

‘ bethel,”—of

sympathy by pouring out plentiful exprespions that seem, according to their various
u
neces; either lamentable or ridiculous
.to the
true and joyous Christian worker.
Frequently these sympathetic utterances

are positively paintal and burt deeply.

They are like the words of false sympathy which Peter spoke to Jesus when he
began to foretell his

ing not the things

sufferings,

*¢ savor-

that be of God,

those that be of men.”

but

-

It would not, however, be true to say
that there are not great and peculiar bur-

denp belgnging to the work of the minis-

try yet every burden has that in it which
lightens it ; every weight has wings; every gorrow is the ‘perennial
heavenly joy.

spring of ‘a

a gossipy letter concerning his own

literary labors, written several years ago,
Colonel Higginson, after speaking of the

(olljome tasks peculiar

class

Now that the annual meeting of the

American Board

is somewhat occupying

the public mind, it will be

in order

for a

certain class of the.secular press to set on
their travels again the silly falsehoods
that missions are failures,that missionaries
live in luxury, and that three-quarters of
the money contributed is sunk in running
the concern. Supposing
this were true
and not a malicious slander, what are
these critics themselves doing to rescue
wrecked humanity? We usually see at a
fire a lot of fellows sitting round on the
fences, criticising the work of the men
who, at the peril of life or limb, are try-

ing to put the fire out. We confess to a
little quiet satisfaction when the hose is

tugped for a moment poh the lazy row,

and thoroughly wets them down with a
forcible stream of ice-cold water.
When
these critics do some honest work
of th ir
own to raise the degraded and the lost,
they may perhaps: become qualified to
speak

on this subject,

the pulpit, the rostrum, the

As to the work « f

ormon
missionaries
[rd

in England, the Standard remarks :
LJ
,

ve

press, or any

of the advanced positions they are so well
tilling to-day ; not that a large class of
single women, to whom no sweet home
duties are pssible, shall be debarred
from the many avenues of honorable toil,
self-support and beneficence now opening.
before them ; but that the large and

eon-

stantly increasing class of uneducated girls:
who imagine an ability to direct envelopes and read dime novels to

be

culture,

and consider physical labor degrading,
will realize that she” who gives bread in

its largest sense to a family is the realina-

tion of the old Saxon ideal—a lady.
"England sacrificed her grand opportunity in 1856. God has now given her
another. It may be that in a very peculiar sense he will ‘call his son .out of
Egypt.” If England shall only insist that
| now in Egypt, where her power can not
be questioned, Christianity shall have a
fair chance, itis all and also the least
which the world can demand.
God's
providence seems to say to England,
¢“ Who knowéth but thou art come to the
kingdom for such a time as this?" Equality of rights, equal protection to all enforced in grt, will be a great step in
the world’s history. Amen! So let it be.
—N. H. Journal.

|

}
The Mormons are behaving with commendgble shrewdness. , They are confi‘| dent that enough of the h who have only
oze wife apiece will bé able to vote at the
coming election to put candidates of their
own faith in office,

and,

therefore,

they

are pretty quietly accepting the situation.
There will be no bloodshed. The disfranchisement of the wealthier men will
probably be accomplished shortly, and
when they can no longer vote, their influence will wane and a healthier and more
independent element in favor of only one
wife possibly will come into power.—
Enquirer.
hi
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“Uncle

night.”

Peter,

I

heard

you

preach

last

“Yes, sah; and I tried:to tell de enl’d

people de truth as I understand it.”” * But, Peter, you ought to know that the most intelligent

people don’t believe a word

of such

that there is a God who created
whom we ought to love, serve, and
things which you say were created
‘ molecules.’”
* Now, sab, is dat
fact?’ ¢* Certainly it is; and such an

notions,

all things,
obey.
All
came from
really de
intelligent

man as you are ought to know it and keep up
to the times in your preaching.” * Well, sah,
ef dat’s de way i

guine

on, ’pears

dat I'd better keep Fant on and

to me

’vise de mos”

intelligent ob dexcul’d
people to do der wi
best to keep on the right side ob de pusson at

runs

.

——————————

+{
)

dawn. Notthat our women of excepiional
culture and fitness will be driven back from:

the

of grumblers :

to the literary

life; says substantially,—*¢ There is how“5

ing very proper rebuke of a certain

thas: is-

of all classes, the millenium will begin to

*¢ And what shall I more say? for the
time would fail me to tell”—of the abounding joy that springs from the preaching of
the word,—of the blessed heart visions
when the little place of prayer becomes
waiting’

* Let Hin

c¢hiefest among you be your minister,” is.
inwrought into the education of the girls

experienced in ‘ pastoral visitation I"

thousand and one sources of that noble”
There is a class—it is to be hoped not
joy which gluddens the heart and inspires
an extensive species among human anithe life of the faithful ministers of the
mals-—among ministers and laymen that
Lord Jesus.
seems to consider the work of the gospel
Let us no more invite that false sympaminigtry to be the hardest, the most prothy which springs from noble’ conceptions
saic, the least joyful and joy-inspiring of
all service done under the sun. Those of our great work. The gospel ministry is
who are inside the circle of the profes- the sublimest service to which the life can
be devoted. Angels would doubtless resion are often heard telling in serio-tragic
joice
to be permitted to wing their way
tones of their many burdens, perplexing
to
earth
and join with Christian ministegs
cares, exhaustive labors. They speak of
in proclaiming the unsearchable riches of
these things so frequently,that one comes
to regard this as their staple of conversa- Him ¢¢ who for the joy that was set before
the
tion! The spirit of their murmuring in- Him endured the cross, despising
shame, and is set down at the right hand
fects the surrounding moral atmosphere
of the throne of God!” To be permitted
and vitiates their influence.
to have some small share in the proclamTae young, buoyant, joyous, hopeful, re- ation of His gospel ought to satisfy the
gard their presence as an-.gffliction, — to most towering ambition. Dear Lord! help
use their own pet phrase, !‘ as a mys- me greatly
rejoice that thou hast called
terious ‘dispensation of Providence,”— me unto this blessed work !
and, whenever possible, escape by flight!
roe
The laity, from false and degrading
PRESS
OPINIONS.
|
conceptions of the functions of the ministry,
The Congregationalist utters the follow-

ease themselves of their overburdensome

our Saviour’s words,

hedps of shining gold would be required to purchase the least of the joys

to

BY THE REV. GEORGE 8. RICKER.

| flow bed and bread -making—in a word,
when the deep. underlying thought of

dem

mollycules; case ef dey

mout jist let dem

don’t,

he

mollycules mix demselves up

with something dat mout make it very discom-

fortably hot for some ob de mos’ intelligent sin-

ners ob dis day.”

!
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RESURRECTION DAY.
When we measure the extent of human force,

nificant suggestion by Dr.! Lyman Beecher to young ministers: ¢ Young gentlemen, when you go into the city to preach
wear your your best coat, but take your

’

pastor in securing a new pastor and a new

PR:

2

had

wasted golden treasures,
and knew

it, and felt the need of pardon in the

by the passage of & prohibitory law. The
signs of the times all indicate that men

the Heavenly Father.

see it, “ zhumb

ii

i

°

8, 1882.
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THE BEST CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESS.
TUOLSTODY.
-

thousand fold, than when he first held

‘simply as a speculation’®

If, therefore, our position requires of
name of Jesus. But not one fage
showed will sooner or later have to show their
The questien as to the most favorable
strengthened hope in Christ.
Oh, what hapds on this question at the ballot box. conditions for theological culture—wheth- us hard and responsible practical work
“They can not keep them in their pockets | er theology shall be studied as a means we should not the less determine _to"'be
When we count the few days in Life’s short best
sermon when you preach in the an opportunity of winning souls the artist
course,
had had, and let it pass by! It was gone much longer. Under the light that shall or an end—is both an interesting and im- profound and cultured scholars, Leary. .
country.”
‘ed leisure has its advantages’ and its a.
shine out from the Liquor Commission, portant one.
When the sand in the hour-glass marks the
(5) It has become an honorable custom with the many seasons,in all our lives
speed,
with public sentiment to sustain it, it is
tractions; but it should not be: forgotten
when
we
might
have
done
great
good.
De Quincey complained that the reaWith which we are borne by Life’s fleet steed ; with most churches and ministers when a
that the Great Teacher went about doing
not
too
much
to
hope
that
ere
long
the
That
painting,
and
the
many
others
of
change
is
desired
to
signify
it
by
giving
say,
son there was nothing profound and per“ How blest the thought,” we often
good. He was the busiest of workers;
great
hand
of
Uncle
Sam
himself
shall
be
a
like
nature,
is
a
fair
representation
of
some three months notice. If the three
manent produced by: the Scottish clergy
“There is a resurrection day!”
tire ideas which men have of the love df lifted in mid air, where all the world can was that learning was with them simply .while the wisest of thinkers.—W, ¢.
months
are
spent,
in
part,
by
church
and
of
shores
When our dear ones draw near the
.

:

BY CH0.'W.

time,

ehurch, the effort, as a rule, will divert
thought from its normal channel of use-

"Be they bent with age or in youth’s prime;
When dark sadness o’erwhelms, as friends depart,
;
And deep longings to follow rend the heart;

fulness, paralyze zeal and waste

When the men who do right in weal or woe,
whose

And the women
glow,

Must submit
led,

with

hearts

and

by

be

embarrassment

(6) The average

length

of pastorates

“ There is a resurrection day!”

even among the oldest denominations is

But slasi o’er our hopes of future bliss,
The dark shadow that hangs so sad is this:
That the wicked will leave their graves again

but a few years, and securing new ministers and new churches is a slow, and often, painful process. ‘These
changes
would be less perplexing if they could be

Only SOTTOW to know with grief and pain}

Oh, sad’it is to think that they

made without moving long distances, or

Have, too, a resurrection day!

if they were less frequent.

/ 0 Thou infinite God, in all things right,
men

to

accept, ‘we

pray, Truth’s

light,
we all may rejoice to see the Lord,

That

a

WASTED ENERGY.
A PASTOR.

that energy

which

is

lost by want of the best possible arrangement or wisest system of labor. That
machinery is best which is simplest in
design, well proportioned and most carefully adjusted. Not that perpetual motion ig possible, nor that it would be best
for man if it were possible. In morals,

is.

this

loss

gondition? We think there

If there were two official Boards ap-

ehurch polity. What works well in one
age, evenin the Christian church, may
not do so in another age. Even the seasons change with the advancing years,

pointed, one in the East and one in the
West, to whom this business could be
submited, the most of the difficulty would
be obviated. The advantages of such a
course forcibly suggest its propriety.
Waste of time would be greatly avoided,
perplexity to some extent ended, church.
es would be likely to be constantly supplied with pastors, pastor® better adapted to their respective churches than now.
Men of knowledge and experience, capable of instructing for the sacred office

the Fathers say, and science corroberates

such as God

to the wisest governments and to the best

which flood our world,

calls

to

the

ministry,

can

the

hours.of

life

Christians, It is not probable
that we | aggressive steps,-a-change
for the better
improvement by

would soon be apparent.

a revision.

But in methods of ehurch work we need a
change in some things, at least. For example, take the delicate and vital question of settling ministers: over churches.
Surely our uniform way—if we have
any—of doing this might be improved.
How much

time; energy, and money

THE PRODIGAL'S RETURN:
BY

RLV.

CHARLES

N.

-

BINNETT.

I have often been pained by a picture
of the * Return of the Prodigal Son,” the
work of a celebrated painter. By the

are

actpally wasted in this-part of our work!
The changes with regard to the pastoral
relation which have eventually and

THE

roadside, close by

bis father’s door-stone,

the Prodigal had fallen; ragged and
dirty, his face buried in his hands. In

acto-

ally come to us demand some new sys- the door were some sisters, gazing out in
tem of settling pastors. We say the surprise. A little beyond was the mothchange in churches and ministers justifies er, holding a hat and cane in her hand,
and demands a better way. We believe while her placid English face showed no
in congregational government and the “sign of joy at her boy's return. A short
independence of the churches to which way down the path was the father, his
- the ministry belongs; but local indepen- sparse white locks streaming in the wind
dence, can easily abuse its privilege and as he ran with outstretched arms towards
~ “prerogatives and suffer great loss there- his son. But that son had already been
by. One member can not say to another, reached, By what? The old house dog.
Ihave no need of thee. The members With the greatest joy he was caressing
must be loyal to the body upon whom the tear-wet, penitent face. And this
they depend for sympathy and protection. with other little touches, was the ¢* ProdHence we do not see why a plan might igal’s Return,” voicing God's love to the
net be devised which would be a blessing sinner who had said, “I will rise and go
to the body.
:
unto my father, and will say unto him,
To be more specific,the writer's reasons

members, than. is now done.’

Patten, Me. } ¢

1
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THUMBS UP OR THUMBS DOWN.
BY EGBERT I: BANGS.

+ It was no unusual thing for a thousand

Arena.
It was no unusual thing for a
bundred thousand. spectators. to look

down upon the bloody spectacle.

When

* Thumbs up” meant ¥€gpare
| him,”
« thumbs down” meant ‘skill him." Like
the pelting of the frogs in the fable, the
gladiatorial combats were death to the
men and the beasts engaged in them,
while they were nothing but fun, nothing
but sport to the spectators. They were
the holiday diversion of an age when the
life of a man signified less than that of . a

lion or a tiger. - The

populace decided

the fate of the vanquished. - We do not
like that word ‘‘ populace,” for it implies

degradation.

But we do like the word

¢¢ people,” and’ questions of infinite moment are to-day referred to them for discussion, not because the Emperor graciously consents to refer to the people,
but because the people rule, and not the
Emperor.

hired servants.” This the ‘‘Prodigal’s
Return,” What a contrast between this
and the pathetic description of St Luke:
«But when he was yet a great way off,

Their work

was largely itinerant. They went where
. they were moved to go and did blessed

4
hs!
!

"work for the Master.

The churches, on

4
i

the other hand, recognized this method of
work as the right one, and, of course,

Bi

ministers were received gladly and with

2

unquestioning confidence.
(2) Such is not, the case now.

Charch-

es are supposed

pastors,

to have regular

his father saw him, and ran, and

minister or student, but

usually each by pastors.
(3) When a pastor is needed and the
church is alive, notice is sent to the Star
_ or to some available minister recommended or known to be a suitable minister for
that church.
|
(4) In many, and we-mnay say in most
«cases, when churches need pastors the
sensational method of candidating begins
and in most cases, ‘perhaps, ends in extending a call to the One, possibly, least
suitable to the church. The call toa pas-:

torate‘may be the result of merit, actual
adaptation to the church, or it may tarn
upon the skill of the candidate, flexibility

of voice, variety of gestures,
wef

costume, and the like.

ministerial

That was

up-

on his neck, and kissed him.”
And in
reply to his penitent words, yea, before
they were half uttered, put on him the
best robe, thering, and the shoes. This the
¢“ Prodigal’s Return.” Not a wanderer a
great way ‘off, but one at the door of
home. Not a father fallen on his neck
with passionate kisses, but simply with
outstretched arms. Not one who had
been eagerly watching for stich a return,

and if any have none for a time, it is because the right candidates have not visited them. Occasionally churches are sup-

1 plied by some

fell

a sig-

but one who might have been too busy

Odell

was the beautiful painting compared with

June 4, 1816,

in

Wayne

Father

Co., N.Y.,

In 1835 he emigrated to

settled on a new

farm in Calhoun

Co.

serve

him.

God

now

reminded

him of his early promises while in the
forest at work, and

ors

there he consecrated

to the Lord and returned home

raising ,his Redeemer. He established
the fumily altar and began to study the
| ‘Bible. Soon after he united with the M.
E. church and was baptized by Elder
Dawson. Not long after this he was impressed with the duly of preaching the
gospel and commenced to improve his
gift in this work. After laboring fora

answering of their profes-as preachers, etc. ; that
no such positions among
were in the Churghof Eng-

might have recalled. Archbishop Leig
ton’s works as. quite
equal to some
those he names. His/ow
eat Cole-

ridge makes Leighton’s aphorisms, more
than the sayings of any other author, the
foundation for bis immortal ‘Aids to

Reflection.” Leighton was a busy Scotch

bishop with a vast amount of. practical
work and varied perplexities to employ
and burden him.

Itis a pet theory of Matthew

ai

opmenid’in preaching the Word.
removing

to Iowa,he united

Delhi church where

After
the

whole question? Is not the quiet leisure
of a position removed from pecuniary

with

he was ordained

on

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

‘

alas

4

PULPIT

SOOLDING.

People do not like to be scolded, or ts

pit, asin the pews, unkind words are ay
barbed arrows which wound and rankje

in the hearts of those to whom they are
addressed long afier the speaker has for.
gotten them, In the code of honor it is
unmanly and

cowardly

to attack a foe

who is incapable of self-defense, and it is

equally so for a public speaker to accuse

or denounce his hearers on occasions
when it would violate the rulesof law"
and order to ** answer back” or make re.

Cony
son foll
Iast as |

sages.
Papal
41-55;

Fi

talking
into th

by the
lead h

thorit}
mob, |
eordin,
armed
weapo
their b

posed
ed by

And sweetly speak the same.”

In marked

contrast to this were

the

robust

words of Cardinal Manning when vicar

8

come in like the rest of ’em to take the biguity or tautology.

or

a

Thousandsof men
out in favor of a tax

science,

recognition

down?”

Massachusetts, to her immortal glory’
comforted. There
were
hearts which’ be it spoken, bas recently put her thumb
needed to seek their Father—some who down, and it is to be hoped her foot too,

must

no hu-

man soul, but benefit it), is. undoubtedly

It

is

impossible

to

cultivate

lowed for the good to be accomplished to
the race, it’constantly enlarges the soul

used well and

discreelly

beforp

coming

to class, and then laid aside during recitation. Ady science is best advanced
when thought is most stimulated.”

NG

Learning tries to force the lock,

and it will not move; love applies the
key of promise with the hand of prayer;
and lo it opens, and the great

temple

eome

Their
again
of Gog

of

truth is bright and shining with the teaching of a present God! Where think you,
did John Bunyan get his marvelous insight into the meaning of God's Word?

terly
of his
man, |

his opinions. Who of us can say he does
not need just such a weight or check ?
Then he who has a profession and is actually engaged in its dnties, can the bet.
ter test the effect of his findings in the
branches of knowledge which he : investi.

Sanday-school instruction, if books were

improvement

had pl

not from his books, for he had but few;
but from his love, for his heart was fall of
eyes. Let every lessonbe prepared with

correspondingly

oney or any other one thing; but fol.

be a great

the book.

truth.

TIL
before

Not from his learning, for he had litle:

to be

in our

would

made

eratel)

more

obliged

{; becomes narrowing, like the pursuit of

read from

ple, ai

careful how he forms and promulgates

It]

several

had w

he sta

knowledge, be it theology, philosophy, or
politics, as an end merely, because God
fixed in the mind, awakening thought and "hus not made it the end, but the means
eliciting ideas, is of much greater value of elevating the race. Pursned as an end,

question

up, or: thumbs

who

unsound, as a matter of course, because
the maller is different. One lesson well

than

i§, * Thumb¥

must account to God and men for the in-

lated differently from yours. Neither is it gates.

by intelligent thinking men and women.
First in one State, then in anothery the

than 1]
him,
Peter
of the
skull,
cut off
put uj
healed
He th
ame |
had ne

can give you. The keyof prayer bas 8
wonderful fitness for opening the lock of

for him who would most successfully
growin knowledge. Certain itis, that
to be duly weighted with responsibility
for one’s thinking tends not only to stir
but to steady ‘the mind. A iman who

account to himself (that he injure

drink demon to go at large any longer.

7
en the

pastoral care for the theologian, is best

fluence of his teachings, and

of the right ofithis

feeling
take tl
hands.
betray

Maste
that |
80 800
80 fier
shoul

more difficult. In the latter case, you are
to make the question and the pupil is to
frame and give the answer. Questions
are keys with which to unlock the mentalstorehouse of other people. Pupils of
mature minds need not be taught a definite answer, A study of the subject will
enable them to form their own answers.
It is no certain evidence that a pupil's
answer is incorrect, because it is formu-

and give it respectability. They have
the same regard for drinking customs
that many people have for a ragged rascal who has seen better days and whom

he, tal
seems
any ps
was n
his for

glad views of truth as no teacher’s helps

style and spirit of the question become

something that shall restrain the traftic

social

But when you are

Whe

vocation, as, for example, preaching and

are to-day crying
They want

“

himue|
an effi

after the truth, when you! would know
what is in the mind of the hearer, then the

law.

and th

wheels drove accordingly, Lord, forgive
to Christianity, nor. even to-$he-religious my omissions, and keep me in the way of
nature of man,
-£
daty.” God's Spirit is the best commenIt was, if we remember correctly, Ju- tator; and if you are fall of joy and of
lius Charles Hare's conviction, that some the Holy Ghost you will have such clear

jist swear him
’

oath of allegiance, boys;
and let him go.”

decided, not by an important rabble, but

But none seemed |

system

arose, ‘‘ What shall be dope with him every part of which has been framed and
anyway?” An Irishman answered, ‘ He's put together,it is not difficultto avoid am-

Father, I should not be drawn

his love was like that which is here por-

The art of questioning is a much greater and more difficult one than that of

- They |
"jure ©
to est
which
Judas
of Chr

ness, as a thinker, could never do justice

BARKER.

has reference to a

The fature of the liquor traffic is to be

if

BY J. W.

rs
hd

Arnold

But is there not another .side to the

of him who cultivates it. A'truth, when
once attested by its sound results, is

worth mor8 to him whe hag evolved,jt, a
!

+

may b
ances |

him a
in his

prayer, and delivered with prayer, and
followed
sith prayer, and you will find
that God is the light of. your mind, and

that he
did,

the strength of your heart, and the joy of

it can

Jour spirit, and that the nearest way to

heart,
sisted

the hearts of your scholars is round by the
throne of God.—R. 'P. McMasters,

Baptist Magazine.

in he

A

ar
L

£ Religion fs As necessary to reason as rea-

shar}

son is to religion: the one cannot exist
without

the other.

A

reasoning

count for the phenomena

of nature, bad —

he not a Supreme Being to refer to.
there had been no God, mankind would
have been obliged to imagine one.—
Washington.
1

ik

being

would lose his reason in the attempt to a0

‘ Goon oa
8

*

;

©0000

be told of their faults, either 1n publie or
land, which afforded the quiet leisure for private. Bat it is especially unpleasant
study as an end—the perfectingof knowl-, to a congregation for the preacher to pubedge for its own sake. He cites such lish the faults or delinquenciesof the
works as Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity, members from the pulpit, and then pre.
Butler's Analogy, etc., and looks in vain ceed to rebuke and admonish in aspirit of
for” the like of these’ in Scotland. He fault-finding or Gastigation. In the pul-

¥
«

, Advocate.

that an originator of ideas, the former of Ply.
“
opinion, the critic pure and &imple, - “Preachers sometimes allow themselves
should dwell aloof from the practical | to say from the pulpit what they would
world, and should in no sense be responhesitate, and be ashamed, to say to indisible for the results of his ideas or opin- vidual members. ' lnsinuations as well as
ions. Such responsibility, he claims, comparisons are odious. The laggards
tends to disturb the judgment, and conwill not be prodded on to activity by fasequently
to
warp
its
decisions.
nuendoes
against idlers, nor the delintime he came in conflict with the QuarterIt must be conceded thut there is much quents be incited to more thorough perly Conference on the subject of baptism
and in consequence withdrew from that force in the views of both De Quincey and formance of duty by comparing their
Arnold. Learned leisure for meditation, shortcomings with the more complete
church.
2
o
Subsequently he united with the Prot- devotion to truth for truth’s sake, inde- work of the faithful members.
Years ago the Wiltér spent a vacation
estant Methodists and continued preach- pendency of position in which one is lifting. In the winter of 1844, Elder Nelson ed above the consequences of thé unpop- Sunday in the town of Glastonbury,
ular applications of acknowledged princi- Conn., und listened to a sermon from the
Thomas; a Freewill
Baptist minister,
came into his neighborhood and held a ples—these certainly are important con- Rev. Mr. C. The preacher was greatly
exercised in mind because his members
protracted meeting and organized a siderations in the progress of knowledge.
church. Qfter learning of the doctrines In our country particularly the stress of did not all regularly aitend the services
of the Freewill Baptists, Father Odell pecuniary support, felt so keenly by many of the Church, and be proceeded to sc
cuse them of this, and to give such a casidentified himself with this church and of the foremost thinkers in all depart:
remained a Free Baptist in sentiment un- ments of investigation; the thirst for tigationas seldom falls on the listening
til death. He soon commenced preach- what will pay, imbibed, alas! even by ear.
To this day the remembrance is very
ing as a Freewill Baptist minister and la- some of the lovers of science as well as.
bored as revivalist and pastor in that sec- by the commoner classes of mortals; the distinct of his manner, as with excited
tion of Michigan until 1854, when he re- clamor raised by thoughtless people voice and gestures he said, ** You can't
against every thing which may cast the come to prayer-meetings in pleasant
moved with his family to Delaware Co.,
Iowa. During these years of labor in least doubt upon established opinions or weather, but youean go to social parties
Michigan, Spiritualism swept over that essays—these and similar conditions do if it rains pitchforks;"” and then proceedpart of the State and made sad -havec tend to restrain the full and fair play of ed to tell them where they would go if
among the churches. Our brother never discussion and research. There are but they persisted in such a course. But the
hesitated to grapple with this phase of in- few minds so absorbed by the love ef astonishment and amusement of some of
fidelity, and many were the victories he truth as that they can congent to be sao- his hearers reached the climax, when aftwon in these struggles, through Divine rificed for it, either in eniblument or rep- er his sermon be read in his closing hymn
grace add power. These were years of utation. The martyr spirit.is not com- the lines:
“ And let us always kindly think
success and remarkable spiritual devel- mon.

was found in a Union camp the question

the picture in God's word! I said:
“Had 1 never sought my "Heavenly

looked long, admired.

born

answering. When the answer is clearly
comprehended, it may be easy to frame a
suitable question. ‘When the que

they would spare from the State's prison’
the flinty highway. Not one with a love becaasehe used to go in good society,
which had outstripped all things else, but | But another voice is making itself
one who had a lagging pace compared heard, That other voice pleads in the
with the love of a dog. Oh, how poor name of humanity against any legal or

trayed.”
:
a
Baddened, I sat down to watch the
faces in a throng. ‘Scores drew nesr,

was

scot-free on their taking the oath, and so
ridiculous did their pretensions to loyalty
become that one day when a rattlesnake

in the harvest field to glance much along

to him

Co., Iows, in

the sisty-seventh yearof his age.

a means—the
siocal work
there were.
them as there

May 25, 1856. In this part of Iowa he solicitude—such for example as the fel- of St. Mary's, Oxford. Speaking of the
labored among the churches and in new lowships of the English universities, or non-attendance upon the services of the
’
fields for nearly twenty years and often- any others equally independent—beset Church; he said :
I
only
lament
your
absence
from
religtimes with marked success in revival with its dangers? Itis possible for a
ious ordinances.
I do not complain of it.
work. During this period he improved man to have so much leisure as not to But perhaps while one is busy with his
a large farm and supported himself and feel sufficient pressure to stir to its ut- farm, and another with his mere
ise,
family
doing what werk he did for the -most—his productive capability.
The “and therefore can not come,’ the vacant
few have fought him; an almost countless
multitude have looked on with far less church with but little remuneration. = Of mind often works better if stimulated, aisles are filled with invisible angels, and
the discouraged pastor may, with the
interest than a Roman rabble used to feel thése years of his labors we hope some even though the exciting cause may be spiritual eye of faith, be conscious of their
while viewing a fight in the urena, for of our older brethren who labored! with foreign to the work in hand. Most of the presence, and see the waving of the skirts
that was at least exciting. We have him may see fic to write. From North- immortal works in literature have been of those whose faces see God.
There are times when it becomes neobeen slow to learn the real character of eastern Iowa he removed to Montgomery produced in exciting times and by men
drink. There was a time when most Co., where the closing years of his life who were actors in them, and that too essary for a pastor to admonish and posmen looked upon ardent spirits as one of seem to have been lost to the church in by men who were neither at leisure nor sibly to reprove his congregation. But
the good gifts of God to be received not attention to property interests, caring for independent in their pecuviary circum- such occasions rarely occur, and the pas;
tor, if wise, will so temper his words
only at Thanksgiving but with thanks- an invalid companion and settling his stances.
children in homes of their own.
;
Then as to freedom from responsibili- with * patience and brotherly kindness
giving.
He was arranging his home affairs and ty, for practical applications it is a grave and charity” that they will neither irriThe clergyman, in his pastoral visits,
business
with reference to active relig- question whether any mind is so far guile- tate nor alienate, but, as St. Paul foreitly
knelt with the family and implored an
ious
work
for the remainder of his life less and well poised as not to have dis- expresses it,'will be for ‘* edification and
outpouring of the Holy Spirit, and as he
— Exchange.
‘and they rose from their knees there soon when his health began to fail. Aftera turbances from within, however well not for destruction.”
rl
el es pti
followed an outpouring of ardent spirits, year of decline, ending in months of terri- guarded it may be frem without. EduHELPS FROM GOD.
and he, the clergyman, drank and went ble physical suffering, he went to his re- cation in no case can be wholly apart
Books, and friends, and nature are all
his way and no one thought the worse of ward, dying and triumphiong in the faith from the affairs of life. Insensibly
him.
i which he had preached to others. Five somebody’s teachings will effect the in- helps from God, to be sure, but thereis a
Poetry and fiction have done much to children had preceded him to the spirit tellect and heart.. The elder Mill sought direct help from him without which all
land. The companion of his youth, and to rear his son so that his mind should be the others will be like the altar and the
keep in view the pleasant, social features
six
children remain to mourn his loss. wholly free from the influence of Christ- wood without the etkindling fire, or like
of drinking, and it has taken a long time
Funeral
services by the writer.
ianity in the shaping of his religious the carriages and the engine without the
to convince any considerable portion of
M. S. HUBBELL.
judgments
and feelings; but in ‘denying steam to move them. ‘Philip Henry found
mankind that the invisible spirit of wine
Cromwell, lowa.
him Christianity, he imbued him with his this
in his study. He says, ‘I forgot, when
is not an angel but a devil.
own prejudices ; so thatJ. S. Mill, with I began, explicitly and expressly, te
oY
Little by little, however, the drink deall his vigor, subtlety and seeming fair- crave help from
God; and the chariotmon has been losing ground. To-day

before thee, and am no more worthy to be ‘and particulard¥ about the time when it
called thy son: make me as one of thy was closing, traitors were allowed to go

=

Ei

near ‘Blliott, Montgomery

the question is, ‘What shall his fate
Father, I have sinned against heaven, and. be?” In the dark days of our rebellion

in favor of a change are these:
(1) The Fathers did less in regular
pastoral work, even in proportion to

\

—l-

would

discern actual merit and . genuine ability
Rulers and ruled, in our favored land,
and locate the same at points of greatest
do
not make the administrationof public
utility better than churches, and better
affairs
a game of
Simon says wigthan
ministers
in
search
of
churches.
Be. are now barren; and methods of church
work _and..denominational growth onces side the great advantage of such a sys- wag.” We do not have fights halween
beautiful are now less efficient and suc- | tem to the churches and the perplexity it men and beasts on a grand scale, though
cessful. The old and the new weapon would remove from ministers jn chang- it must be confessed that our prize-fights
of our warfare are not carnal; but the ing pastorates, it would save tothe de- do savor not a little of the bratal sr '¥
enemy has changed position and we must nomination some who would gladly re- that once howled in the Roman'ar .a.
lose no time and waste no energy in main with the people of their choice, but The land we live in has been and, sl: is
are induced by circumstances to enter the arena of a conflict with a mare deadly
meeting him.
i
foe than ever heathen mytholpg$” fshed
As a branch of the great Christian fam- other fields which may invite them.
up
from the slimy caverns of the infernal
If
the
churches,
seeing
our
need
in
this
ily, our articles of faith are all we can desire. They are Scriptural and fast win- practieal and vital department of denom- regions. The drink demon has been in
. ning the recognition and approval of all inational growth and strength, would take the field a good while and, though not a
their testimony.
He is wise who lives in
the present and not in the past. Trees
that were once laden with luxurious fruit

could make

Flint, Michigan.

to earnest study: of the Some years before this he had vowed to
the Lord that when settled in life he
iL
yoo

must be given
peerless Bible.

a fallen foe was completely in the power
of his antagonist, the victim used to rest
upon his arms and await the pleasure of
the Emperor, before he dealt the final
blow. But usually the Emperor referred
the victim's fate to the populace.
.

prevent

earnest

upon pictures of truth, and in glancing Michigan, where he was married three
through the pages of the myriad works ‘years later to Miss Mahala Prall and then

weaker and less fortunate brethren and
churches. The strong must bear the infirmities of the weak. Even among our
most efficient pastors, there is loss of
time and labor - in securing new fields.
We have in mind the case of one of our
brightest and most successful pastors,
and a young man at that, whose school
debts. were scaraely paid, and yet six
months passed before there was a suitable field of labor open to him.
and better this

something to overcome. And no doubt
thisis best for us, as we might easily understand if we could see Divine accuracy
in its integrity.
In art, improvement closely follows invention. Re-adjustmentis indispensible

ia gaziog

{ gradtators
to Aght at once in the Roman

Is there any way to

too, as in mechanics, there will always be

some of life's moments

and apply the rod to their

impatient

“ Jv is the resurrection day!”

By this is meant

Nor

will it help .the case for those who are
>
strongest and most fortunate to become

To hear from His lips th’ approving word,
And sing hosannas while we say,

BY

But facts are

a form of logic not to be set aside.

in dead

THE REV. NATHANIEL ODELL.
cially in their lives—the failure found in all
things save the word of our God, and his | Rev. Nathaniel Odell died Aug. 19,
other special ministers of grace fo show 1882, ‘at the residence of his youngest son

spend

and, loss.

down”

and with no glove on. -

espe-

wise man, and the anxious heart, may

be called to another field. And this means

To receive their dread homes among the dead;
“How blest the thought,” we often say,

Help blind

men—and

ten there will be a waste of time, energy

?

Death’s cold hand
ih
dn

of

the way in whith the Father's heatt goes
and money before the retiring pastor will forth to ** all who afar off.” While the

kindness

.

prose—in the words

ento this, and the work of a faithful pastor continues until the closing Sabbath,
as it eertainly ought, in nine cases out of

< They'll rise on resurrection day!”

specimen

which we meet in all kinds of poetry and

energy.

On the other hand, if no attention is giv-

« How blest the thought,” we often say, '

It was'a

of the failure to hold and offe ‘to the
world that Divine affection—thé: failure

+

|
Prove
1.
1L

Jewis

self-confident, with a clear head, and

~

ability: to arrunge. and classify,

DAILY

READINGS.

.~-Jesus betrayed and taken.
7,

Mark 14: 43—54,. umbrella,so as not. to

Parallel aceount. "Matt 26:47—56.

be

Conducted
Xp

with

compelled

to

stay at heme on rainy days,

place ; then he should quietly pass around

com-

eth Judas, one of the twelve,and withhim a
multitnde with swords and staves, from the

- 44 chief

priests and the scribes and the

among the classes,

Now he that betrayed him had Fhven them
a token, saying,
Whomsoever I shall kiss,
that is be; take him, abd lead him away

4 safely.

46 kissed him. And they laid hands.on him,
But a certain

one

look after the library,

*

y lalelin-

38

but he left the linen cloth and fled naked.
And they led Jesus away to the high
priest: and there come together with him
elders

and the

34 scribes. - And Peter had followed him afar
off, even within, into the court of the high
priests ; and he was sitting with the officers
ug warming.himself in the light of the
re.
:

plete

»

ation
bury,
n the
eatly
nbers
vioes
ae\ casning

Torics—The betrayal.
The arrest. .
The desertion.

Notes and Hints.
last as narrated here and in
sages.

go if

at the

pe of
n afthymn

p the
vicar
f the
f the

religof it.
h his
Rise,
scant

, and
} the
their
skirts
neoposBut
) pas-

words
dness
frri-

roibly
n and

o

the

paralled

Papallel passages, Matt. 26:47—58;
47-565; John 18:2 -18..

pae-

Luke 22:

I. The bétrayal.
While Jesus was
talking with his disciples, Judas came
into the garden -with a crowd of men sent

asant

arties
ceed-

by the, priests

to take the Saviour and

lead him away.

its lim:

LIKE HIM.
|

They had no legal au-

skull, as, perhaps, he

intended,

he

only

Remember you are dealing with souls
that are to live eternally; that they are
now like the melted silver, capable of receiving impressions which will last forever. Then, stamp upon them the image
of Christ, and though it may show but

Like him in teaching. The he¥rts
his - hearers burned within them,

of
and

Several years ago some members of the

ear. Jesus at once told him to
sword and by a single touch
wound made by his rash effort.
calmly asked them why they

had not used the opportunities
had when he was teaching in

they

had designed, that success was quiekly asTem- sured ; and now every Sunday morning

ple, and mingling freely in society. He
made no resistance but conversed delib-

j, to
ariot-

erately

with

his

captors

and

allowed

himself to be led away by them without
an effort te escape.
IIL. The desertion. Only a few hours

rgive

ray of
ymen-

before this scene of tamult, the disciples
had pledged themselves to stand by their

nd’ of

clear
helps
has &
ck of
lock,
3 the
pres
fe of
each-

Master at

all hazards)

little dreaming

that they were to he put to the test
#0 soon, and that their loyalty would be

80 fiercely assailed befor: the morning
should dawn, Now the time of trial had
come and ‘‘they all forsook him and fled.”
Their faith in him who had again and

again proven himself to be the very Son
of Goa himself, seems to have been utterly destroyed by the first. wild assault

you,

8 inford!
iitle:

of his enemies.

** Let him

that thinketh

he standeth (ake heed lest he fall.” No
Man, yet untried, oan tell how

few ;
ull of

easily

he

may be carried away by the tide of influences and temptations which

with

may

strike

find

him at any time ; and no man who trusts
in his own strength has any agsurance

, and

that he can do

, and

did.

of

better than

the disciples

Christ can keep us ; the Holy Spir-

16 can keep us; the grace of God in the
heart can keep us, but none of us unassisted is sure of keeping himself.

ay to
yy the

nw lhe

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

L

There may

be bad men in any

,sharch,

Il.

0

The presence of bad men does not

Prove tte church to be bad. ©
~~ TOPICK FOR FURTHER STUDY,
1. The cause of the fall of Judas.
IL {Fhigscondition and authority of the

Jewish priesthood at this time.

sees
eight
ance
ment

in Birmingham between seven and
thousand men and women in attendon these Bible classes. This movehas far more significance in Eog-

land than in America, for in that eountry adult attendance at Sunday-school is
much rarer than itisin the United States.
—8. 8. Times.
;
rk
«« Evergreen” fs a term worthily applied to certain Sunday-schools. Neither
the heat of summer nor-the chill jof winter kills them. They-do not know what
vacation is. As Sun lay is the best day
of all the seven, so Sunday-school work is
with them the best and most blessed.
They indulge in no respite in the warfare

against ignorance, no cessation in bringing the little ones to the Saviour,
They
grow and flourish and blossom and bud and
bear fruit all the year round, They are like
that man ‘‘whose delight is in the law

ever

at

hand,

and

he

will requite your confidence by blessings
illimitable.
>
>reo

our Home

West,

Mission

Society -ia- the: far |

Rif

by the presence of Rev. H. J.

SCIATICA,

Brown, of Iowa, a man thoroughly famil-

iar with a large and important portion

boundaries
New Eoglandae

date Pennsylvania.

8

a
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Preparation

one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proof of

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

iis

DIRECTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGQISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®
= Baltimore, Md., U.8

AND

which

benefi

cally cool the: air; and then at its acme
we have those very remarkable electrical
dust-storms which impress fresh life and
vigor all around. Let me describe! one.
Nature seems subdued under the great

heat, and is in absolute repose.

Not the |

faintest breath is there to coax the faintesl movement in the leaves. Silence, prevails, for even the garrulous crows can't
caw bpcause their beaks are wide open to
assist respiration. Suddenly the welcome

ory is heard,** A storm coming!” and the
house-servants rush in to close all doors.
Anxious to witness the magnificence: of
the approaching storm, you remain out

to brave it, and soon feel its approaching
breath on your cheek. Looking to the
windward, you see a blak cloud: ap:
proaching; and, before it, leaves and

suicks, kites and crows; circling in wild
confusion.
You now hear its roar, and,
while rapt in admiration, you are eavel-

Orr,

=

=

LEAD.

SALEM, MASS,

Sabbath School
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pated,
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Pricelb cents.

Sermon
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There 1s no exoute for suffering: from
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BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached i 1808,
at the drath of a child, and printed by request.
The oni, published sermon by Randall.
10 cents
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hy y and proper
ly taughts,
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and a thousand other diseases that
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cure,
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Donglas’s Address on John Brown.
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Records
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for Pastors, Deacons, Olerks, Treasurers, Sabbath:school, Church Statistics, Resident and NomResident Members, and about 200 pages of very
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WARNER BRO'S.. 372 Broadway, N. Y.
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occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Fermulas and Suggestions.
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very concise and well ais
; stating in fifteen
ages all the important, parliamentary rules of deJ
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The Golden Sheal by
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and Christian experiences of Bal, a converted
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State Mission societies have been organized which are looking carefully after

it can

he

BLE and PERFECT F1TTING corset known,
Gi
Is Arora,
the Best
Phy#icians.
For rale by all leading dealers.

MONEY REFUNDED

AND
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Minnesota,

COR

1s made Pertectly Adjustable
toany form by @ new and noves
arrangement in construction,

:

Wits

FROSTED

springing up with an astonishing rapidi-

and

EALTH PRESERVING |

;

0

and along these, towns and cities are | J

country,” while it is in a formative state.

Centennial Record.
3
:
A vel. of al
300 pages, reviews the denomin ational pro
88 for
the century, gives a Dstery of
our wor.
the causes of Foreign and
Home
Missions, Education] Sunday Schools, Temperance:and Anti-Slavery. If also has articles on the
eneral Couference, ‘Literary Institutions, Pab-

and is the most COM FORA. |

habited deserts; they have - already a | |
large population, and this is increasing at
a rate unknown ‘in the East. New lines
of rail-road are being built every year a |

In Iowa

BALLS

:

dred years from now, must drive stakes
early in the fat and fertile soil of the
‘West, and must ‘grow up with the

5%

WILL PURIFY THE BLOOD 1

BACKACHE,

New York, | |

Itis evident that whoever wishes to
have a foothold in this country, in a hun-

EY

7)
y

These vast domains are not wild, unin-

ty.

RUSE

APIA

LUMBAGO,

and have almost enough left ‘to accomo- |

Stick to the truth, simply and sincerely true love is one of the attributes of the hu1 man heart.
strive to do what is right.

J

.

§

of

Lovelis the fulfilling of the law, and

&

{ike

at the recent anniversaries in the work of | ! |

approaches, you may see a flash of lightening and bear its clap of thuoder, and
of the Lord,” and who is so beautifully
then feel the heavy, cold ruin-drops which
described in the first three verges of the,
first Psalm. Of them it may be said, sparsely fall around. Darkness black ss
« Whatsoever” they *¢ doeth shall pros. Erebus surrounds you, darkness which
literally may be felt, for clouds of du-t
per."—8. 8. World.
i
oceasted
it; and, if you are within doors,
PEPE EP
night prevails, requiring the lighting «f
Flee in your troubles to Jesus Christ. lamps. The storm passes, light returns,
«The experience of upwards of thirty and you. find every thing begrimed with
years,” anys an aged saint, ‘* enables me dust. Every docr is now thrown open to
to say : No man ever had so kind a friend admit the cool, tracing, ozgne-charged
as he or so good a master.” View him, air, which you eagerly inhale with dilatnot, at a distance, but as a prop, a stay, od nostrils, and feel that you have securand a comforter

wind

28

to shine as a star in glory. Remember that commend them as safe channels for conChrist, the Great Teacher, is your pat- tributions.
tern, and that in order to be a faithful
The Home Mission Society now places
teacher, pleasing God, yon must be like its appropriations in the hands of
these
him.
local organizations with large discretion- Like him in prayer. The stillness of ary powers as to their use.
night and early morn Wilnegsed his earThe policy is to plant churches ih the
nest supplication for his disciples.
cer tral towns where
th is rapid
Like him in knowledge. = Possessing and
influence is concentrated. From
the knowledge of the life that now
is, these PEL
Wor can be pushed out
and of that which is to come.
a
in different dirdgtions as circumstances

Society of Friends in Birmingham, England, started early morning adalt Bible
classes in that city. This plan of having
adult Sunday-schools was so much appreciated
by those for whose benefit it was
came in this way to arrest him; why they
cut off his
put up his
healed the
He then

all

i a

by the Rev. G.C. Waterman,

thority to arrest him. It was simply a Iz souls were quickened by his words. ed, consecrated men andcousecrated monLike him tn Spirit.
Peaoefal, meek,
mob, proceeding, as we might say, acey. In many cases it is harder to find the
umble,
and
pure
in
heart.
cording to ‘‘lynch law.” They came
right kind of men than the money.
Like iim by the way.
Ever uttering Brethren, the fields are white for the
armed with clubs and sticks and such
weapons as any of them happened to lay words of comfort ard kindness to all who harvest. Is notthe Master calling some
heir bands on at the time.
They sup- oame to him troubled.
| from the denser populations of the East
Like kim at all times.
Doing the will to these broad, opening, and fast-filling
posed that Jesus would be stoutly defended by his disciples, who had been hardy, of your Father in Heaven.—Selceled.
fields of the fertile West?
* Go ye inrobust Galilean fisherman all their lives.
to all the world and preach the gospel to
They had no conception of the true naPOINTS FOR TEACHERS.
every creature.”
=
ture of the kingdom which he had come
1. Be punctual in your elass every
to establish and the kind of authority Sunday atthe appointed time.
INDIA IN-HO[ WEATHER.
whichhe sought to exercise over men. »+2, Make special preparation for your
I will briefly Indicate the thermometJudas had agreed to indicate the person lesson, so as to be ablg to explain and ilric features, say at a central position
of Christto them by a cordial greeting lustrate it.
like Allahabad.
In January the in-door
and the salutation common amongst them
8. Cordially greet each scholar, not temperature will reach its minimum, per
“ Whomsoever I shall kiss, that same is only in the class, but wherever you meet
haps standing at fifiy-four degrees. The
he, take him and lead him away.” He him.
rise is very gradual, and gets into the
seems to have been excused from taking
4.
Look after all absent seholars, and
** eighties” toward the middle of Mirch;
any part in the affair beyond this. He ascertain why they are absent, and sewhen steady at eighty-tive degrees, punwas not to lay the hand of violence upon cure their return.
kahs become necessary. Above ninety
his former Master ; they, . the rough, un5. Muke special efforts to obtain new degrees the heat is oppressive, and at
feeling rabble, were only too willing to scholars, and encourage the members of
ninety-five degrees horribly so. This is
take that part of the work into their own
your class to do the same,
generally the tewperature in-doors dure
6. Go home with a new seholar and
hands. His work was done when he bad
ing the lull between the monsoons.
In
get acquainted. Visit each scholar of
betrayed his Lord with 3 kiss.
exceptional years I have known pillows
II. The arrest. No sooner had Judas giv- your class often. Take an interest in and sheets to be uneomfortably hot, reon the kiss to him whom they sought, him, and he will reciprocate it.
8
Be full of vivacity and interest and quiring eprinkling with water; and I
than the crowd came forward and seized
buve similarly retired to rest in drenched
him.
Naturally enough the impulsive your class will feel its influenee.— Gospel night-clothes. - But the hot weather is
Peter drew his sword and struck at one Teacher.
mercifully interrupted by two remarkaof them. Instead of cleaving the man's
ble Betgorolugival phenomena.
Fast, at:

ein»
h all
d the
+ like
t the
found
when

y

whose

faintly now, God will bless your faithful
prayerful efforts, and bring out the image

Connecting Link.~The events of this les:
son followed immediately after those of the

very
cited
can't

or

: and they laid hold on him;

all the chief priests and the

pertheir

those

geod to all those brought within
its.— Gospel Teacher.

a linen cloth cast about him, over

his naked

a class,

and prove productive of great and lasting

witn

in

A good deal of interést was awakened

scholars,

them himselfin case of necessity. With
such an officer any school will prosper, |

déne that the scriptures might be fulfitled,
3 And they all'left him and fled,
him,baving

the

duty it is to attend
to them, and to do

"teaching, and ye took me not: but thisis
msn: followed

and

teach

able to give directions ‘to

to them, Are ye come out, as
inst a
robber, with swords and staves:to seize
49 me? I was daily with you in the temple

And a certain young

learning

to lead the singing; but he should be

of them

that 8
by drew his sword, and smote
the servant of the high priest, und struck of
43 bis ear, And Jesus answered and said un-

#

the joints,

willing the while to be unnoticed.” .
It isnot
a part of his official duty to

he‘came to him, and saith, Rabbi; and

47 and took him.

and

characteristics of teachers

And when he was come, straight.

"way

‘ oiling

touching the springs,

elders.

7

p——

ErDomi, LF if ‘ryan. and’ sorerid

and who | that extensive field, and able to give all
- yw. Betrayal predicted, Zech.1l: 10-13.
:
‘does
not
wear
squeaky
boots.”
Above desired information in regard to it and
Bargain made. Matt, 26:14—16; Luke 22:34.
Christ betrayed. Matt. 26:47—49; Jobn 18:2—8. all these,he must be a man of both faith the best methods of work in it. Ivis not}
8. Judas’ testimony. Matt. 27: 8-10,
and- works. Heshould himself understand easy for people accustoried to the limit- |
8. An apostle choseny Acts. 1:15—26.
what he expects his teachers to teach and ed areas of New England to conceive of
his
children tolearn. When the time for the vast stretch of territory" #acluded in
bes
is
GOLDEN TexT.—The Son of man
opening
school has arrived, he should be- many of those Western states. Towa is |
ark
rs.—M
sinne
of
hands
the
trayed into
; gin without waiting a moment for any larger than Maine, New Hafipshi
:
re, and
14:43-b4
one. The opening exercises over, his first Vermont; Mipuesota, than all'New Eog- |
duty 18 to seo that every class has wteénch- lund; Dakota, which will soon become a |
MARK 14: 43— 54,
er, aud that every pupil is in his or her state, or two states; conld take into its |
(Revised Version.)
43 And straightway, while he yet spake,

ae

THE WESTERN WORK,

the

some imagination for devising novelties,” says Mr. Abbot; and to these qualifieations another writer adds,— ¢ One
who keeps sound overshoes and a good

JESUS BETRAYED AND TAKEN.

- i

5

abilities. , *¢ He should be quick, ready,

Quarterly
and

ga

SS

of information, with good administrative
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It will detect and indicate correctly any change in the weather 12to 48 Hours
in advance. It will tell what ki nd of storm i8 approaching, and from what
direction—invaluable to navigators.
Farmers can phin their work
recording to its predictions.
Saves 50 times its cost in a single season,”
Has an accurate thermometer ‘attached, which alone is worth the price of the
combination.
This
)
eat WEATHER INDIC ATOR is endorsed by the
most éminent Physicians, Prcfessors
and Scientific men of the day to be the
|
The Thermometer and Barometer are
ut in a nicely finished walnut frame,
with silver plated trimmings, ete., makiy
it a beatitiful as well as useful or-.
nament. We will send you a sampl e one, delivered free, to your place, in good

N THE WORLD}

Agents are making from # to $20.
them,
pLot 81, or six0 ly 2ouvi
d atonce. § Xt §
onvince
you. Order
1 Just the thing to sell to farmers,
.
leasto
merchants, ete. Invaluaile

aily ir
ng
Sor

SIGHT

. . U. B. Postuge Stamps taken if In good or der,
ents wante
orders to O08

EES

but money

pre-

IS
Send for Circular urd fermp.
THERMOMETER W ORKS,
°
(Largest establishment of the kind in the world) Os weg o,08w:
0 Cou, N.Y.
e refer
to the Mayor, Postmaster, County Clerk, First an Secoud* Na
tional Bunks, or »
business house in Osetra, N.Y
Write your Post
Office, County and State plainly and remit by money-order,
draft on New York or registered lettor, at our risk.
will make a Beautiful and Very Useful Preser mt.

READ WHAT

THE PUBLIO SAY ABOUT

IT.

%

1 find Pool's Barometer works as well as one that costs fifty dollars, You can relysn
hip ““Twilight,'"
San Frang

every time,
Barometer

rece

isfaction ineevery edhe
Pool's Ba

Itisa Which

Te

5
mus
GRAS:
BD ROGERS:

It neatly

Irendy

kpekinsbony

the

Instrument

made and wonderfully ches

GEO.

B. PARSONS,

M, C.

gives

perfdct/

at two dollars,

it
sat

fice, Detroit, Mich,

saved me many times its cost, in foretelling the weather,

Leet

to perfection.

oh

ROBERTSON,

Milwaukee,

Wis,

WARE
OF WORTHLESS
IM
ATIONS,
Nohe genuine
without our Trade Mark, and Sienature of J. A. P: ‘nor. on back of Inetrament.

Y'’S8

organs, £7 swps, $125.
Pianos
S # 297,50. ? Factory runnin
axy

1a ognes

' Beatty, Washington,

frée, Address Dan
N.

J.

el hi
265t1

as below:
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TRAD,
MARK,

£3F%

Ever
instrument warranted Perfect and Reliable, Size 9); inches lone
33 wide. If not satisfied on receiving thé instrument, return it at once an.
we will refund your money. Please state where you saw our advertisemeiss
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MOVEMENT.

The death 6f the Rev.

f=

Dr.

Pusey of

Dr. Phillips speaks strongly in his letter England has recalled the history of the
of one of the most remarkable movements
from India this week, but his wofds are. the

in modern ecclesiastical affairs.

cry of an overburdened heart half-crushed with
a sense of eternal interests really imperiled.
He does not yet know the things that give us
new courage on this side of the globe.
Two

Rome.” And one of our exchanges has
said that he ‘“ will stand in history as a
sort of ecclesiastical De Lesseps, who
opened up through the Episcopal church
a strait but swift canal, connecting the

wives, we hopé) at the earliest possible date.
learn

shall find

from

Rev.

Marshall have left India and are on their way

Reformation and Rome by easy descents
and convenient locks.” And yet, Dr.

to this country.

Pusey himself has died,

C. 8.

Perkins, of Boston, that Bro. and. ‘Sister
. They sailed about the

middle

of September and hope to arrive at New York

turnat all.——The publication of matter. contained in Mr. Gerrish’s
sermon at Great
Falls and other addresses at the Anniversaries

unavoidably

deferred

till next

he

lived,

‘week.——

cism.
Its issues have been 80

related

to

the

at his

church of Rome, that it will .he well for

tomb, in Marshfield, was made especially notable by the remarkable letter, now first published, ‘ written ten years before the election

us to glance for a moment at the history
of Romanism in England. The English
nation first broke with Rome in the reign

Webster’s birth at his old

home

and

of Abraham Lincoln precipitated an inevitable
conglict, in which

Mr.

Webster

fully

asserted

tury and a half later, at.the occurrence ot
the Revolution of 1688, that Popery was
finally rendered inoperative and absolutely proscribed. During the next century
and more, there were no Romanizing tendencies in England. Charles James Fox,
near the close of the last century, and
William Pitt at the beginning of this, both

of the Constitution, and declaring the duty. of
the
government of the United States to be
prepared to resist the first overt act which
tion of the

the dissolu-

Union.” - Only its length prevents

us from publishing

it in our

columns——Isit

made efforts, but in vain, to secure legislatin that would remove the civil disabil-

proper for a religious weekly newspaper to ad-

vise everybody to have a look at the comet before the great catastrophe which some nervous
people are anticipating?

‘We would laugh at

a man

who

should

cut

sinmiply

suppose his field of grain to be

ities of the

poration Acts,

Cor-

by the passage,

the

charging “the

is

important

fact that

the

to

un-

speak for him warm welcome,

and

be-

hearty

co-

half a century ago.

was represented by

what

was

aud

not a'

few

other

eminent names. The historian Lecky has
shown that ¢‘ the overwhelming preponderance of the devotional literature of the

ago,

last part of the eighteenth century, which

now exclusiveness” began te quench
** that enthusiasm and glowing devotion
which had breathed again the breath of

wonderful in their enthusiasm and results.

life into the Church of England.” Devout

The great building was thronged at every
. service, and during the ten days no tewer

mindsin the church noticed and 'lament-

ed this, and set themselves to work to ob-

were given

tain a new revival

away and 12,062 new pledges taken. Mr.
Spurgeon threw himself into: the work

John Keble’s

of life and

Power.

Christian Year,” published

in 1827, was the first expression of what
was “in the air.” By somé he has been

with all his wonted zeal,nobly assisted by
rgeon,New-

regarded as virtually the author of the

man Hall, and Canon Wilberforce. On
, the last night of the meetings, Mr. Spur-

movement soon to take definite shape,
and whose object has been thus express-

of the

ed: ‘“to raise the church ot England from

his ac-

apathy, from dull, easy-going acquiescence, from the perfunctory discharge of

ceptance of a timepeice,suitably inscribed,
as a farewell expression of esteem ; algo

formal duties, and to quicken her again

A

legislation are aimed

religion

has come
paper,

but

the

is

been

said

NEWPORT, ME. Oct. 13. 1882.

DEARLY BELOVED :, As our dear old Star
comes to us from week to week laden with
the good news from our churches, and af-

of their

fording us an intelligent outlook upon the

be too

's great vineyard, we must all feel
how helpful and inspiring its weekly visits
are. And feeling this, is it not our first
duty to have it find its way to the homes
of all our people, that the light of its

to

agitation of their whole

about

order to sift the chaff from

the wheat in the

theological opinions of two ministers suspected
of heresy, ought certainly to have to do with

tion found

We are not prepared to endorse all of the po-

difficulty to balance this ex-

otitlay of energy.

no chaff.

There

The examina-

was

absolutely

“nothing to recompense the inquisitors for their
search.
There was nothing for the council to
do but to go home and explain that all those
suspicions, whisperings, and alarms which had
disturbed the denomination rested on nothing.
The brethren were as orthodox as the council.
No cause for this denominational excitement
had ever existed outside of the vivid imagina-

Mr. Mayo is a very distinguished educator,
but, though a clergyman, observes and .writes
from the standpoint of secalar education and
ean not, therefore, expect such large results as

tion

of

alarmists.

gatherings
necessity.

The

necessity

for

these

is evident; but it was a needless
Parturiunt montes, nascetur ri-

diculus mus.
|

One of the most serious objections to the re-

farther; and we confidently predict $hat the
barbarism of the South under the powerful op-

adjustment of State debts is the fact that the
readjustment will be likely to call for readjust-

gration of Christian schools and intelligent
churches will disappear within a generation,

Jinitum, until finally the debt is wholly

ing, and

that for readjusting, and so on ad in-

dis-

and be spoken of us'a relic of the past. Is this
an argument for the relaxation of our efforts

chggged by—unkept promises.

to educate and

downtrodden

arrangement with the bondholders to scale the

masses? In our view it is the most powerful

debt down forty per cent.
Already, however,
the ¢ Readjuster Democrats” are demanding a
furtber reduction of ten per cent., or fifty per
cent. altogether. Suppose now that they triumph and secure their demand, what assur-

evangelize

these

plea possible for the largest offerings in money
and in men for this great and promising work.
In this very field of Southern evangelization
the largest promise of the Master shall be com-

therefore has wider vision than

the secular educator.

The great

hope of the

ties—is not in politics, nor industrial

progress,

nor in material wealth, but in Christian eduta-

tion. A hundred Storer Colleges would redeem the South: let us see to it that even one

nessee, the

ance
not

Legislature,

do the

bondholders

last

Dowd in Tenspring, made

an

have that they will

be compelled

to suffer a further reduction

of their just dues?

The fact is this whole busi-

Mess of ¢ readjusting” debts is a piece of highhanded iniquity.
To suffer the camel
to
thrust in his head is in reality a bid for the admission of his whole body.
The American Missionary Association will
convene with the Plymouth church, Cleveland,
Ohio, October 24, and continue in session three
days. Thursday evening is to be given to the
discussion of * The National Problem of Southern Education”, and among the advertised
speakers are ex-President Hayes and Pres. Atticus. G. Haygood, D.
D.,. author of * Our

Brother

stated.

in Black,”

The

topic

is admirably

It is a national problem and the pro-

foundest wisdom, as well as the most disinterested love, is needed in order to its right solution. We shall await the utterances at Cleveland with deep interest: in view of the theme,
the distinguished speakers, and the potential

has a fair chance to do its part in this great and

results, the occasion may prove to be of national importance.

of the least roomy. That is the way it seems
tous. If we are in error it is because we have
been, led astray by afew facts. Prof. Gould,
for fourteen years

the occupant of the chair of

New

Interpretation

Testament

in

Newton

Theological Seminary, has just found that there
is not room enough for him in that semina.
ry. By a vote of thirteen te nine he has been

deposed

because

his methods

of instruction

made the students dissatisfied with Prof. Hovey’s theology, therefore Prof. Hovey dissatisfied with Prof. Gould. The successor of Prof.

Hackett, Prof. Gould brought to his work an
evangelical spirit,an independent mind,enlightenéd scholarship and orthodox Baptist faith,
but as a teacher he awakened investigation and

made it hard for other teachers to satisfy the
inquiries of the more thoughtful students. It

Speaking of President Haygood, we are reminded that he disapproves of the attempt to

educate the white and colored races in the
same schools. It is undoubtedly exceedingly
dighoult for the Southerner to overcome the old
race prejudices;

but we most heartily coincide

with Prof. Bumstead, of the Atlanta University, who takes the position, and maintains it by.
cogent arguments and telling facts, that the
best- and ‘surest way
to overcome this race

prejudice is to ignore it.
lem
out

So far as this prob-

of Southern education is to be wrought
by Northern benevolence, the color-line

must cease to be. Prof. Bumstead

rightly

calls sepurate schools a * wasteful and needless
expedient”; we have no hesitancy in adding
that, so far as they are maintained by Northern benevolence, tehy are also an unrighteous

device,
President Durgin, of Hiiisdale College, is
ready to make engagements with lecture comnilttees, schools and

churches, to deliver

his

popular {llustrated lecture on Iceland, The
lecture has the merit of freshness and is illus-

by a faulty exegesis. Before this, two distinguished Baptist scholars had been driven to

trated by oil paintings of the natural scenery
of the island, by quaint articles of dress, and
by various relics. It is undoubtedly very instructive, and of Dr. Dargin's power te make

Harvard, where, in a sort of exile, they now

students, ~Behrends and Pentecost have been it delightfully entertaining’we have sufficient
led to seek tranquility and usefulness as the evidence. We hope that many of our readers
pastors of Cobgregational churches. Malcom,’ will have an opportunity to hear the lecture
though a Baptist, was an apple of discord until ‘this fall and winter.
he went to another denomination. At ManQ
chester, N. H., the Baptist pastor of a large
The Disestablishment movement is again
church was forced ‘ voluntarily” to resign in showing signs of life. Dr. Rutton, an indefatis|

order that he might be less annoyed by the

gable worker in this direction, has issued a

‘“ amenities of" close communion.”

Gould, to the Tndignation of many of his old

circular in which he urges that lectures and
sermons bearing on this subject should be de-

students, has his name added. to the somewhat
attractive list of Baptist suspects.
We fear

livered

Now Prof,

that among Calvinistic Baptists cathiolicity has
no room, It would not be strange if the nineteenth centwry and the gospel law broke some
of their bands asunder,
:
i
bY

by ministers during the present season

on Sakbath evening, not only in the large centers of population but in the smaller fowns*and
country districts. Vigorous political agitation, discusston in Presbyteries, and the or-

That this most desirable

i

A

work

may

be

done, the committee appointed by the Executive Committee of the Board of. Corpor.

ators (failing to secure the services of our
dear brother, the

Rev.

C.

F.

Penney

of

Home

Secretaries,

Mrs.

V. G. Ramsey, North Berwick, Me., Mrs
8. L. Griffin, Gilbert's Mills, N. Y.; Recording Secretary, Mrs. J. L. Tourtellot,
Providence, R.1.; Treasurer, Miss. L. A.
DeMeritte, Dover, N. H.; Assistant Treas-

urer, Mrs. G. C. Waterman, Dover, N. H.:
Committee on Missionary Intelligence,

Miss May M. Bisbee, 1 Kendall St., Prov.

dence, R. I.,
Sommer St.,
Chamberlin,
Board of
Hills, Mrs.
Bowen, Mrs.

Miss Kate J. Anthony, 40
R. I.; Auditor, Mrs. E. B,
Dover, N. H.
*
Managers: Mrs. M. M. H.
B. F. Hayes, Mrs. Wi H.E. W. Page, Mrs, G. C. Water-

man, Mrs. J. B. Davis, Mri. J. M. Brews-

ter, Mrs. I. D. Stewart, Mrs..E. W. Porter,
Mrs. E. D. Wade, Mrs. N
C. Brackett.
Mrs. Ransom Dunn, Miss L
DeMeritte.

Change ia District Secret:
+N.HY.
Augusta, whose duties in his own geld for.
M., Mrs. H.F. Wood; Mass. Y. M., Mrs.
bid his absence) have requested me to act
T. H. Stacy; Ohio Y, M., Mts. H. J. Cole;
as General Agent of the State canvass for
Maine; and in consenting to do so, it Is : Central Ohio Y. M., Mrs. Nellie Dunn

no more important | Gates} Illinois Y. M., Miss E, Hodge.
. Then came the reports. And first that

with the feeling that

work can possibly present itself to us as. a

people in the next few months than this i. of Mrs.J. A. Lowell, Corresponding Secretdry. In the absence of Mrs. Lowell, her
Dear brethren and sisters, shall
we not
push this canvass with

agers have decided

a

to

will? The

put

the

man-

price

at

$2.00 strictly in advance, and to give

the

Star from now till January 1, 1884, without

additional charge.

And mow that this can-

vass may be pushed

at ence and.

earnestly,

until every home is visited in all our congregations, will not the pastors who are
willing to canvass their own fields, and
others who will take hold with a will, drop
me a card at Newport, Me., and designate
the field they will take. The committee
offer a fair compensation for the work to
be done.
Pastors will have their respec.
tivé flelds to canvass if they so request and
will promptly attend to it; and they will
be well paid for the work.
Sach fields will
not be entered by Q. M. canvassers, until
such pastors have had a fair chance to do the
work themselves, or cause the same”to be
done. Canvassing agents will be supplied
with canvassing sheets; and printed envelopes for making retarns directly to the office, at Dover, N. H,, both of subscribers
and money; and the same will be publish.
ed in the next issue of the Star, enabling
me to watch the canvass from any part of
the State where I may

chance

enabling canvassers and
know whether the names

to

be,

and

subscribers to
sent . with the

Persons unknown

to

me wishing to canvass will furnish testimonials.
v
And now, since the Corporators of the
Printing Establishment have placed in the

editorial chair of the Star one of our .best

pastors, and given him, as assistant Professor Cyrus Jordan, one so long and
orably known

as

an

educator,

and

favsince

these brethren have already demonstrated
by their work the past year their fitness for
the position, have we not a full guaranty
that our Star is to shine in the years to
come with increasing brightness?
For this

let us all pray and work.

A

James Boy.

|“

FORENOON,

OCT. 5.

At 8 o'clock, the Woman's Mission Society held its annual meeting.
At 8.30, a
prayer-meeting was conducted by Rev. J.
A. Lowell. Following this the three Benevolent Societies, Home and Foreign
Mission and Education, met in joint convention, Rev. L. Dexter in the chair. Rev.
C. F. Penney offered prayer,and then the Fi-

nancial Secretary, Rev. E. N. Fernald, made

his Report.

He answered some inquiries

touching his work.
It appears from the
Report that the methods pursued the past
year have been substantially the same as
in previous years under the * Co-operative
plan,” Mission cards have been sent to the
pastors in all the States where we have
Churches, except New York and Michigan,
In Michigan the officers of the State So.
clety, and of the Woman's Society, receive
the cards in quantities, and distribute them

to the churches in their own way.

In New

York the Central Association uses a similar
card of its own. The whole number of
churches, . or localities, represented by
contributions to
the Foreign Mission Soclety during the year, is 547—to the Home
Mission Society 394—to the Education
So-

clety 211—and the number contributing to
all three of the causes 193.
Only 66

Quarterly

ings

have

Meetings

and

contributed

17 Yearly

to

school, numbering sixty.
lips writes:

Mrs. J. L. Phil-

“I can not but

hope we may

see the Industrial a power for good.”

The

other schools in Midnapore, including the
zenana work, in spite of the obstacles to
speedy success, are steadily improving.
The work in the zenanas is still hopeful in *

Balasore.
received.

Bible instruction is willingly
Eight schools have been kept

up, employing eighteen teachers, and in.
cluding zenana and school pupils 350 have

been under
schools

Each

instruction.

have

been

Seven

taught

at

Ragged
Bhimpore.

teacher has an extra service for per

pupils

every

Sunday

afternoon.

There

has been an increase in the {iirls’ Training
school. Secular instruction and daily Bi-

ble lessons are given.

A number of the

girls have begun a life of prayer.

At Harper's Ferry, as our readers well
know,

much

has been gained.

The school

is becoming more
like other schools,
though many ef the pupils yet are those
who were once in slavery. The school
has to supply a deficiency of home training. Revival influences are reported, and

an increase of the library.

The care of

the young ladies for their sick companions
is

worthy of ‘all

commendation.

Sarely,

the success of Storer College mast

cheer

the Woman’s Miss. Soc. which has done so
much for it.

The report touchingly mentions the loss
of two—the fair, young wife and the glorious woman,—and on whom shall the man-

rest?

We now complete our reports of the recent anniversaries of the Benevolent Soci.
eties, held in Great Falls, by giving some
account of the exercises which occurred
THURSDAY

report was read by Mrs. G. C. Waterman.
The - report showed that the Midnapore
Ragged schools had made cheering prog ress during the past year. The prevalence
of the fever during the rains closed some,
but in the cold ‘season they revived and
reached the number of. 558 pupils, The
greatest cause of cheer is in the improvement of the teachers.
Encouragement is
found in the success of the Industrial

Jtles of Mrs. Lawrence and Miss Crawford

The Anniversaries.

Mission
$3197.02
ganizlpg of public meetings are 480 counseled, | there has

t

harvest

fields which wait our reaping?

MRED
1 BPA AE

is no wonder to us, Prof. Hovey’s theology
can only be obtained from the New Testament

shed needed light on the Unitarian divinity

them a clearer vision of the ‘many

money are received.

glorious work!
One of the most rigid sects in our land, by
the logic of its creed, is the Calvinistic Baptist
church. As it is partly. true that the Episcopal church is the ‘ roomiest in America”, so it
is partly true that the Calvinistic Baptist is ong |

bright rays may gladden all hearts and give

nothing.

Two gteat councils of deacons, elders, univer-

sitions taken by Kev. A. D. Mayo in his paper
ia the Unitarian Review, which was so ably
reviewed in a recent contribution to, the Star.

see

body

sity professors and presidents, summoned from
near and from far, in such a way of publicity
as to attract the eyes and ears of the nation, in

traordinary

therefore,

It is reported, by the Ad-

ponding Secretary, Mrs. J. A. Lowell,
Danville, N. H.;

Maine.

Increased

the conduct

has

them.

cases of unusual

can,

Societies were appointed 's Committee to

whieh Mr. Fernald could render his reviseq .

Confer

To the friendio * The Morning Star” in

Mormon

vances that a new psper is. likely to be the expression of their protest against their Boston
organ. We sincerely hope consolation for this
grief may come to them in some other form.
But the culmination of their troubles is in the
chagrin which they must feel ovér the seetiring

;

and

previously existing and as seen in actus)

results, were clearly shown. At his request,
the Corresponding Secretariesof the three

~ @orrespondence,

brethren have their tri-

from

which

doxy among

NOTES.

standpoint

We

the

Meet-

Foreign

cause— which
has
received
more
than
last year, while
been a falling off in the H.

Miss

Mary Bacheler,

who

was a zenana

teacher,has been appointed missionary,and
Mrs. D. F. Smith has been selected to take

Miss Crawford’s place at Jellasore.
The

sey,

Home

then

Secretary, Mrs, V. G. Ram-

presented

her

report.

She

showed that the Divine blessing had rest:
ed on all the work that the women had un-

dertaken.

Whatever they have proposed

they have successfully carried forward.
They feel that this blessing on their work
comes

to them with

the force of a com-

mand for greater efforts and wider work.
Every

district was reported and

the re-

ports showed that there had been patient
‘and zealous labor in nearly every part of
the wide fleld.

The

report from

Rhode

Island was especially encouraging. The
ladies in that district have perfected their
organization

to sucha degree that they

reach a large part of the women and bring
them into their work, &nd, allowing half of
the members of the churches to be women

the sum they have raised is equal to about
70 centsto each woman. Seyeral districts

reported rapid advance in organization
and all expressed a hopeful spirit. The

women of Michigan feel that they have 0
especial

interest in the foreign work from

the fdtt

that

twelve

missionaries

have

gone from Hillsdale College. They, wil

follow their sister who has just left them’
Miss Emma Smith, with thelr sympathies,

their prayers and their money.

Tif

on which they now enter is the decennial
year since

the organization of theiWom-

an's Missionary Society.
mark

They dedire

this year by especial thank-offering®

to God for his mercies, and hope they mdy

be able to offer to him, as a proof of thelr

yr"

a
ha
Ra
Re TL
Ba A
oe

dom and efficiency of the present plan and
methods of work, as compared with those

"The Religious Intelligencer brings us the

set limits to the right of free inquiry and ortho-

operation and large success in the State
where the Star shed its first light over

South—the solvent for all its serious difficul-

Charles Wesley,

some 350,000 during the past year
have Signed the pledge. His recent meetings in the Metropolitan Tabernacle were

dy

sorrow
great

We commend him in this

outside of the Established church, this
movement was chiefly represented by the
Methodist denomination.
So far as the
movement got into the Established
called the Low church, or Evangelical,
party, whose seat was at Cambridge and
to which belonged Cowper, Toplady,

Mormon

antness” ‘over the Andover case.

Pusey, and Dr. Newman. The new movement was born in the High’ church party
and had its seat at Oxford. We rest here
for the present, intending to continue the
subject in another article.

Star in Maine.

Report.

reports of the semi-centenuial General

The three persons who shared the spirit: willing to dictate to their ministry, to interfere
and purpose of Keble were Richard Hur- with the election of their theological profesrel Froude who lived but a short time, Dr. sors,to seek to control their councils and to

capacity to the confidence of all,

Mission

advise the brethren to send a postal card to
Dr. Phillips, Mi@inapore, India (via Brindisi).

and known as never

Our Congregational

church could the encroachments of Rome
and the progress of infidelity be arrested.

ground, and

chureh, it

for copies of the India

als. It has been a vexation to them to have all
the world a witness to their * little unpleas-

authority of the English

the F. Baptist denomination. In England,

to the listening throngs. Under the lead-ership of Mr. R. T. Booth, of blue ribbon zeal and power, particularly in the Established church, and “a cold and narfame,

labors of Mr. Booth and begged

isserting the

tion is taken than by Mr. Mayo in his paper.
President Patton writes encouragingly of the
| progress already attained in overcoming castefeeling, in.educational work, in political stand¢‘ the
ing, and in industrial interests. He also intiEng- mates that like progress has been made in morpro- al and religious tendencies and movements.

but also in the Established church,

a certain

appreciation

not the
crime.

It was thought that only by ve-

a higher

it

acquired a wide-spread and extraordinary
United Grand Junction Ebenezer Tem- popularity, was produced by the Evangeperance Association”
But that which the lical party,” and that ‘‘ by far the greater
‘‘ Ebenezer Temperance Association” was part of that literature was the work of
doing in 1836, innumerable Temperance | members of the Established church.”
Associations, are doing now 3 general
‘We are now prepared to state the oriacceptance and applause all over the gin and development of that movement
land. A half century celebration of the known as the Oxford or Tractarian movegood work has just been held in the Lon- ment, and to which, in its various stages
don Crystal Palace. There was an at- or phases, belong also- the titles Puseytendance of 50,000 persons, and prominent ism, Ritualism, and Anglo-Catholicism.
temperance speakers from both sides of
Subsequently to 1790, the Evangelical
the Atlantic delivered stirring addresses
movement seemed to- lose much of its

his

present agitation and

destroying Christianity and would end in

chief center of religious activity in
land.” I! was this movement that
duced
the eloquent Whitefield under | We are pleased to note this striking confirmawhose preaching, in America, was con- tion of the position we had taken, that the
verted Benjamin Randall, the founder of Christian educator occupies a peculiar vantage

stylidg it ¢¢ The Brick-lane Branch of the

'. geon expressed

political emancipation of the Catholics in
1828 and 29 aroused many fears. Emancipation was regarded as the fruit of a spirit,
born of Evangelical principles, which was

and raised the standard of clerjeal duty.”

not use his wit in caricaturing the Good
Templars or the Blue Ribbon Army as; in

his brother,the Rev. J. A. 8

latitudinarianism - of the

Before the end of the century, it had become, especially among Nonconformists

cants as a_beverage has passed beyond
the cruel misrepresentation and merciless
ridicule of the public press with which it
"was assailed in other days. Possibly if
Charles Dickens were now alive hé would

28,447 ‘blue ribbons

The

then popular Whig party as shown in the

Evangelical movement, It found its first.
pletely realized: they that sow now shall reap
great exponent in John Wesley. It awo
“gpeedily a hundred-fold !—Since writing the
England from an alarming state of relig- foregoing, our attention has been directed to a
ious apathy and * gradually changed the communication in the Advance, by President
whole spirit of the English church, Patton of Howard University, in which a very
kindled a spirit of fervent philanthropy, much more hopeful view of the Southern ques-

total abstinence from the use of intoxi-

“than

perilous.

it is marked

Quite a number of pastors have applied to us

spirit in all our churches. 4,
!
Following thie report occurred some
questions and explanations relating to. the
Secretary’s work for the year. The wis.

report for approval before publication,
At 10.30 occurred the public services of
ence of our New Brunswick brethren. They
Woman's Mission Society. The Pres.
the
indicate a pleasant and profitable session.
‘ident, Mrs. E. S. Burlingame, of Provi.
/dence, occupied the chair, Prayer was
offered by Mrs. Prof. Hayes. The follownot afford to lose so much. Better one wife
hing officers were chosen for the ensuing
and rise to the mayoralty, the Legislature or
year: President, Mrs. E. 8. Burlingame:
@=&"In addition to the usual denominational
Congress, than a score with no chance to vote
matter, this department is open to
brief and
Vice Presidents, Mrs. J. Mariner, Mrs. C.
or be Postmaster.
unobjectionable
communications
"The friends of Mormonism will soon under- ‘otherwise
H. Lord, Mrs. E. W. Page, Mrs. Annie §.
from al
f our field.
stand that the objective point at which the
D. Bates, Miss L. E. Champlin; Corres.
Sa

im-

connection, - because

eighteenth century and was known as the

brewers and retail dealers with so miserably adulterating the drinks as to drive
people from them. But Mr. Gladstone is
nearer right when he attributes the change
to the improved habits of the people. It
is a fact which can not be gainsaid that
temperance principles are rapidly gaining
ground throughout the whole of England.
This may be seen when we consider that

Bat

Evangelicalism

by

bearers and bands of music.

before.
Little by little multiple marriages will
be made scandalous and odiogs. Best of all,
polygamy will be made politically
unprofitale. The average Mormon has his ambitions
like other men.
He likes to figure in elections, is fond of office, and is hungry to feed at
the public erib.
Young men will see that it
does not pay to follow that dogma, they can

plied the universal priesthoodof the peo-

public attention in 1833, but it had in reality been progressing for several years
before that. We mention this in this

foreseen = Ro
ard tendency of this
movement was largely made easy and
inevitable
by the new
opportunities
that were granted to the Catholics in the
State by legislative enactments.
To go backa little. A very notable
religious revival began in England in the

TEMPERANCE IN ENGLAND.

years

principles.

tainted

of High

the “Christian educator can hopefully foresee.
We do not question his statement of facts—
there is no doubt about the barbarism of the
South; nor, from his standpoint, would we
call in question his conclusions. We take the
position that the Christian educator occupies

bear in mind

Our readers must have noticed that
across the water the Temperance movement- has of late been making rapid
strides. Beer, the Englishman’s favorite
beverage, has got into serious difficulties.
The froth is disppearing from the drink,
and even leading brewers confess that the
most flourishing of all trades has received.
a decided blow. Some writers who are
slow to perceive the signs of the times

forty-six

by the

and

man and Dr. Edward Pusey, first attracted

weakness of those who use them.
It certainlyis true that very great results are
‘offietimes
produced
with
very little
means, when they who use them are filled
‘witn ‘‘a mind to work.” And it is also true
that if we lack this mind to work, we may
have all the means in the world, and yet
Aaceomplish nothing.

the ‘Pickwick Papers,” he did

and

how-

The Oxford Tractarian movement, represented by such men as John Henry New-

wisdom that weakness of means is only the

temiPerance society

thing,

following year, of the Catholic Relief Bill.

Ngo

by

The

repeal, in 1828, of the old Test

Some one has remarked with considerable

situation

Catholics.

ever, was at length accomplished

because he had whetted his scythe.
No
less absurd is it for a man to thisk that
he can do his whole duty by merely praying.
,
vg

* explain the

the ‘Telaxgtion

of Henry VIII, but it was not until a cen-

the nullify eof secession ordinances and “the
right of coercion, sketching briefly but forcibly
his well known views of the true interpretation

should be intendedto bring about

church

a | atheism.

years has been known as Anglo-Catholi-

The celebration,last Thursday, by the Webster
Historical Society, of the centenary of Daniel

i

as

member of the English church. For those
who may care for it, we propose to give a
briet outline of the movement which for
many years bore his name, and was
known as Puseyism, but which of late

about November 1. . Mr. Marshall was in very
poor health, and was advised by physicians to
return home immediatley, if he wished to re-

is

movement “was in opposition to the
Evangelical, inasmuch as the latter was
perceived to mean ‘the abolition of the

trick her out in the ancient vestments of licalism was to be opposed as false and

eign Board means to send out three men ( and
our Jehovah-jireh.——We

hood nor any right to the sacraments.
The necessity of sacramental Christianity [was insisted upon. Hence the new

sacraments and.

fixed its guns in Scotland.
Iu a recent procession which took place in Glasgow, 1,000 soldiers” marched in-line, headed by standard-

divine command we marry plural wives,”
‘ We shall sin if we yield.” “Our beloved
leaders, the
priests, prophets and apostles of
God, are suffering
for conscience sake, are
martyrs to our holy religion.” ¢ Let us stand
by
them, God will bring
deliverance.”
Not
the least disposition to yield appears.
But the
role of martyr can not be played forever, and
may be overplayed.
Then a stigma is new
thrown upon polygamy.
The man or woman

« life-long labors to divest the church of ple, ¢ the extinction of the priestly con-

our For-

Abraham’s faith and we

England was the real Catholic church,
and that Rome had neither the true priest-

So, we doubt

The Salvation Arthy has erected its forts and

ple. ** It is from heaven”, is still taught constantly in all their religious assemblies. * y

England of her Protestant character and to, ception of the ministry ;” and so Evange-

have been mentioned in our columns and both,
we can not doubt, with God’s help, will make

Let us have

priest

who was in this country a few years ago,
characterized the work of Dr. Pusey as

ladies are already newly commissioned for the
foreign field, Miss Emma L. Smith, of Michigan, and Miss Lavina Cooms, of Maine. Both
swecessful missionaries. Moreover,

Father

Burke, the eloquent Irish Catholic

age and experiences aboard.
not, do many others...

ghore ‘dear
peo-

previous to ius adoption, and closes with

NEY Sth UI TO CTE

effect before publication.

THE TRACTARIAN

of tha church lay in her priesthood and

sacraments, and held that the ‘Church of

an exhortation to cultivate the missionary

PTE TORY TRE

..

throw and destruction of Utah’s *“ peculiar institution” and * twin relic.” Perhaps
the immédiate result will be to make jt
and sacred to the many devout a

will send to the Star some account of ‘his voy-

ETE

for articles contribut,

worship by importing iato it ancient doctrines.” Keble conceived that the strength

Q. M’s—shows

that the expenses of raising fands by the
* Co-operative Plan” are-much less thay

steamship ‘ Germanic”, arrived safely at
Queenstown last Salipath. We hope Bro. 8.

the Edmunds bill will be as touching the over-

in all our

the

We learn that Mr. and Mrs. Stewart, on

future. The writer concluded his interesting
communication as follows:
It is much too soon to say what the effect of

dectrine in the Non-conterming churches,

The Report suggests the appointment of

'Q. M. Agents

the probable repults of the agitation in the near

ner

contributors and cannot pay

of

and the attempt of men of genuine and
It is evident that the conscience of even profound piety to revivify an ancient

the nation is being roused against that
traffic which has been for so long a. time
its curse and shame. God speed the day
when it shall no longer have an existence
on either side of the Atlantic.

ed by others unless an understanding is had to that

and lifelessness

we

ance.

&3~ All communications designed tor publication
At fen
sh ould be addressed fo the Kditor, and all letters.
“Business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Contributors will please write only on ene side of
their paper and not roll it preparatory
fo mailing. hey must send full name and
address, not
necessarily for publication. We cannot return
manuscripts unless stamps.Are
sent for that purpose. We need at least a week in which to decide
whether we caw use contributions of any length.
We have a large corps of paid editorial and special

church

ETE

on Sundays. Men ofall classes and creeds
are taking open stand against intemper-

Established

opinion that * the bulk of mankind are as well

qualified for flying as thinking.”

income of the three Socleties
$3,681.19 less this year than lagt.

a

C.A. BICKFORD, Editor. '
CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.

bill. There is ‘little question that all Mormondon is excited alnfost to a frenzy in view of

reaction against lifelessness of form in the

us of Dean Swift's

rE

and Wales'the drink-shops are now closed

The movement has also been called ‘a

Agnostics:remind

Ed. Society's income; so that the

ee

tude to God that we learn of such achieyements in England. In Scotland, Ireland,

18, 1882.
pg

is it?”

Where

ea

OCTOBER

owlet staring at the sun and ‘Teoting,

CEE

WEDNESDAY,

It is with decided plepsure and grati- sical, of an ecclesiastical sovereigaty.”

M. receipts of $6317.of7,a
$460.8¢nd
ny,

ll, Tol TERT

..

¢ Ignoramuses” is what the Presbyterian
calli”the agnostics. An agnostic is Coleridge’s

The Advertiser recently published #\ letter
from Sali Lake City, written, we presuffie, by
Rev. D. L. Leonard, which speaks very encouragingly of the working of the Edmunds

Tar ST

with the spirit of a priesthood, to arouse
her to the living work, spiritual and phy-

Lies

making

i

The Horuing Star.

of ia’ complete set of his sermons,
twenty-seven large volumes.

—
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gratitude, the Sanitarium among | have any ofthe

Jove and

‘$4259.49, and the disbursement for the
same time $4216 58.

Mrs. E. W. Porter then presented ‘‘ The
‘Claims and Importance of Home Missions.” Home Missions in relation ‘to

The writer, a member of the church, at this
place, with the welfare of the cause at heart,

takes this method

Christian work are #8 the germ to the
complete developmen,
the seed to the

Free Baptists
of one

of the: church. There is, first, one
it multiplies

into

hundred

the

known,

to the

condition of

the

thirty

members,

all in

with some little outside help, has paid off its

we can not speak gf the home work without casting our eyes abroad on the distant
fields, ready for cultivation. A large part

pair the

building.

eight

tifdusand dollars; it is centrally

The

building

andfis very prettily designed.

our gospel work mast bear directly up-

cost

about

located

In this city, the

capital of the State, with a population
of thir-

on the young of our homes, our churches,

ty-five thousand and

its many

elegantly

fur-

We as

Free

nished and finished churches.

There are seven

Baptists can not afford to be, as from necessity
we are, with a soiled and unioviting looking
building. The house of the Lord should and

millions ‘ of youthful, impressible souls
within the fold of our Sunday-schools be-

sides the large class outside. Here is a
suggestion of the whitened flelds.

must be kept in order,
churches will continue
are losing ground. : The
not be accomplished at

Having considered Home Missions as an

initial work, it was reviewed, secondly, as
the parentage.
We suffer for what Poul
called the care of the churthes. An oversight and superintendence that will plant

pect so desirable an
room
4

must,

if we

or our more favored.
to prosper while we
work before us can
once, nor do we ex-

end; but the audience
would be comfortable, be

re-windowed before the severe-cold weather.

the ‘Todo this and other immediate repairs it will

churches ia the right place and at
right time, as well as fostering cape, are
needed. We can not afford the waste Fike
. ‘comes without

ment

stands

this lack.

behind

require about five hundred dollars. It is utter-

ly impossible for us to raise the amount needed
having so recently rid ourselves of a great burden—the debt. It is thought possible that by

As the govern-

the army

that

is

hurled upon its foes, so should the home
forces stand behind those in the forefront.
As the pickets return to the army or fall

in the service, others should take their
places. If the fire does not die out of the
for lack

of work

for it.

They

who labor for the salvation of others shall
find in their own souls that God's law of
reflex influence beautifully verifies the
promise that they that water shall also

themselves be watered,
:
The other paper was by Mrs. F. S.
Wiley, M. D., onthe The Anglo-Saxons.”

alence

turned, civilized,Christianized ; and spread
over that land are fruitful fields, smiliog
villages and populous cities. Now the

some,
1
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this is what we are éarnestly engaged in doing.
Having thus briefly presented our cause, I
ask can not some more “favored congregation,

broth-

er or sister, help us to the amount of one window, thirty dollars ? If not so much, do what
you can even to the amount of one sixth,or

less. We kindly ask some pastor, S. School
superintendent, teacher or scholar to think out

The savage has been

the American, are the chosen—are chosen
for preaching the gospel to other pagan
nations. The great blessings brought to

H. H. HOWARD.

+e

Hints for Mission Work.
The unselfish devotion of Mission workers in
genera) is known te the whole church, but the
faith, pluck, persistency, self-sacrifice and
constancy of the mission workers of the
Central Association are not surpassed in the
anpals of Christian endeavor. Our hearts
victories

fuse to be sad over our disasters.

and

re-

It is better

to have tried and lost than not to have tried

all.

We are as proud of the men

who

at

tried

great things and failed as those who have tried
What Free Baptist does not rejoice
and won.
over the Association at Fairport and the Harper’s Ferry Endowment?—over Attica’s memorable gathering and the Foreign work?—over

Apalachin

and

the David Marks® Professor-

ship #—this last will be a fact yet—over oar
late Buffalo meeting with its general enthusiaam all along the line ?
The Corresponding Secretary commends the

study of the financial question,

especially

the

study of the minutes which are about to apWell and good. While you are waiting
pear.

1he books are open before me and I can give
yous few hints about them. The books show
moidpnoney raised than usual and more expended. Never has the prospect of speedy
suecess heen so apparent in the Elmira Mission,
at Harper's Ferry, and in the David Marks

Professorship.

:

By a struggle at Buffalo the Foreign Mission
treasury is out of debt.
The Home Mission

treasury is in debt and the debt should be wiped out at once by

ip

contributions taken

the

churches at the beginning of the financial year.
1t is not a part of our policy to be in debt, and
debt means more money or else retrenchment.
But how can we retrench when we are doing

80 little and the calls are so many ? It is encouraging that nearly all the fields helped in

the past are rapidly repaying by an increase of
© contributions. And others are about ready to
helpus largely. Money spent has not been
thrown upon barren ground.
1 look over a long list of names of brethren

when he receives a letter saying the money enclosed is to be credited to our Q. M., or was
collected at our last Q. M., or by our church

last Sabbath ? Or how when it is said the

money, perhaps from four or five churches, is
to be divided according to the card system ?
You will see it takes time, especially when
many come at once. How when the Saetetaty
finds a P. O. without the county or state ? It
may bein N. Y., or in Penn. Of course it can
-or at the post-office;
be found in the register.

but it takes time.

Other hints may come in

due time.
“The present treasurer takes up the load

down

by Bro.

Durkee

because

bat with’no spirit of .repining, because he be-

“lipves Christ’s cause demands cheerful and ready
compliance with orders.

The work 18 great.

The Cor. Bec. says, ¢ We have many objects,”
and 10 me, at least, it

looks as

though we

are

* reaching the center of our column. Let us not
do less for any objcet, but be sure that our
churches in need of help are helped. Let us
at once re-enforce the Home
“a

Mission,
;

‘

If you

ie

Ster,

We,

of

and’ beld

any reason it shall seem well to

Three

to a very

in East Corinth

Thus far he has been successful and the meets
ings are increasing in interest and numbers.
is looking

forward

for larger re-

church....The

church

at

Little. Falls

complete surprise a few days ago and left $38
as a token of esteem....Bro. F. E. Briggs, of

|

Hampshire.

Rev. 8, H, Winslow has received a call to
North Barnstead parish and
bors there Oct. 1.

he began his la-

Vermont.
Three persons were received

to the North Danville F'.
Oct. 8.

by

his friends.

§. church on Sunday,
x

The

committee

‘With reference

and Hebrew,

numbers

ten, all

men

All the classes are hard

at work and deeply interested.

There is
those young
best of their
ally will do

much encouragement to help
men, that they may make the
time. If the churches generas an increasing number are
will

be supplied,

and

the

cry for more gospel laborers will be availing.
VERUS.

#4 Promising Field.

north of the present village of Ontario, Wayne
Co., N. Y. Although worshiping in an unpretending school-house, it exerted an excel
lent Christian influence upon the community
for several years.
But ia time, through vari-

ous causes, the church lost its visibility.
was fully

thirty years-ago;

This

but a few of the

nominational ties. In the meantime, a rich soil,
some valuable iron ore beds and the construction of a railroad have transformed the then almost wilderness to a populous and prosperous
community, with its center of population and
business at Ontario.
In the cluster of three villages there are now
several churches, but the religious privileges
of the locality have hardly kept pace with the
increase of population and wealth.
A few
years since, a sister denomination organized a
church with flattering prospects of success,and
soon after built a tasty and commodious house
of worship; but the enterprise left the society
overwhelmed with debt, which, combined with
unfortunate management, resulted in the disbanding of the society and the sale of the beautiful edifice to satisfy the creditors. This sale
brought the premises under the control of Bro.
H. Hill who is a man of wealth and influence
in the village. For a few years the church
property hasmot been used for religious purposes except occasionally.
‘The entire situation has seemed to indicate
that Free Baptists should re-occupy that old
field. Within the last two months, the ground
has been partially looked over, very advanta-

geous terms

have

been secured

for the pur-

chase of the unoccupied house of worship and
arrangements have been made for regular services,the pulpit being supplied alternately by the

with

the

1st

Next

Elder Morse of Putnam

church, Nov. 3—5.

which

to her.

aid Rev. G. H. Child of East Killingly.

Prob

C. P. PRESCOTT,

awakened

much

The

were

ably a thousand people assembled at the wa- | . Next seseion with Hastings church, beginning
Friday evening, Dec. 1, w a sermon from C. E,
ter’s. edge to witness the baptism of twenty- Hallack.
G. P. LINPERMAN, Clerk.
three happy converts, embracing several heads
of families, one family of four, one of three,

and some from the Roman church.

Following

Valley

It

(Iowa.)

was

—Last session with

an

ifitéresting

the

session.

The churches were not all represented.
Rev’s I.
W. Drew and L. D. Felt were in attendance a part
of the time.

the baptism, thirty-two persons received the
hand of fellowship and welcome.
Thus the
church starts out again with freshness and

Next session with the Marble Rock church, Dec.
4-3, at which time the new church building will
5 | be dedicated.

New

H. C. INMAN, Clerk.

York.

Springfield (Me.)—Held the Sept. session
On the first Sunday in October, the Rev. I.
with the church in Chester. Quite a good delegaB. Coleman, in the presence of a large number,
tion was present from the churches.
Rev.J.W,
in West Stephentown, baptized a man and his Carr, from the Houlton Q. M., was with us; and
reached with his usual fervor.
Rev. A. P. Anwife.
The hand of fellowship was given at the .drews, messenger from Exeter Q. M., was unable
to be present, but wrote us a very cordial letter,
water.
:
and Rev. J.D. Couliard acted as delegate in his
‘The Apalachin church is finally out of debt.
stead, and at Bro. Andrews’ request. Sabbath
In ue week after the subscription was full it morning we repaired to the river where one person received baptism by Bro. Curtis, of Enfield.
wag all paid and the mortgage was canceled.
Preaching during tbe session by Brethren CouliHonorable mention should be made of two sis- ard, Carr and Staples.
Next session with the Enfield church;.commencters, one in and one out of the church; the lating Jan. 5, 1883, at 2 P. M, . H. GRAVES, Clerk.
ter saying, ‘ Though not a member of the
Belknap
(N. H.)—Held at Meredith Center,
church, I want to worship in a house free from
Sept. 12—14.
Rev. G. H. Pinkham, the pastor;
debt”, and emphasized that with $50. Pastor
was chosen Moderator. Sixteen ministers were
resent, eight
from
the
churches.
of
this
and people are working in perfect harmony.
. M.,
seven from other Q. M’s, and one
There is manifestly an increasing interest in from
another
denomination.
Eleven
church:
es were represented, either by letters or delegates.
the several departments of Christian work
The Franklin Falls church, whose house of worpointing to a harvest of souls.
ship has been closed for several months, was reported by two of its faithful sisters as being in a
The church at Dickinson, having been some
very low and scattered state.
Several pastors
time without a pastor, is now favored with the
hearing the Macedonian cry, i‘ Come over an
labors of Rev. B. G. Blaisdell.
Sunday, Oct.’ help us”, will arrange to heed the call. The Lake
Village church is very fortunate in securing at
8, Mr. B. administered the ordinance of baponce Rev, E. W. Ricker, as their new pastor. As
tism to five happy persons, who now rejoice
the quarterly sessions often fail to accomplish the
good desired through a lack of concentration of
from having followed the Saviour in baptism.
effort, the question of preparing a flexible proThe church feels much encouraged.
ramme {or the next session was freely and warmy discussed, and a vote was passed to that effect,
Ohio,
and a committee appointed.

" Efforts are

being made

Baptist préaching at Athens, the county seat
of Athens County and the location of the Ohio
University.
The prospect appears favorable
for the organization of a F. B. church.

At

the next meeting

r

stead of two will be considered.
present
from
the Rockingham,

Wolfboro’, and

Sandwich

Delegates were
New
Durham,

Q. M’s.

Sermons were

reached by Rev’s C. E, Hurd, J. Burnham Davis,
. W. Ricker, A. J. Eastman, Ira Emery, and G.

0. Wiggin.

from

the start.

Al-

We are thanktul for sole of the stir.

ready the would-be flock are asking for a shep-

My heartis

deeply

stirred in view of the

pressing need of our India Mission; and not
much less so of our Home.

I suggest that the

amount necessary to establish a Sanitarium, at

Darjeeling be raised by ten dollar shares, any
one taking one or more shares.
Each church
could take a share, or several persons unite in
a share.

Let all be lent to the Lord, who will pay

large dividends to all who continue to support
the Mission by alms and prayers,

'T. C. PARTRIDGE,
Orland, Ind.

Notice.

-

All ladies inthe Mass. Q. M. interested in
the subject of Missions and the promotion of
the interests of the Women’s Missionary Society are invited to meet at Worcester, in con-

nection” With the coming session ot'the Q. M.

On the evening of Oct. 6 a few of the mems
bers and faiends of the F. B. church in Terre
Haute assembled at the parsonage te encourage their pastor, Rev. F, W. Westpfahl, with a
social visit and supper, at which each member
of the family was kindly remembered with
very appropriate and useful presents, the pastor also receiving a parse of over $12. Thanks
are rendered to the friends for their kindness.
:
Michigan.
:
The new church in the city of Capac is still
prospering under the faithful labors of Rev.
W. B. Shaw, the pastor. Sabbath, Oct. 1, four

received baptism and united with
The

church

is renting

a house

worship and finds it ‘bard

the church,
in

which

to

to pay rent, salary,

and other expenses.

If it could

agement

mission help, in a little

by way of

have encour-’

while the church would be self-sustaining,

At the covenant

meeting,

more persons were baptized

the F. B.
months
church,
numbers
fifty.

Sept. 30, three
and

united

with

church in Lansing. In the past 18
thirty-five have united with
the
The Sabbath-school has increased in
from thirty-one to one hundred and

The

congregation, at first very small,
now fills the church. The Society is much
)
en-

couraged
and a
finished
church
66x40

with

city,

vestry

the

24x40

The

corner

Kalamazoo St., facing

and

the park.

is not strong

of a Quarterly Meeting Society.
pb
hr
PER ORDER.

work and do what they can.

financially, but

the basement

basement

location is the
of Capitol

there,the 26th and 26th inst., for the formation

finish

The
and
Rev’s

Morton, uriffeth, Evans. Fowler and Bull were
present.
Rev. W, Parker and wife, of the Waehgion (Pa.) Q. M., were with us and added much

tv the interest of the meeting. Sister W. Parker
guve a very interesting report of the organization
of the Woman’: Missionary Sbciety of the Washington Q. M. We hope that the sisters of our Q.
M. will profit by Sister-Parker’s report and advice. Collection $10.96.
Next

session with

Dec. 15-17.

Clymer & Harmony

church,

‘F, A. ELLIS, Clerk.

' van Buren (Iowa.)—Held the ‘August session

with

the Utica church.

Elder

Moxom, Agent ot

the State Home Mission Board, was in attendance, in the interest of the State Home Missions,

and
over

preached to good acceptance. He received
for the use of State Home Mission Society.

Next jpessiyh with the Lockridge church, eom.
mencing on
Friday before the fourth Sabbath in

October,

Business conference at 3 P. M,, Friday.
D. K. HELTERBRAN, Clerk.

St. Francois Co. (Mo.)—Held with the Jonca
church, Sept. 8, and protracted until the 13th.
The religious exercises were spiritual and well attended. Rev.James Modgiline, a F. B. brother
and minister from Ill., was prefent and preached
some very spiritual sermons.
Thé church was in-

creased
by three, and one was converted who did
not join the church,
Wx. H. CoPASS, Clerk,

‘Winona & Houston (Minn.)—Held with the
Money Creek church, Sept. 15—17. The attend.
ance was good. [It gave us new courage to receive
as one of
come from

number Rev. C. L. Kerr, who has
New Haven, Mich., to accept the pas.

and feels’ the need of more roem
torate of the Pickwick church. Rev.
Mr, Cole was
They have nearly also with us. After many years of faithful service
better’ house.
Dea. H. A. Corey resigned as Q. M. Clerk, and F.
the foundation ‘walls for a new
was appointed.
edifices
It is to be" of brik

neath. the vestry.
the

present from all the churches of the Q. M.
reports from the churches were hsonpaging
hopeful of better times yet in store for us,

and

be-

best in

Avenue

and

The Society

all are ready to
They propose to
fourdation walls this !

Rengselaer
church, Sept. 8-10,

The

four churches

resented

(N. Y.)—Meld

with

J, B. Lawrence

in

in the county

by delegates.

the

Alps

the

chair,

were well rep:
n

The Conferente was

union on all business matters.
It was the sense
of the Conference that the Bloomfield church had

lost its weihifity. Voted that Brother A. Nichols
of Chesterfield be authorize t by power of attorney
to collect and adjust the Fisk legacy, as revertin,
to this Q. M. The matter of engaging an evangel-

-

®
SE

¥

'

to

bring

vitality

8. D.

Bates,

Treasurer

Rev. A. E

Wilson,

Ohio

Free

Lansing, Mich., to

Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M.

Com-

whom

all

and Educa-

tion Societies.
(25t)
Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be sent. (1028)
" Rev. J. H.Walrath,
Waupun, Wis., Treasurer
of the Home Mission ‘Board, to whom all money
Should be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.
C. Brackett,

Harper’s

Ferry,

W.

Socigties,Concord, N. H.

(132)

Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education Soc. ,to whom contributions
may be sent in aid of those preparing for the

Gospel ministry.

Neb.,

Treasurer of

H. M. Soc. of No. Kan. & 8. Neb. Y. M,, to whom
all money for this Soc. should be sent.

H. H. Withington, Toledo, ‘Towa, Treasurer
of
the Home Dep’t Iowa Yearly Meeting, to whom
all Home Mission funds are to be sent.
H. H. Withington, Toledo, Towa, Treasurer of

the Iowa F.
Rev. Charles

Parsousfield Q M
Flood Wilkinson
Richard Shackley
Ch Portland 5.57

5.50
1.00
1.00
Pine

Ch Pittsfield Village

TI200

‘©

¥ Ar——

© 188.44

RUFUS DEERING, Treas,
ple

:

Central Association.
Receipts for September, 1882.
;
F.M.
RB. M

J Baldwin Redfield N Y

oil

for Minutes
Pike N Y Mission Band
for Go wri
Lawrence Q MNY
Miss Lottie Aldrich Buffalo
N |Y
Xansas
Mission

1.9: 3

1.98

:

a

50

;

5.00
1.00
7.00
3.88
1.27

1.70

’s Ferry

Mrs C L Vail
Windom
NY
Pultney ch N Y Miss
Betsey Horton $2.00
Maria Stone $6.40 T
Brush $1.25 Harriet
Stone Jane
Stone
Annie Bicon Martin
Horton .50 cts each
Susan
Clark
May
Clark Tamar Parker
Libby Osborn Hannah Sisson Esther
Lownsbury. Martha
Reley Presella Wild-

i
ap

man. Hattie Roberts

.Eliza

Bias,

Rosenkranze

s

Lydia
Rice Mary
Sherwood.
Susan
Dunn Ann Eliza Bennett
ie: Stewart
each .25 cts Coller 22
For Western Miss
Y

Macdonough NY
Chenango Q MNY
Page 2
Colugs ch NY
Dea 8

nN

3.00

Eliza Norton East - €oncord N Y Buffalo ¢b
Emma Smith outfit Rev
. ' W H Merryman
Hattie Baleom Redfield
.NY
:
Sherburne ch N Y
Cattaraugus
NY
QM
Elton N'Y 8 Schoo ;
Humphrey %
Great
»

be

4

Ed, Soc

50

Spe 200

2.60

80

see

95

J L Pope

© "00
Miss Bearop 1.
Mrs Shawler 1.00 A
Olney
1.00
Floyd

Shawler 1.00 Rev S A

Worden 1.00
French Creek Q M N
YBy £ A Ellis
C L Vail Int on note
S M Gates Harper’s Fer-

1.80
11.00

Rev J B Randall Emma
Smith outfit
Erie Q M By G H Ball
Mr Brigham By G H
Ball— +
G H Ball Pledge

5
3.

3.50
j

Intereston
Z T Griffin
note D Marks Prof
Oswego
Q M
Ladies’
Aux Soc NY
Phenixch NY
Hastings ch Ladies’ Aux
Soc

1.50
3.11

Miss Florence Cook
CE Hollock

=
5

1.00

.

25

157.09
69.37
J. C. STEELE,
North Parma,

church,

10 A. M., Devotional Exercises, led by Rev. A. L.
Gerrish;10.20. A. M , Paper,‘‘The real object of Sunday-school Work,” by
Rev. H. Canfield, followed

by discussion; 11.10 A. M., Paper, ‘The unity of the

church and Sunday-gchool,” by Rev. F. H. Peckham, followed by discussion; 1.30 P. M., Devotion-

al Exercises, led by Rev. Lewis Dexter; 1.50 P. M.,
Paper, * The Characteristics of a Good Superintendent,” by Rey. A. T. Salley, followed by discussion;
2.40 r. M., Rev. Smith
Baker of Lowell,
Mass., on the preparation of the Lesson; 3.30 P. M.;~
Paper,
* Primary Class Work,” by Mrs. M. M.
Brewster, followed by discussion; 4.15, Question

7.30 P. M.,

Paper, “ Temperance in the Sunday-school,” .by
Mrs. E. S. Burlmgame followed by discussion;
8.15 P. M., Address
by Rev. Smith Baker, on Con-

secrated Teachers.
>
:
REV. A. L. GERRISH, ) *
REV. ARTHUR GIVEN, } Exec. Com.
DEA. D. G. WooD,

40.56
Treas.

N. Y.

NoTE. Parties sending money will save loss to
the Society by sending money by New York drafts
or money order,
ye

Poney Letters Received.
W H Bowen—A C Babcock—N Bigelow—Mrs P
Brown—J Boyd—D C Curtis—8 Curtis—Mrs H
Clark—Nellie

E Dearborn—G

W Dalley—P Day—

M C Foster—W Hawley—dJ F Heath—R E Hatch—
C A Harding—Miss M Harmisa n—Mrs E 8 Knowl.
ton—C 8 Loomis—C H Littl e—A Libby—Mrs T D
Merrick—R Martin—G H M oon—H
Miner—E
Owen—D H Robinson—A C Russell—A Sargent—
A Stoddard—J M Smith—D Smith—G N Sandford
—S L Tyler—P

—L D

E

Town—J

Uncapher—G

Wilmouth—M Warren—J
Books

Wheeler

Young.

Forwarded

BY MAIL.
Rev B D Newell

Waterboro’ Me

W DePuy Grand Ledge Mich
Rev G P'Rice Marshall Madison Co N C
Rev G S Henderson Alexander Buncombee Co

NC

W H Chester Granby

Mo

Parried.

Port-

The R. L. Free Baptist Sunday-school Union will

Box, conducted by Rev. Smith Baker;

:
25.00

1.50

Purington—Newman-ia

Weld, Me.,

at the Ington ofthe bride's father, A.
man, Esq., by the Rev. J. B. Jordan, of

hold a eonvention at the School Street
Pawtucket, R. 1., Wednesday, Oct. 1%.
ORDER OF EXERCISES.

the Rev.

Chas. W. Purington,

Miss Hattie M. Newman,

Oct. 4,
NewG
Auburn,

of Bowdoin,

and

of Weld.

Gray—Hartford—In Portsmouth, N. H., Oct.
8, by the Rev. J. Herbert Yeoman, Mr. Charles E.
Gray and Mrs. Annie E. Hartford, all of Ports-

mouth.

Jongs—Gifford—In New Portland, ‘Me., Oct.
5, by the Rev. E. H. Butts, Mr. Walter T. Jones of’
Stratham, N-*H.,and Miss Minnie E. Gifford of
pe: InnL Lawrence, Mass., " Oct. . 9, 9, by by
Ni —Emery—
the Rev. Thao H. Stacy, Mr. Frank N. Hill and
Miss Abbie F. Emery, both of Lawrence.
Craw—Williams—In Nassau, N. Y., at

residence of the

bride’s

parents,

Oct.8,

the

Smith—Smith—Oct. 10, by

Rev.

W.

F.

T.

Smith, ‘8. P. Smith, M. D., of Lowell, Mass.,son of
the officiating
clergyman,
and
Emma 8. Smith,
daughter Be.
T. H. Smith, of Buxton Center,
Me.

vail

oi

will

meet at Sherburne Tuesday evening, Oct. 24. Session will continue through next day. Topics dis-

ESTABLISHED

1817.

CARPETS

cussed are as follows:
Relation of Jesus to the
Godhead, Rev. G. 8. Ricker; What have we a right

to expect of the 8. 8, Teacher ? Rev, H. B. Loomis;
Y.M., Rev. J. W.

the

by the

Rev. I. B. Coleman, Mr. John Craw and Emma
Williams, both of Nassau.

;

Ministers’ Conferemce.
The Union Y. M. Ministers’
Conference

of Union

TET

Portland, Oct. 11.

Iowa,

3 Hanover St.,

Notice.

Reminiscences

7
3.00
2.00
12,57

2

e.

Lowden, No.

James Cheney 2.00
Joseph Howe 1.00
Albert Littlefield 1.00.
St Lewiston 7.00

:

>

20

SUE

ton, Mass,
(8130)
Rev. J. C. Steele, North Parma, Monroe Co., N.
Y., Treasurer of the Central Association, to whom
all its contributions should be seat.
:
Rev. C. Cook, Hiram, Ohio.
we
J. M. Lowden, 3 Hanover St., Portland,

Rev.J. W.
land, Me.

10.00

imself.and wife L M

ome Missions.
8. Perkins, 18 Appleton St., Bos-

Rev. F. P. Augir, LeMars,

6.00
3.25

Va.

Treasurer of Storer College and Agent of Shenandoah Mission.
Moses B. Smith, Treasurer of the Freewill
Baptist Foreign Home Mission and Education

8.F. Smith, Fairbury,

ery

ry Teachers’ fund

money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.

Rev. N.

Y M

Tuscarora ¢ch'N

munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52t38)

in November, the expediency of ¢hanging the constitution so as to hold one sessior in the fall ju.

to sustain Freewill

.
“Illinois.
ring utterances to which we listened. May the
pastors of the Rochester Q. M. What has been
seed sown spring up and bear fruit to God’s
thus far done can be considered as a trial only, | Rev. G. A. Gordon has returned from the good
glory.
C. M. EMERY, Clerk.
but everything looks favorable for the organiza- Hot Springs of Arkansas and is very much imFrench
Creek
(N.
Y.)—Held
its Sept session
tion and prosperous life of a church which will proved of his rheumatism.
with the Southr Harmony church. Delegates were

be self-sustaining almost

Rev.

Rev.

Cedar

Tripoli church.

dose,

Tonic

All money contributed for the Maine State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
(25422)
| Me.

Clerk.

interest. Questions

sinking

Post-Office Addresses.
Rev. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies sbould
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52t

written upon slips of paper by any ore present,
$d were read and answéred
by G. P. Linderwho was chosen for that purpose. Through‘out the
whole session a deep feeling was manilest;
nd it was a profitable meeting.

strong*and grasping faith, has been wonderfulcalled

debt.

are

- HAotices.

Oswego (N. Y.)—Held with the Constantia
church, Sept. 1—3. The opening sermon was by
Rev. A. P. Phinney. All the churches reported a
fair degree of prosperity. A new feature was introduced
Saturday
after conference-meeting,

visited the church, fol-

Sunday, Oct. 8, she

without

themselves about

QUERU’S (OD LIVER OIL JELLY:

Sabbath collection was voted to Foreign
Missions.
The next session is to meet with the Thomson

| lowed by Mrs. Fenner, whose gentle, winning
voice in leadership and song, added to her
ly blessed.

the 24th,

Kidney

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial ant tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the
patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the, most delicate stomach ‘will not reject
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
298 Pearl St., New York.
©
©
1y9

been or-

W. PARKER, Clerk.

all

Skilled Physicians endorse Adamson’s
Botanic Balsam as the safest and most effectual
remedy for coughs and colds ever discovered.
Sold by druggists and dealers at 35 and 75 cents.
Ce
Asiatic cholera has appeared on the French
side of the Mont Cenis Tunnel,causing some fright.

We trust that

the Rockdale church, Novem.

:

dedicate ils church

has be-

stowed much labor there. By a change of
property it became necessary to rally, if possible, the feéble church and hold the house.
Elder George Brown of North Foster became

deeply interested and

would begin with the first

while we work and pray for those who know little
or nothing of the Christian religion, we ourselves
may be led to love its Author more, appreciate our
privileges higher, and: ¥éenew our zeal lor our own
ber 3—5.

Miserable People drag

and strength back to them.— Sun.

R. M. Croup, Clerk,

church work.
Next session with

inflammation,

mto their graves, when Parker’S@inger

Madison

and Woman’s Missionary Societies have

was deeded to’ the church in East Putnam for

churches,

Many

session with the Lodi church, commencing

ganized in several of our churches.

irritation,

with failing strengtn,-feeling that@hey

meetiogs.
A new iuterest has been awakened
here mm the mission work of our denomination,

t

el

Comets approach the sun head on. When they
recede from the sun they travel tail foremost.

‘Washington (Pa.)—Held with the Pageville
church, Aug. 26—27. There was not a full delegation, and the thdught came to us, Are our brethren
geting 80 worldly that the stated feasts of the
church
are forgotten? We appeal, in behalf of
the Q. M., to the pastors of our churches to stir up
their flocks to a more
general attendance on these

invite corres-

:

CATARRH OF THE BLADDER.
Stinging

There was a fair delegation,

the present meeting-house so long as it was
Gibson (Pa.)—Held its last session with the
needed for a F. B. church.
After the death of | W . Lenox church, Sept. 1—3. Delegates were
present
{rom most of the churches, but some reElder Taylor the church grew weak and the
port a low condition, Sunday-schools are generally well supported. Liberty church intends to
desk was supplied by ministers of different

true to their old de- vigor.

members still remained

(0.)—Held

Aug. 20—27.

38.86

Central

Collection

i Urinary Complaints, sured by * Buchupaiba.”

y

November 17.

to filling it. Ad-

Connecticut.

acceptably.

‘An apparalus has been devised tor taking instantaueous phofographs of landscapes from railway trains movihg at as great speed as forty miles
an hour.
:
:

The next session ‘will be: held with the Zion
church, commencing on Fridas the 24th day. of
November,
E. C.
WILLIAMS, Clerk.

church

Rhode Island.

pondence

wi

Maine

B. A. GURNEY, Clerk,

be without it.

, nearly
gll of the churches being reported by letter,
‘and many of them by delegates. There was a
good interest in all of the meetings, and harmony
prevailed. There were six churches set off fof the
purpose of forming a new Q. M. A Woman’s Auxiary Missionary society was organized on Sabbath gyening, consieting of thirteen members.

These are a part of the frait of apwork

ia

Providence.

Athens

SI
;
by baptism in-

of grace enjoyed this year.

issions $6.67,

t is simply invaluable as a household remedy
for coughs, colds and sore throat,
Iwould not

Abbott, is hard at work, having recently baptized five happy converts....Rev. G. N. Musgrove, of Greene, has been visiting his old field
of labor at Parkman, on his way East....Rev.
A. T. Hillman, of Lisbon, has received a flat preach the opening sermon at the next session of
tering call and is consideriug the matter.
| the Ripley Q. M, Subject, Divine Government and
New

present and preached

If you think Jourself a genius you will probably
die poor, but
ou regard yourself as an ordinary man, with a deal of tough work before you, you
will probably live happily and die well off..

Ripley (Ind.)—Held with the Union. church,
Aug. 25—21. Circumstances were not favorable
for a large attendance, yet we had a good and interestin
meeting. The preaching was done by
v8
Wm. Tucker and M. R. McKee. The following resolution was passed by vote of the Conference:
fitsolved, That the Ripley
Q. Meetin; is‘in favor
of the Prohibition yi
wn t to the onstitation
of the Stateof Indiana.
The committee appointed Rev. Wm. Tucker to

A good number have entered this year. _nam, under the earnest labors of Rev. Mrs. FenProf. Dunn's classes are large, and doing ner, pastor of the Union Free Baptist church of
excellent werk.
The Junior Class, taking North Sterling. About a score years ago land
Greek

was
“for

in

gave Rev. J. R. Franklin and wife a

40.00
9.27
25.00

Walnut Creek (Il.)—Held its fall term, Sept.
22—24, It was_poorly attended, and little business was done. Bro. O. E. Aldrich, from Iowa,

@uarterly Hectings.

Rev. Sydney Wakely was recently the recipfent of a gift of $30 from the West Poland F.

progressing for the last six weeks at East Put-

of good promise.

them.

Estate of Ebenezer Allen
1
Cumberland Q M 7.27 Prof C Jordan 2.00
v W H Bowen Pledged tor Calais
Sarah M Whittemore 30 Otisfield @ M 5.50
Ch Harrison 2.25 Samuel Warren 1.00
York Co
M
10.00 gud to constitute
v J an
MM
i
Hon Frederick: Robie and to constitute

al care in the Salem Q. M., has taken up his
residence at Washington, Kansas.
The White Rock church has been blessed.
under the labors of thie Williamson brothers in ‘From A. H. 8. Davis, Editor of Chronicle,
Farminton, Me.
8 series of meetings. Eight have been added
I have used Adamsow’s Botanic Cough
to the church.
Ralsam, and unhesitatingly pronounce it supores to any medicine of the kind I ever saw.

has been enjoy-

ing the laborsof Rev. Josiah Bean since July.

Gorham

with

He has been invited to take. | Creek and his post-office address will be there.
hk
Kansas.
fos
bane
_ R@v. J. Westley, having resigned his pastor.

The church

B.

service

into fellowship, thus

Rev. A. H. Whitaker has removed to Honey

the pastorate of the Milo and Lagrange F. B.
churches. He is net at liberty to enter into
that relation but will supply them for the present.
!
=

The church
results.

communion

were received

Sept. 15+17. Théstelegation
was consid
eo business

transacted. 1t was a very interesting and profitable
meeting. Ministers present were A. Hathaway, L.
A. H. Weleh, G.P. Bloed, D. Wilson, and
J.M.,
Haeckel, who
a hed the Word to attentive congregations. We hope good was done.
Next session with the Maple Grove church, Bar:
ron Co., Wis., Dée. 15, at 2 o'clock.
ps
R. POSTON, Clerk,

Wisconsin.

appreciative congregation at Milo oh

Sunday, Oct. 8.

dy Creek, Pierce Co.,
was small, I there

doubling their numbers, Seven or eight rose
for prayers and the Meetings are to be continued.
;

‘Maine.
The Rev. A. W. Reed, of Brewer, preached

A very ‘interesting work of grace has been

Jaid

he must;

e

St. Croix (Wis.)—Held with the church at Ca-

four, including the pastor’s wife and mother,

matter thus furnished.]

pA

herd and the pasters of the Q. M. are in segrch
for the man of God who is adapted to the
place. All feel that at present the man is everything. The right man will be years
many
some
;
money
sent
have
and sisters who
gained; the wrong man will be time thus far
times. May God bless them. I reflect upon
spent worse than lost. When such interests
the work which led the late treasurer to write
are involved, our only resort is to pray, ** Lord
about a salaried officer being. necessary soon.
thine is the work; Lord, direct.”
C. E. B,
Let us hope it may be true; but I wonder if
Fairport, Oct. 6.
some of the letters sent the treasurer did mot
take more time than was actually necessary ?
India.
.
My hints can be suggested by my questions.

J} How ix the Secretary to dispatch business

the writ.

dress Dea. Isaac Paine, North Foster, R. I.

our race by the gospel, we should carry to |
the 8,000,000 heathen in our mission fleld
Forty years ago,in the days of Marks and
" ~4n India. Consecration is all that is lack- other pioneers of our ministry, a Free Baptist
church was planted at Furnaceville, a little
ing to our success.

warm at the memory of our

get into the next

that we may continue the

Theological Department at Hillsdale.

doing, the need

two branches of this race,the Eaglish, and

J. Wi McLain, a licensed preacher from the C.
Baptist church, who was chosen paster. Oet,
7,8, Rev. I. P. Bates held a two days’ meeting
with them, preaching four times, baptizing

¥
good fight in our growing city, We are work- ~ Dr. Baker has retired from thie pastorate of
ing against great odds, and the co-operation of the North Foster church; much to the regret of
all Christian workers to rid us of this extra the community and Q. M. His able discourses
work is earnestly and prayerfully solicited
and large experience were much appreciated
some way to help us

——entp

pagans; and the Anglo-Saxons perpetuat“ed the religion of their fathers and: .worshiped Odin and other gods vi goddesses.
The cruelty and superstition of this people
were portrayed, their religious rites were
given; and then the vision was carried forward until the Draidical groves are cut
away and no longer human victims are up-

on the bloody altars.

school vne-halt of the sym can be collected and

:

with all the tribes of Northern Europe, were

prog

Sabbath:

Address all communications and responses
to Rev. WM. FULLER, Hammel St.

The object of this instructive paper was to
show that the early Britons, the Saxons,

rman.
1apore

and

Sabbath-school or benevolent Christian

hearts of the home forces, the work will
not slacken.
Relish for mission work is

wanting

the united force of the church

ad

very good indeed. The Rev. I. J, Hof,
in rense to an invitation, was present and, gave us,
though in
r health, an excellent sermon on the
Sabbath.
inisters present, Rev’s Joy, Martin,
Ho
and Coleman; preaching by Hc g, Martin
and Joy.
3}
I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.

three move into the ‘membership, inclpding

are

entire indebtedness and is now striving to re-

and our communities.

|. must be accompanied

able to the support of the gospel: Besides
keeping up the current expenses, this' church,

The manufacturer's goods supply not only

of

with six members. Sept. 30, Rev. Ira Allen
attended the covenant meeting and received

ers, not necessarily
for
publication, and should
| reach
this office
bre Saturday
tin order to

The church is composed

and

moderate circumstances, who give as they

hundreds.

the home market, but go into all lands; so

I was

as large,

Harrisburg church.

mighty tree. ‘Home Missions are the banbut

of making

July

Co., Kan- |

Hayward, Vallonia,

Brinisters and Churches.

The Harrisburg (Pa.) Ohuroh.

£3

yern— ;

10, Sermon’by Rev. Lo

ach The Sunday. school. TisRelations to Christianity,
ai oul coptmonal pach
| ms. a
snd summer,
the next spring was
address | to build 9;withthe in Brady
organized ag, but Soon decided Yoold Jest, o She - jos Rev. J. 8. Burgess, T. H. Stacy.
church

plegse
pers to the Norton Q. Nt. will
Decatur

North Parma, N. Y. :

receipts for the year,ending September 30,

338
~

. M. is to be Jd | before the | ciation work;

pa- | fall and during the winter gather the material | 55 to work in this

Persons wishing to send Sunday-school

John

J. C. STEELE,

;

The Treasurer's report makes the total

trunk,

money lying idle in |

Lord’s

your pockets send it this way speedily.

%
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Hills;

Pastor’s Place in Church Discipline, Rev. O.
C. Cooper ;:Christian Union, Rev.
A.J. W. Paul;
Ethics

of Ministerial

Success, Rev.

Chas, Steere;

Motive gives character to Action, Rev. 8. 8. Cady;

Present Phase of Temperance
Work, Rev. S.
A.
Worden ; Survey of Modern Missions, Sermon by
Rev. G. 8. Ricker.
All who desire teams to meet

them
:

at Sherburne

depot,

Quarterly

Cumberland

address undersigned.
G. L. WHITE, Clerk.

Meeting

(Me.)

J TLPRAY
SONS &C0.

Notices.

with

the

church, Oct. 25, at 9 o’clock A. M:

SR

Little

Falls

Ministers’

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Con-

ference Tuesday precediof at 8 o’clock, Pp, M.
J.M. BAILEY,
Clerk.
Weare (N. H.) at Sutton Center on Tuesday,
Oct. 24—26, at 2 P. M. Churches will remember
the 2¢t. tax which was due in May.
:
!
F. M. RICHARDS, Clerk.
|. otisfleld (Me.) with the church in Sweden,
Nov. 1, 2. Business conference Wednesday A. M.,
at 8 o’clock. . Prayer-meeting at 9 30. Preaching
at 10.30 by Rev. C. T. Reeves. Meeting of Woman’s Miss. Soc. on Wednesday evening. Mioisters’ Conference pussday P. M. at 2 0’clock, Collection for Q. M. Mission by the churches will be
remembe;
we trust.
A. P, WHITNEY, Clerk.
Harrison, Me., Oct. 7, 1882.
I
‘Wentworth (N. H.) at Dorchester commencing Friday, Nov.

WILTONS,
BRUSSELS,
MOQUETTES,
AXMINSTERS,

3, and continue over the Sabbath.

Conference, Friday at 2 o’clock Pp. 'M.
Opening
sermon at 8 o'clock in the evening by Rev. A. A.
Steele of the M. E. church.
C. W. NELSON, Clerk.
Jefferson & Republic Co. with the Drybauch shureh, convemng on Friday ‘evening before the fourth Sabbath

in Nov.

next

to

ORIENTAL

continue

over the Sabbath. ‘A full delegation is greatly desired and earnestly requested.

RL

2,

Ee

8. F. Smita, Clerk.

York Co.(Me,) with the church in Lyman, Nov.
.

EB. SMITH,

and

Dea.

J.

H.

Caverley,

Lowell;

2.30,

Serfhon b
v.C. E. Cate; 3.30,” Woman’s Mission meeting, ‘Address by Mra. .V. G. Ramsey;

Wed. evening, 7.30, Sermon by Rev.J.Mariner,—
Theme, Church Building.
Thursday, 9» A. M,, Devutional, led by Rev. J. D. Waldron; 9.30, Asso-

RUGS,

Domestic Carpeting, Oil Cloth and

Matting.

Massachusetts Association at Worcester,

tional, led by

E

And every grade and variety of Foreign

Clerk.

Lansing (Mich.) with the Leslie church, Novy.
10—12. Dpeging geifnon Friday evening by Rev.
A. E. Wilson,
Missionary Wegting Saturday evening. 4
AX. P. BATES, Clerk.
Mass.
, Oct. 2, 26.
‘
PROGRAMME,
3
9 A. M., Devotional, led by Rev. J.
y Wednesday,
8. Burgess; 9.30, Association Work; 2 Pp. M.;Devo-

ft

3538 and

we

560 Washington

BOSTON.

St,

1335

™

THE

BY MARGARET

** Nothing

but

wicked little gleam in his eyes, the remnant of the new fresh sleeve into the

BIDNEY.

blunt,

crooked,

old

pins!” The little dressmaker stuck one
into the old red cushion with a spiteful
little dab that was not more gentle, because she had first stuck it inte, her finger. ‘‘ There, that's the last pin I try
from that cushion!”
*“ Those are all there are in the house,”
said Mrs. Camp, looking over from the

worst of tags and tatters!
*¢ Its no use tryin’ to save it,” said Miss

Snip in grim despair.

the pleasure of shaking him.” And she
proceeded to drag him forth to justice.
But Frizzle, who kmew his power,
dropped the mass «f rags, and showed
all his teeth, making Miss Snip tumble
back

suddenly.

corner where she held the baby in her

‘I don’t want

lap. ‘Now Johnny, you must ran down
to the store, right away, child, as fast as

ure.”

you can, and get a paper.”

“ Oh dear!” whimpered Jobnny, down
+opithe-Boor in the other corner, up to his

ears almost in a perfect mess of scrapbook material. ‘I can’t, ma. I've only
Jjust commenced, and me and the boys are

going

to exhibit

‘em

this afternoon.

Make Bridget go, do!”
¢ Bridget's making
cake,” said
bis
mother.
‘There,
there,
Trotty-toes.’
This to the baby, who, seeing things a

little confusing, at once showed symptoms of a fu l-lunged concert. *‘ And my
dress must

be finished, Johnny, or else I

ean’t go to the Sewing Society.”
‘The Sewin’ S'ciety’s always meeting,” observed Jobnny with an unplea:ant expression, heightened by two or
three dabs of paste on his chubby nose.
“ What's the use of ‘em, anyway; they
don’t do anything but eat and talk—oh,
dear!”
“Well, if you're goin’ to start,” said
little Miss

Snip, looking at

him severe-

ly, “p’r'aps ’twould be as well for you
to make the move now as any time! I
can’t do anything without some pins; I've
frayed this waist already.”
‘“ Where?” cried Mrs. Camp, bundling
the

baby over on

runsing
mercy!

to

to view the damages.
Oh
its right on the #¥nt—what a

pity!”

3x

ag

“If that boy don’t
dressmaker; in an
vexed at herself, and
for being distressed
“Ill

the other arm, and

make

him,

go,” exclaimed the
exasperated
tone,
vexed at Mrs. Camp
over the accident,

that’s

all!

Here

I've

lost ten minutes for his palaverng.”

“1 ain’t lavering,” said Jobnny belligerently, and showing not the slightes.
"sign of moving, “I'm making scrap-

books and I"—and in his irritation his
scissors slipped ' and went, leaving a
monstrous
hole in their wake, clear
through ‘his best page.
*‘ Oh, it’s a hor-

awful mean, old shame!”
he cried.
‘See there—and see there!”
“Do pray,” eried poor Mrs. Camp,
half distracted, and trying violently to
~ hush the baby, who now was determined

to: join in the general mélée, stop your
everlasting

sviffing, Juhony, and doas I

tell you.”

:

But Johnny was

too far gote to hear

anything.
For, big boy as he thought
himseif, the tears were racing at such a

rate over his little pas'y fice that he was

a sight to behold; and all the while giving vent to gusts of irritation that, added

to the baby’s chorus, soon made a most
unearthly din.
‘‘ Mercy!” cried Miss Snip, nervously

clapping: ber bande to her ears, thereby

upsetting the big work basket, * I never
Ak Lr such a bedlam! . Get out there—shoo
—secatl?”
Nobody looked, or paid

as euch

and

all "Were

any attention,

completely

en-

grossed by their own particular uffuirs.
‘So that Miss Snip, now having no time to
attend 10 her distracted ears, soon had all
she could

do to battle with_the intruder,

who was waging war on the upset

ket.

bus-

It was none other than Frizzle, the

** But I will have

Then

the

‘Its no use,” she said,

to touch
two

the dirty creat-

women

got

up

looked at each other u moment.

and

Jobnoy's wails over his boxed ears
now rose far above the baby’s efforts in

that line. And just in the midst, the
door opened, and in walked—the minis-

ter!

“I had come for a pastoral visit,” he

said, after an awful pause, when nobody
dared breathe! ‘But I'll come agin,

|t er a little she strove to control
ings, and went

into the

room

She had scarcely resumed

Af-

A STRONG MAN.

te her

her les-

‘ I'm going straight to tell ma, she is

charges, a friend complimented the Chief

Justice on the wisdom of his speech, acding’that it had made a deep impression
en the people.

when

it’s

more

convenient,

‘“Twarn’t important at all!” gasped
the- little dressmaker, “‘’\was noti@n’ in

the world but a paper of pins!”
‘* 4 paper of pins!” repeated the minister in astonishment, and gazing all
around . the room that looked as if a
whirlwind had rioted to its heart's con-

tent.

“Yes,” exclaimed Mrs. Camp.
“A
paper of pins. That's all that began it.

companied by her father.
mother

entered.

The

“Ah! that may be,” said the knowing

Mattie and her
matter

was, that

she could soon clear Berta of the accusation ; tor she did not think it was Hanna's
belt. Mr. Woods was very grave, and
hand: d his sister Mattie’s last note.
blushed with shame as she read it,

self wielding a similar influence over its

She
and

members.
There were timid ones among
them, who feared to cut loose from Great

a-ked to see the belt herself. Mr. Davis
unfolded it and

Now, Johnny, eome out here from that | handed it to ber. She
corner, ard tell us over again, what was | 8 tarted, exclaiming: **
all this trouble abon7”
na’s belt P”

Britain.

MRS.

Davis, I want

L. E. THORPE.

“ Little children, and sometimes
big
‘ones, get angry with their playmates and
friends, and live apart and won't speak or
recognize’ one another, when all the
trouble is a misunderstanding or a mis
take.
Berta Woods was a little girl of
twelve, who had some long, sorrowful
days from one of these mistakes, and I
will tell you about it.
She was met by her school-mates, one
Novembér morning, with merry greetings, although she is a new scholar at Salome. Her cousin, Muttie Chase, was
quite proud at the beginning of the term
to introduce her to her school-mates, but

to

know

Matiie, and when

their class

was summoned: she blundered
so badly

the teacher asked her 10 give an excuse.

** 1 couldn't study, fr T was
in trouble,”

;what

you

was

her

reply.

lpughed, and

teacher asked

Some

of

the

scholars

Mattie began to cry. . The
for an explanation,

I

would be ashamed to tell, sir; its abou
t

‘It is not the belt I care about” be-

Davis and the pupils

waited

vainly for her appearance. Tae belt-ribbon hung on the chandelier over the
whole

school

was

subdued and quiet. It was as if Berta
had died. The girls began to ery when
even
r name was mentioned,
. .|
One morning while the first class was |
wh.

of Inde-

champion

Men listen to a man who

lons;

gemarked,

fox was picking his teeth of the Just bit

ing, and I thick I shall enjoy a dinner of
The fox.
tox.”
to prove that the
theory applied only to rabbits, but he was

knocked over and devoured.

While the wolf-was chuckling over his
good luck, the lion suddenly appeared.
* Why did you murder the fox ?” asked
the lion. ** Because the world owes me

a living, and fox-meat was the only kind
of provisions handy.” “ The point is well
taken, and as wolf meat is the only kind

of provisions handy for me, I shall dine

on wolf.” And he did.
A fine, fat pullet was roosting on the
limb of a tree, suf from barm, when the
fox approached und saluted her. ** Goodevening, Mise Pullet; I never saw you

on the

speaks be-

area

of Japan

is about

150,000

square miles, comprising fearly 3,000
islands, mostly small. Of the four large
islands,
though

Yesso is mostly mountainous,
having some extended
plains

well adapted to the production of wheat
und

rye.

The

ceded to Russia

island

in

of Saghalin

1875.

Yesso

was

and

Kurile islands are full of valuble timber.
The forests of Japan are mostly evergreen.

In all about one-tenth of Japan

tivated, and only one-fourth

apted to cultivation—an
greater than

the state

is cul-

of it is ad-

area scarcely

of Illinois.

Yet

the population sustained is 33 000,000.
Of course the population largely depends

give

any-

enade, aw,

with

your

humble

aw
pullet came
about

admirer,

down from

two

her

seconds the fox

was telling the night-hawk how spring
chicken, which had been so high all suwmer, had suddenly come down within his
means.
** Flatiery,” remarked the old

rooster, as he looked

down

at

the

few

bones and fouthers—s flattery is the sof:
purr of a cat—the swéeter the purr, the

longer the claws and the sharper the
bite.”— Golden Days.

The news from Ohio, to-day (Oct. 11)
indicates, at first view, a temperance
defeat; but the result of the election can

not justly”be considered

in that light,

The Republicans were not committed
abundance. Agriculture has hardly made strongly enough to the temperance c: use
any advancement. In three centuries the to win for them any enthusiastic support
total product of the country has scarcely from the friends of temperance ; yet they
been increased. The tea culture now: had taken a stand bold enough to frightamounts to nearly 25,000,000 pounds an- en ‘the German vote. Really there can
be no backward movement in Ohio. Let
nually,— dnon.

tated

wages

of workingmen,

a child runs to his father and

‘back to his toys without
father gives it to him,

and then
waiting

goes

1ill his

he may easily

for-

get that he has asked for bread at all: and

at liberty fron: other
things; we dd not place ourselves fubly
before the faceof Jesus; we do not wait

till He turns His'face towards us; and so

our prayer i$ of no use, our minds remain
distracted, und we receive no power,—

Btienhofer's Fragments.

it a
Ah
=

A

large, but can not be definitely ascer-

tained.

;

A draffic that costs in actual payment

and in loss of preductive labor more than

ball the National debt every year is not

to be ignored

by the economist.

It may

be assumed that the entire wealth of the
country has risen from $30,000,000,000 in
1870

to $50.000 000.000

in 1880,

abont

one-half being in real estate. Probably
it does nut average profits exceeding 4

per cent. y arly, taking bad juves m-ats
with good, but at thit rate the yearly in
terest on all personal property ot all kinds
is only §1.000;000,000, and the direct and
indirect cost ot the liquor traffic must be
greate
— Selected
r. .

Of [A Lk EELE ON (0_TS.
some Pennsylvania beer sel-

the effects of beer on a goat,

was fatal, notwithstanding he

for which goats are proverbial.
many glassés were required to
him is not mentioned, but he

died, and the high quality of the beer was

established

beyond

the

possibility

of

cavil. The Humane Society learned of
the proceeding, and immediately began
an action against the beer venders for
cruelty to animals. The action was un.

doubtedly justifiable, but it is a matter of
wonderment

that the same

law-makers

who bave made it an offenseto kill goats

with beer, have never once thought of its.
being a crime to destroy haman beings by
the same means, although there are a
hundred ‘thousand human beings _sacri-

The subject is too important to
be
laughed down. It may be that probib
i-

tion-is- not the right way to settle it, or

that license is not, or that taxation is not;
these are fair questions upon which a difference of opinion between sii cere and
candid men is possible. But the subject

)

-

Ireland's drink bill tor one yearis $50,000 000. Absentee landlords, accounted
one of her greatest curses, draws annually from the people but $25,000,000. Mr.
Villars Stuart, M. P. for Waterford,

made

the statement lately in Dublin:

** One-half the amountof what is annu-

ally spent for diiok in Ireland would, if
annually applied for the porpose, buy in
fificen years the fee simple of all the

farms in Ireland.”
It is said that Rosa Bonheur is a teeto-

for renewed conflict, and, in time, even
a the rough people whose company she frolarge minority, it not the majority, of
treat her in wine-shopy.
1he quents ask
Germans will be found on the side
of French people know nothing about temSabbath observance and wholesome
laws perance pledges,
for the suppression
of intoxicating
The British Women's Petition in favor
drinks.
St
of Sanday Closing contains 159,000" sigbid.
natures, and is about a mile in length.
SIZE OF THE TE
ERANOE QUES- 5 009 of these signatures were obtained

-

med

over $200 000,000 yearly. The propor.
tion of persons in hospitals who reach
them be cause of excess in drink is very

by ‘the Women's Union of the C. E. T. 8.
I'am so far from being worn out in tem"
perance work that I was never more aot-

When

asks hurriedly for bread,

we

would

earo, if industf1
apd ol¥
fairly employed,

when his father is prepared to give it to
him, he does not take it buf goes on
TiON
nmusing himself with his toys. So is it
It does no good for men to sneer at the
often with us with regard 10 prayer. We ugitution in ‘regard to
the liquor traffic,
do not set ourselyes

“INSTANT” IN PRAYER.

!

a

for work, and these persons, at the

ordinary

taler and as she goes about in the Markets
and horse fairs is only embarrassed when

/

rl

State comes directly from the abuse of ligwor. There are at least one in twenty of the
able bodied men in this country who are
rendered idle by their babits or ineapaoi-

the friends of temperance gird themselves

> O-b

OS

Legislature, states that 8¢ per cent. of all
the crime and criminal expenses in that

ficed thus to one goat.—Sel..

Temperance.

upon fish, of which there is a surprising

TOE

But the cost of the liquor drunkis not

by any means the whole cost of the liquor
traffic. An official report, prepared with
much labor by the Bureau of Statistics of
Mussachusetts, under authority from the

thing if I con’d Wear my hair done op ina
French roll and bave it become me as it
does you.” ** Dear me, but is” that so? » ECF.CT3
** Indeed it is. They were talking about
Recently
you up at the Branch, by the’ Big Q.k
lers tried
Just now, and said how pretty you'd look The result
walking in the moonlight,"—¢ Qh. Ja” hardibood
** Need I add that it occurred to me, aw, Just how
that you might condescend, aw, to prom- ex'inguish

roost, and in

THE JAPANESE ISLANDS.
The

I'd

WATE

of the Census Bureau to be not more than
about $700,000,000.

of meat, when the wolf came along, and
remarked, ** I think your logic very fine,
Mr. Fox.~ The world also owes me a liy-

Ido.

A

kinds, National, State, county, city, town

and achool district, is étated on authority

** See bere, my friend, I am not to blame
for being born into the world, apd now
that Iam here, the world owes me a liying. 1am going to eat you.”
The rabbit protested, but in vain. The

* Certainly

wines, there is certainly

spent for drink more than $800,000,000,
and the entire sum raised by taxas of all

kind:

so

cost to consumers about $313 600-

Adding

DSAY

000.

Many fables are as old as the days of
Zsop, bul here are two new stories of the

The vain

{* I tell you my daughter is not guilty.

“py

* Th great pil-

cause he believes.— Youth's Companion.

think

Can't you believe my word? Do you
believe I'd lie, too
Mr. Woods was
angry. Berta was sobbing bitterly, and
nearly all her school-mates were crying,

and

floor of the House, was John Adams.”

it seems positively proven to be Hanna's
belt. 1 must say I am sorry. It is a grave
charge, and I never would have suspected Berta guilty of such an act.”

The

stiffness

péndence, ” said Thomas Jefferson, ** and

The teacher hesitated; but said : « Well

teacher's, desk,

Adam's

its ablest advocate and

about it.”

ing Mr,

Mr.

lar of surport to the Declaration

gan Mrs. Chase.—¢ The
belt, Berta
© hall not touch it again; it is nothing; it
is the tionor.of my child ! I tell you she is
innocent, and I want youto believe it.
when she discovered Berta to be a bright“ But how: are we to believe it?” asked
er scholar than herself and that she was be- the teacher. ** How are we to clear
your
coming a favorite with teacher and pupils, daughter ? I say again, I never would
a spirit of jealousy crept to her beart and have suspected her of sucha thing.
she let it in and petted it till she had al- | never could.-have thought of her being anI
most.grown to dislike her cousin, and ea- unfit associate for her play-mates!
I al‘gerly improved every bhance to cause her ways—" “+ Berta, get your books,
”
inplaymates to do the same.
terrupted Mr. Wounds, I can stand this
:
As the girls crowded around Berta, one | 0 o longer,”
and in spite,of the remonexclaimed : * What a pretty, pretty belt ! strances of teacher and schblars, and
evO where did you get iL? ”
en of Mrs. Chase, Berta acdompanied her
“Il tell you someiime,” whispered father home,
Berta as they entered the school-room.
Two weeks had passed. Berta had not
Several times Berta heard the teacher
returned to school. Morning after morn.

repmving

But

courage were decisive.

Why this is Han-

‘ A pa—paper of pins,” said a dismal
“ My dear sister, it can not’ possibly
voice, as a small boy stumbled out from Ibe. I found it yesterday, in McChan’s
his refuge towards the group, screwing bank, lying
on the floor, while I was waithis fists into his eyes and sniffing miser- ing for father and mother to get their busiably—*¢ yes, ’twarn’t any—anything in ness settled up; and I picked it up, and
the world but a pa—paper of pins. gave it to Berta this morning. 1 am sure
And T wish’t I'd a started and got ’em a my child is perfectly innocent in the matmillion times over, 1 do!”
ter, and far from being the thief and
>-0-O
sneak she has been called.”
*¢ Well, have it as you will, all I know
BERTA'S BELT.
about it is that itis Hanna's belt.
Mr.
BY

tion last” year was about 70,000,000 gal-

FABLES,

A fox met a rabbit, and

The cheapest kind of lig-

drink; at balf a gill to the * horn,” this
makes $4.48 per gallon. The consump-

judge; ** but Joba Adams has only to go
upon the green and say it is all equivocal
and evasive to destroy the whole effect
of it.”
2
look better.
Your figure, I Lhink, is perWhen Mr. Adams became a member of,
fectly lovely.” ** Do jou really think
the Continental Congress, he found him-

latter laughiogly

said she had come in to please her daughter, and to see what the

MODERN

cost to consumers about

{nor used, ordinary whisky, is rarely sold
at 5 cents, and averages at least 7 cents a

oO -o

TWO

barrels;

$480.000,000.

should come,
“The red seas swallow sword and steel,
Lo! Christian lands stands mute and dumb
To see thy more than Moslem deed.
. =—Joaquin raed
The Advance,

in my eighty
years ! dont be hasty to
judge and oofomn others, and above all
don’t make such matters public.

at Hairney’s to-day !” Mr. Davis’ remonYou've had important matters, I see, to | 8 trance was too late, for Mattie was out of
attend to,” he said with a smile.
bearing. Soon after Berta returned, acMrs. Camp,

000

To passing nations that shall stand?

this is a lesson Ihave learned many times

her feeland

The teacher sprang up “and

shook their hands warmly, exclaiming, Like years to hers will leave you lone
And level as you yellow sand.
‘I never was so glad to hear anything
in my.life !” and the children were per- "St. George, your lions, whence are they?
fectly uncontrollable with joy.
; | Prem awful, silent Africa.
‘ And now Berta will be back again to This Egypt is the lion's Jair;
school, won't she? You may tell her I will Beware, young Albion, beware !
I know the very Nile shall rise
be up at noon to see her,”added Mr. Davis.
To drive you from this sacrifice.
Grandfather Woods said: *¢ Children, And if the seven plugues

John Adams was stiff in his opinions,
and
had the courage to express them,
sons when another note was
thrown to
her from her cousin.
“You may keep even when their expression cost some| t hat belt, since you have gone to so much thing. He was poor and ambitious, and
trouble to get it—to go and sneak it from dependent upon his law-practice for a livgrandina’s bureau and then lie about it be- ing.
The crown-officers, hoping to secure
|8 ides ! 1 guess the girls won't be so fast
to trust strangers after this. You needn't the infiuence of the able young advocate,
call me cousin ; I'm cousin to no thiet ! offered him their luerative patronage.
M. B.” Berta was very timid and sensi- He declined these aids to distinction and
tive, and this harsh note crushed all her affluence, because he preferred his counself-control, and she put her head on her try’s cause, hazardous as it then appeared,
desk and cried bitterly. The teacher to his own advancement,
His sincerity and self-denial, associated
e ame and talked to her, and she told him
as they were with great ability, gave him
as well as she tould about the whole
matter.
a commanding influence with the people
‘* It shall be settled at noon,” he said,’ of Boston. Chi«f Justice Oliver, a violent
‘‘ Please may I go home and ask paps | partisan of the Crown, instead of chargmore about it 7” She had permission, bat ing the grand jury as a judge, used to
as soon as school was dismissed Mattie harangue them as a politician,
cried out :
*
Ove day, after one of these political
seat.

What lessons have you raised in stone

rT

and gave up to bitter tears and sobs.

u

after that.”

ale costs still more, The consumptionof
beer and ale last year was about 15000,-

Disdainful silence like Jo this,

oad

ALL ABOUT A PAPER OF PINS.

snipping, with

started to town, and I must have dropped it in the bank, for I didn’t see it

LS ®

haunches, composedly

Come read this obelisk. Her deed
Like yonder awful forehead is

we

there are at least twenty in

the gallon, and 640 in the barrel,so that
beer retails at about $32 a barrel, while

IEE

dures.

over to get down by Mrs. Camps side.
No wmgé! there sat Frizzle on" his

morning

cents, and

..

And when you learn to read

EL

en-

Go back!

AE

sorrow

What would you have your mother do?

Hath she not done enough for you?

you gave me to tie the deeds and landpapers together with, the

ing to those who have not looked into the
matter, a few figures may be of service.
A glassof beer costs the consumer. §

el

all

you! Now girls you can see who is nice
and honest I” Dumb with astonishment,
Berta could make no reply, and the master was summoning the children to their lessons. She still remained when they were
all gone, gazing wonderingly at the belt.
Coming to herself she put it in her pocket,

we have

mr

As these statements may seem surpris-

Ah, Mother Egypt, torn in twain!
There’s something grimly wrong in this—
Some like some gray, sad woman slain.

ug

and

and

that

How is a question of that

Bt

change

belt,

plain,

government.

size to be put aside with a sneer?

Is Christ then dead as Egypt is?

A

love that all

the

things

#

But
May
The

- Berta hastily unloosed

been

by

sure enough, there was the ‘thread just as
Mattie said. ‘¢ There, there, didn't I tell

:

she'd

by od

nearly tumble over with fright.

see.”

trouble

In

Opt de

let me

the

come. Now, if that belt is here I want
to see it: Yes, look father, its just as I
told you; that's the very same string

Ta

“ Why Mattie Chase, do you thinkI'd

‘‘He's got-—my sleeve,” she cried in
despair and staring wildly up at the
dressmaker, * and he’s chewing it all to
ribbons
! ”,
thoughts of your future crowd o’er me to** Was that in the basket?
day,
’
cried Miss
only one wish will I speed on its way; Snip excitedly—*‘
Oh, the mischief an’
one precious blessing forever be yours,—
all is to pay!” And jumping up, she ran

Oh,

make some

last week,”

Camp, getting down on her hands and
knees to see, met a sight that made her

and

sides ull the schools in the country.

.| fat, this Nation pays more for liquor
than for every function of every kind of

BE

:

all long for gladness, for sunshine and
rest,
But what we need most One in Heaven knoweth best.
And if he send sorrow ,h, still be content,
For the life that God gives is the life that God
meant.

left it on her bureau

sneered Mattie.

Re-pass the gates of Hercules.
Go back to wife with babe at breast,
Aud leave lorn Egypt to her rest.”

having. She never took that belt off
my bereau at all, and its for that, to

Grandma's bureau is the McChan's bank!

declare, if he was to chew the house up,.I belt I”
couldn't run another step; I'm all beat’
‘ But it is, and I'll prove it. The end
out!” There was a little mysterious you have doubled in, is fringed out, and
noise going om under the table, and Mrs. overhanded with green silk thread, now

~And plenty of roses without any thorns.
We

Hanna's,

at the

A

Draw down your great ships to the seas; ©

and: they told me all about that belt of

found

bank,

‘In McChan’s bank ? very likely!

Hanna

** Go back, brave men! Take up your dead;

I

Na-

local debts, }

bed A

mer morns

McChan's

~ “What he hain't done, you better ask,” g0 to grandma's bureau and she away !
ejaculated Miss Snip, sinking down on I' know papa found this yesterday and gave
the first’ chair she could see. ‘¢Well I it'to me this morning. It isn’t Hanna's

Out of all things most beautiful, blessed and
sweet,
S
I would fain cull the fairest and lay at your
feet;
I would give you skies cloudless as bright sum-

tl

Why Mattie, papa

wastelul local Governments, and ail

tional, State, county and

dh

mine.

cried Mrs Camp,

and

Army, our

Behm

“What, Frizzle?”
* what's he dohe? ”

home,

Bervice, our

My

And my claim, as a gister’s, I do not resign,
Yet I yield to husband’s, ’tis stronger than

j { « only that detestable little beast of - yours:
has”—

Alberta at

Civil

Navy, our Congress, includisg the River
and Harbor and the Pension bills, oar

Sh

g

city.”

found

our whole

SS

growing

.

yesterday, in

I

asked her why she did not go to school,

its of all its capital not invested in reat

estate. It costs’ every. year more than

Se od

is not

it

Then

till yesterday.

The cost of that traffic to the country, direct and indirect, is greater than the prof-

we

a sister’s,

whose it is 1”

I think the patient Christ bad said,

home again

sum exceeding half the National debs):

ah

love, as

‘It irn’t yours—no

It's Hanna's ; you know

‘ Hanna's!

-| what is it?»
¢N—nothing,” said the dress-maker,
turning around on her a very red face,

you must |"

weak,

sucha thing !

dido’t come

If Christ bad seen these ships invade!

he

Directly and indirectly, ‘this country
spends in the liquor
traffic every year 5

OF

my

mad scuflle after something, for ber life
she couldn’t tell what! ¢¢For pity’s sake,

Mattie was angry.

!

named.

hi

“ The’

and around in-a

Why it's mine.”

If Christ had seen this work of death!

one of the most important that canbe

Oe

speak,

to God, not to, 7°

Snip whirling around

‘* Whose belt ?

some papers made out, for McChan had

‘bought our land, the east eighty, and we

one of dollars and cevts, in its effet upon
the National prosperity and wealih, iy

S

Do the blessings of wifehood all others eclipse?
Is happiness filling yourcup to the brim?
You must answer these questions to God and
to him,
Jr

* Berta Woods whose beltribbon is that P”

the law-defying spirit which it has elicit.
ed, aside from all its moral and religions
aspects, the question considered purely 55

If she be dead, respect the dead ;

It was now Berta who couldn't study, brought his chair to the old lady, who If she be weeping, let-her weeps .
but she kept her eyes on her book. Pres-. was much exhausted by her walk.
1f she be sleeping, lét hersleep;
ently Caddie Burns threw a note into her
‘* Mother has something to say to the For lo, this woman named the stars!
She suckled at her tawny dugs
lap.
On the back she had written : school and all, when she rests a spell,”
|
¢ From your cousin Mattie. (C. B.)" - Un- -8aid the old man. ‘1 was coming to Your Mo es while you reeked in wars
And prowled your woods, nude, painted
folding it Berta read. ‘ That's sister tell you. myself, but she thought she had
thugs.
:
Hanna's belt Berta Woods has on.” At better come too, and make it plain.”
“ Yes,” said she, rising and still get- Then back, brave England, back in peace
that moment the teacher passed and took
...
the note he had seen fall into her lap and ting her breath’ with diffienlty, ¢ I want ‘To Christian isles of fat increase! ~~.
threw it into the fire. At recess Mattie call- to make a thing or too plain to you, Go buck! Else bid your high priests take
Your great bronze Christs and cannon make;
ed the girls out, while Berta was arrang- aod to your teacher, .about.my grandTake down their cross from proud St. Paul's
ing her desk, and they were in an earnest’ daughter Alberta. You know we have And coin it into cannon balls!
os
to visit our daughter Catherine, in You tent not far from Nazareth.
conversation - when sh
feito them, been
Your camp spreads where His child-feet'
Mattie stepped forward and said . with’ an the city. Well, on the day we went
strayed,
‘accent that meant more than the words : down, we went to the bank to have

ES

>

Beside her Sphynx and Pyramids,

With low and never-lifted head.

EE EEE

“Tg the wine of love’s sacrament pressed to your

grandmother and = grandfather.

Mr Davis took them to the stove, and

Eh

the spools and balls,and soon tangled them
up 80 that there wasn’t a straight inch of
silk anywhere!
“What ¢s the matter?” cried Mrs.
Camp, turning around suddenly, after
boxing Johnny's ears, to see little Miss

has become altogether too imporsait “.
| be ignored, or passed over wtihous any
serious attempt to settle it. Aside
frome

Le

men?
Is he yours and yours only till death bids you
part?
Does he read in your eyes every thought of
your heart?
.

MOTHER EGYPT.
Dark-browed she broods with weary lide

ceuple,

wh oe

catch him, as he darted in and out among

aged

A

as king among

Berta’s

a very

ha

“the pen,—~
Do you look to yeur husband

in tottered

——

Al

themselves.
Here was his hour of trinmph!
i
ord
‘Up jumped the little dressmaker from
her sewing chair, and for once paid full
attention to that dog!
oo
oo
.** He's—he's—ok!™ was ail she could
say, Frizzle eluding her every effort to

' What the Jips cou]d not speak, I may ask with

.

after school, and the class was dismissed.

ket, which were racing off delightedly by

enter in.

Yes, to him and

days. Seeing now a capital chance for
revenge, he "had .crept in, to burst with
terrible vigor on the contents of the bas-

ny, and

:

NE

never-

You have passed ’neath the veil where but two

:

glance at Berta none could fail to understand. Mr. Davis promised to see to it

-

anti

walk

"

ob

you’ll

The old life roll back and the new life begin;

lips?

couldn't abide dogs, was always banished

rr 9

lone pathway

more,
:
You have seen, as with eyes that were blinded
38
before,
nl

3

BoE

BY MRS, A. C. B. SEAVEY.

-

dog, who. becausg., she [one of the scholars,” she replied with a | reading
the door opened without ceremo-

to the-cbafiellar on the dress-maker’s

WEDDED,

—

BOB

little yellow

-

A

-

Family Circle.
A woman's

MORNING ‘STAR. ‘OCTOBER 18, 1882,

ive in it than now, and. so far

am I from

any intention of retiring that I was never .

before so full of heart, hope, and confident expectation of success in the near

future.-—Neal Dow.

Gd buries the worker, but oarries
the work.

on

ws

834

\

L
|

u RirLEY.

By Octavius Brooks Froth-

ingham (American.

Cloth. 16 mo.
Mifflin & Co.

Men of

Letters

Po 321. Boston:
Price $1.00.

series).

out for themselves how it'all ended.’

Houghton,
;

FLIP, AND FOUND

There are no books more entertaining for the
memoriesof the men

who have in one

way

entegtainment in the fecords of our own. illasthe

past few years. The first period of American
literature Ms
terminated; and the social, politioal and moral influences which molded these
lay sufficiently back in the

"past to form an interesting historical back.

ground for the story of ‘their achievements.’

Mr. Ripley himself was not a great author; nor.
among the fist of eminent men of letters; but

be wus intimatelyassocisted with severdl ‘of

standard of literary work in this country. He
was indeed the best Sainie-Beuve we have’
had; and a biography of him—especially this
biography—is quile acceplable. + The book is

divided into nine chapters which take up Mr.

STMTVTTREPAT S

him

us

his

father’s guest. The limited size of the volume
does not admitof much detaild but the matevial is skillfully arrayed and, taken complete,
produces, to speak figuratively, a good

graph of cabinet dimensions,
feel an interest

in

ry of Chauning and

Those who may

Ripley's

Theodore

Parker and

the

FNP

~

was a sober, devoted minister of the gospel,
formal, punctilious, ascetic,a trifle forbidding
0 the stranger.
Eventually,
however, it

seemed best to him to retire from the ministry.

hPa

Co.

F.

Price

2

:

tors in a large railroad office. At the time the
story opens ‘they are discharged from their

positionsan accountof changes made in the
management of the road, and are’ discussing
plans for the future. Each one has her
peculiar dream; and all of them le outside and
beyond telegraphing. One, who has already
written for the press, yearas. for. ar literary
life, another, who is possessed of a passien for

of fame and competence

won

career, either

We are told that in early lifé he

“ Unless » minister is expected to speak out on
all subjects which are uppermost in his mind,”
he wrote to his church,
‘* with no fear of in-

eufring the charge of heresy, or compromising
the interests of his congregation, he can never
do jumtioe to himself, to his people, or the
truth which he is so bound to declare.”
The

letter fils several

and is 8 candid and

honest one, “Mr.
Frothingham explains that
he was la no sémse ur degree a materialist, as

was usually believed; and that although later
m life he connected himself with an independent soolety of a

:

V. I.

&

is content to trust her fate to the fature, and
a reputation as a scholarly | take what comes. The result of their talk is a
Mr.

jeader of the romantic Brook Farm undertake
ing, will find in the book much that will enter-

Ge ith

Fe

Lothrop

through nreans of her voice; a third aspires to
the platform:as a public reader,while the fourth

becausehe won
eritie or because he was a notable contempora-

dain them.

By Lida A. Churchill.

Boston: D.

music, dreams

photo.

decidedly

radical

school, he

:

;

—Houghton, Mifflin & Co. announcs

* Life

bury, of Yale College, (‘‘ American Men of
tempts at melo-dramatic effects, aud the author
Letters”); the * Letters of Lydia Maria Child,”
has apparently forgotten the art by’ which he
“with a biographical introduction by Whittier
formerly in his best work touched the vital
and an appendix by Wendell Phillips;
* Mi
virtue in the inmost sopl of his people that in
chael Angelo: a Tragedy,” by Mr. Longfellow,
the end regenerated their coarse natures.
the last volume we - can hope for from Mr,

heroines ate four young lady telegruph opera-

in New York city where he soon became the
Jiterury editor of the Tribune and, at the age
of forty-seven, began life over again. There is.
na one probably who could tell the story of all
these years better than Mr. Frothinghum bas
told it. He knew Mr. Ripley a long time, and,
saw

The

pies inthe series, and will be read with genuine pleasure by all lovers of the better class of
fiction. The four girls who are equally its

fif-

Communityas a

frequently

of J. Fenimore Cooper,” by Prof. T. R. Louns-

Partner,” and

This bright story deserves the place it occu-

permanént 8ssocintion; and finallyhe settled

in fact, his youth

thorne.

$1.25.

teen years; next he struggled seven years to

hy

Parke Godwiii,
blybe issued during
the coming winter, ‘The publishers, D. Appleton & Co,, have. already received part of
the manuscript, and the book is being put into
type
as fast as possible. It will make two
large octavo volumes,
;
*

Camps? *¢ Tennessee’s

. Series.

number of successive periods.
After graduating at Harvard College and its Theological
School, he became the pastor of a small Uni-

Farm

senting so many elements of uncertainty

Life of Bryant, by

ers? Thad ‘stories are not woven from the
same woof that * The Luck of Roaring

My (1rLs.

Ripley’s seventy-eight years of life in that

Brook

”

as to render

amy

attemptto

decision to go to New York together, and earning enough to support themselves by. such
means as are possible, to pursue their studies
in the various directions alluded’ to: © This
plan iz carried out, and a month

later the little

Longfellow’s
Browning;
by the late
author of ‘*
on Men and

pen;

has selected from the lectures of Mr.

—The November ,Century will contain an
interesting experiment
in
wood-engraving.
Mr. Elbridge Kingsley contributes a full-page
block, 4 View in New: England
Woods,”
which Was
engraved direct from nature, and

which bas been greatly admired by engravers.
~The November and December number of St.

they” begin housekeeping

pictures are
rising young
ly from San
from several

bat in the gayest spirits imaginable.

tory of their experiences,

The

his-

their disappoint

ments, trials and triumphs, is fascinatingly
told, and the reader who once takes up the
volume will hardly lay
it by until it is finish-

ed.

will each open with a colored

front-

ispiece, a new feature for that magazine.

The

OUR GLAD HOSANNA for the Service of Song in
the
and

Sunday-school, the Social
Gathering
the Prayer-meeting.
By Rev. Robert

Lowry and

W. Howard

Doane.

Biglow

&

Main, New York and Chicago.

This candidate for popular favor is, in shape
and size,
a trifle longer every way than the
well-known ¢ Winnowed Hymns.” It is well

well and

Sitund, igick tua, pow have

friends, working, thinking and

living

togeth-

oY

FUGE

thr:

\

POLITIOAL CONSIDERATIONS AFFEOTING RAILWAY INVESTMENTS IN MEXICO.
the

rights of the people are as carefully guarded as ours under the constitution of the
United States. Her government is appar-

New

York and Chicagdt

Pub-

1

This book, though published by the same
ry into effect so many divine ideas us this; and
house, is as differént from the last named as
if it was wisely executed, he believed the encan be Imagined. There is absolutely nothing of
torprise would be a “light over the country
the popular * Gospel Hymn” style about it,
and the age.” Both he and his wife labored | and few of the familiar old hymas.
The maa¢alously to make Brook Farm a success, and
terial is drawn almost entirely from English
thieir disappointment was great when the sources. This is especially true of the music.
seheme finally bad to be given up.
His effort
Probably not more than hill a-dozen Ameriand gourage had been heroic; his failure was
can composers are represented in the work
pathetics “He was,’ to quote Carly®s reand their names are by no means familiar.
mark shout him¥* hy TT
mivister who The music is chaste and dignified ; some of it
had left his pulpit in order to reform the world
has beauty of melody and much of it is rich in.
by cultivating onions.” Making the best of harmony. There is an entire absence of the
the predicament, however, he set out for New
jolly, rattling chorus,
or popular refrain,
York and set to work with a will to wina which Las made so many ‘‘ Gospel Hymns”
tivelihood with his pen, which be did success- taking in'ibeir style; the familiar jig-ity-jig
fully thirty-one years. He was no longer a 6-8 movement is found in only afew pieces;
dreamer, a visionary, or an enthusiast; but a the stately ,deacorous 4-4 time prevails through-

hard-working journalist ‘and man of letters.

Here and there in the narrative, from this
point on, there are occasional glimpses of in-

eidents

which

show that the

struggle was a

bard one, on the brink of poverty and

sorrow.

Bat at last he obtained distinction and fortune.
As a man he was singularly pure and genial,
and highly esteemed;

tinguished for a
seholurly

and

as

wide

a critic

he was

dis-

range of information,

refined

tuste, good

judgment,

and eensclentious care in the expression of his
opinions.
Nemopy.

By:

Wide World.”

you

the

autkor

“ Let me see:

of falling i love?”

New York.
Broadway,

of

As

“The

think

Like

Robert Carter& Brothers,

1882.

12

mo.

pp. 665.

$1.79,

a

It,

530

Price

!

.

Mis¢ Warner bas earned a merited reputation,
We well remember years ago reading

her

eharming

present

* Wide,

Wide

Werlds?

Warnér's works. The scenes here described,
the characters portrayed, the lessons taught,
are all beautiful and healthful. The gifted
with

warm

pictures are as pure as they

tints,

but

her

are bright,

depiets honest love and true religion

She

in engag-

PAMPHLETS,

It includes
a map

of

sincere.

her

the

city

of

Jerusalem,

Price $1.50. Address A. H, Eilers & Co., St.
Louis, Mo.
‘We have just received from the Publishers a
copy of The Album Writer's Friend, containing nearly three hundred selections suitable for writing in Autograph

will find this

1s felicitous,

have been

goribe their sentiments

little

Albums.

in

volume

a

If we must have novels, commend us

to snch a story as “ Nobody; which leaves, in
the Tips of the reader a taste of sweetdéss, and
upon his breath an odor of fragrance,

This is
are facts,
The cos-

Sigs the figures is put on, but the charac:
ters walk and talk” in honest trath. “Who.is
she?” This is the question asked of Tom by hfs
sister in the opening

chapter.

The

fs

*‘ she”

figure,

The handsome face, uncommonly good

and most beautiful hair of Louis Lothrop bring

wer 7b 0m.40 the verge of love.
and sister oppose his liking
cause she does not possess
the world calls station.
passed into veneration as

But Tom’s mother
Miss Lothrop bewealth and what
Tom's admiration
he learned what

purity, simplicity, dignity, sweetness,

and @pirituul beauty belonged to Louis,
’

mental
Tom

3

2

Album,

valuable kelp.

by mail

st paid on receipt of 15 cents, by J. 8.

vie & Co.,
New York.

ublishers,

No. 31

Rose

Ogli-

Street,

Some really fine specimen
copies of marriage certificates have been sent tous from the’

Publishing House of Ernst Kaufman, 66 Fulton St., N.Y. They are simple and tasteful
in style, and cannot
rt

is one

very pretty, is us poor as a mouse, and

of the religious sort. 80, Tom and the very
pretty"Miss Lothrop make their appearance.

Those

invited
to in-

a friend’s

humor delicate, her pathos , It contains64 pages, und will be sent

a true story of real life.
The facts
.and not fiction founded upon facts.

Co.,

a fine, clear cloth Map of Palestine, at the
time of Christ 36x48 inches in size. It is one
of their *“ Internationa)
Series” of maps, and is

of our readérs who

style

peace.

The

recent

removal of the foriifications around the
city of Vera Cruz contains in a nutshell a
history of the prodigious revolution: which

has taken place in their condition,

senti-

ments, and aspirations.

But while the Mexican government
hibits so

any

elements

of

ex-

stability,

it

will not do to 0 lose sight of the facts :
1. That four-fifihs of her population
do not read, and

are

therefore

not

only

by the press for the discussion. of political

&c.

We have received from A, H. Eilers &

ease, and not with a theatrical

Her

of

without any
political education, but equally inaccessible to those public considerations by which through the press and the
these are matters of little consequence. It
tribune the measures of an administration
ought to be widely used as an edueator of the may be commendedto the popular judgpublic taste, and in time it would become a ment, or peacefully resisted. “Meetings
help to devotional worship in any church. It of the people for the: discussion of public
is a capital book for many choirs to study.
measures are practieally unknown, and
though, of late, ample freedom is enjoyed

ing hues. Her descriptions are vivid.
Her
eharacters converse and move with rational
sir.

votion to the arts

eb

fail to please.
lAAppr

LITERARY

NOTES.

questions, and Jongh this freedom is liberally exercised by the metropolitan journals; it is needless to say that they reach
and inform but a very inconsiderable portion of the population,
2. The
Mexicans, like all the Latin

for one reason or another industry is dis-

organized, large classes of people are with-

out visible means of support, and starvation or the highway seems to be their only
alternative.
Thanks to the large amounts of American capital which are now finding employment in Mexico, and to the wise econ-

.omies of the government, which this capital has contributed in no small degree to
render possible, the revolutionary tenden-

—The -Septeniber-and--Ootober numbers-of - labor is abundant at good wages, the rev- A
olutionary forces in
Mexico will not be
The Century are already in a second edition.
formidable, and the government will be
—George MacDonald has a new volume: of strong enough to hold them easily in
essays reudy, on subjects chiefly literary, the {icheck.
How long American capital can
whole bearing the rather sipgular title of afford to nourish Mexican industry ; how
Orts.
el
much of an interval must elapse before
—Mr. John Habberton has about finished a the firm and stable government, with such
life of George

Washington

for

Henry

Holt

& Co.sseries of * The Lives of American
Worthies”” He has recently assumed charge

18 manufactured only by

assistance, can make a permanent and remunerative market for labor, and how
long it will take to educate the Mexicans

VERMI-

Lewiston, Maine,
Under the man

term begins
27th.
low wrx any similar i
BE [i chek
For catalogue, or: further
har partionisrs:: send to
IF.
SBERE, Principal.
ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL
—~For further information address the Pres
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D:, or Prof. JOEN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
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of an
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Classical, Englich,Commercial. Special Dos
given to those prep
to teach, The best Com-
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mercial Departmentin the
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State, Ove

of the

teachers cf penmanship in New England.
nography a specialty. Expenses less thar
other school of equal grade,

best
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Fall term begins Augu®
Winter term

begins

Nc vember?27

Spring term begins February 26.
For further particulars address
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at

Waterbury,
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Rev
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Principal,
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Lizzie Colley, at Waterbury Center.

A perfect deiaat ele1. Perfumed and
oy ees. Restores color
& prevents baldness, @
All Farmers, Mothers,

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi4 ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A, B., Principal.
For further particulars, address the principal,
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Kidney
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using,
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Teacher of Instrumental Music. Courses of study .
Classical, Scientific, English and Normal.

REMEDY CO0., Providence, R. I.
75 cents
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Rev. 8. D. Bates, A. M., Presidentand Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy; Rev. Thomas Harrison, A. M., Professor of Lalin and Greek ;
Elias Boltz, M. 8., Professor of Mathematics and
German; Mrs. M. Cuscaden, M. 8.; Preceptress
and Teacher
of French;
Mrs. Emma James,

Onedtrial will convince you.
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by all Druggists.
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HUNT’S REMEDY cures all Diseases
of the
Kidneys, Bladder, Urinary Ore
gans, Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, and Incontinence and Retention of Urine.
HUNT’S REMEDY cures Pain in the
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now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
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is a. graduate of Hillsdale College. ‘Those
ingto attend this Insutution will
address
ReY, D. POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.

and deporfment: 21¢. each; twolfor 40c.
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HAMPTON INSTITUTION .—New Hamp-

courses of study

**His remedies are the outgrowth
of his own experience; they are
the only known means of per=
manent

=

, Board, (including room rent)
15
week.
¥or
further information appl
hi fer MOULTON, A.M, Rio Grande,
Gallia Co., Ohio.

the patient can rest and sleep comfortably.
Full size box by mail $1.

hy

Grande, Gallia

«College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $25 to $28 per

“year.

pletely cured me. I wish all Asth=
mate Sufferers to send their address and get a trial package Free of
Charge.
It relieves instantly, so

il Toany suffering with Catarrh}
or Bronchitis who earnestly
desire relief, | can furnish a
means of Permanent and Posjtive Cure. A Home Treatment.
No charge for consultation by
mail. Valuable Treatise Free.

COELEGE.—Rio

81.

Vrs. W. T. Brown, Monroe, Texas,
writes: * I suffered with- Asthma30
years. Your Great Remedy
com-

. LANGELL,

GRANDE

address the

Secretary.

courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific.
Culendar.
First térm, Aug. 22.
Second, Oct,
Third, Jan. 23,1882.
Fourth, Apr, 3, 1882.

D. Lugllt Afb wi Glam Rene

glets generally.

particulars

., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
The courses
of study
are
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Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

Church, School, Fire-alarm, Fine-toned, low-priced, warranted. C
with 15
ials, prices,
etc., sent free,
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gemtnary and English Coifrse.

physicians and friends
Do not delay, but try

REWARD

pi

iy

tion for doing
thorough work in Academic Instrucfap No p:
instruction. - With three carey arranged courses of study. The Classical,

TO FAIL,'

ing been cured by it, when
had given th m up to die.

and

8

students

CURES WHEN ALL OTHER MEDICINES FAIL,
as it acts Jirectly on the Kidneys, Liver and
Bowels. storing them at once to healthy ac.

mnrses in the United States, and has been used
for forty years with never failing success by mil.
lions of mothers for their children. It relieves the
child from pain, cures Syscntery and diarrhoea,
gr ing in the bowels and wind colic. B
giving
ealth tothe child it rests the mother.
Price 2
cents a bottle.
6221

KIDNEY-WORT
FOR THE PERMANENT CURE OF

it to

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming ; Co.,
Pe
Ee TO

KIDNEY Ano LIVER MEDICINE

18 the pre-

physicians

Boar

=
ollege:
’
There are two
rées of study, embracing the
Beriptures, Systematic Theology, Pastoral
ology, Homiletics and Chureh
History. 'Théologi-

Old Nurse.

SYRUP

Tou

Hillsdale, Mich.

cleanses the blood, and radically cures ki
disease, gravel, piles, bilious headache and pa
which are caused by disordered liver and kidneys.
yhonsanda have been cured—why slould you not

Experience

a

Ehgblogicdl Department of Hillsdale

It is the easiest thing in the world to distinguish

Years’

$15

4. P

between an English lord and his American copy,
commonly called a snob. The Englishman always
speaks well of his own country.
#.% « Little thanks are due to him who only gives
away what is of no use to himself.” The thanks

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING

only

For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIR, President,

QUIPS AND ORANKS.

Forty

fees,

sexes. Best of religiousin
and cheap.
Finest ool
Northwest.
tion,
inciden

Music $12 and Painting $12
a term.

HageTo

Lynn,

Kidney-Worl moves the howels regul

Mary

artments.

arship for Commercial course,

brother and sister and many other friends to
mourn their loss. He was brought to Epsom,
his native town, for burial.
COR.

to all.

Thorou,

in the

Art

tures ot ‘the college. - Financial aid 18 rendered te
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.

Mass, fue. 29, aged 35 years, 2 months and 21
days.
He e leaves a wife and daughter, mother,

of invalids the world over are being showered on
the inventor of Kidney-Wort, for it 1s giving health

Collegi- -

Elective

a, 20.

fluences.

_buildings

tion.
HUNTS REMEDY is a safe, sure, and
speedy cure, and hundreds have testified to hay-

died

ry, Music

Ty

cul

Wells died at Fort

Worth

COLLEGE.—Miéhigan.:

and

ate, Scientific, Theological Commercial, Pre-

those needing it.

Moody.—Died in Water Village, N. H., Sept.
15, Josnna Moody, aged 87 years and two
months.
Our departed sister was converted at
the age of 42 years,was baptized by Rev. Horace
Webber, and united with the Ossipee Corner
F. B. church,
She removed her standing to!
the Water Village church May 2, 1880. She
had a quiet spirit and sensitive nature,
Her
aim was to live at peace with all, avoiding even
the appearance of evil. Thus when called she
was ready to go and. be with Christ, which is
far better.
We us a church feel God bas remeved from us one of our best and most useful
members, and with the family deeply mourn
ur-loss.
But we would net call her back
rom her joys and crown in heaven.
WM. H. WARD.
Marks

13040

| Nichols Latin School.

i

.

ILLSDALK

Hopkinton, born at Goffstown, N. H., and.
came here when a mere lad. He leaves a wife
and two sons and many friends to mourn bis
loss. May God bless them all. Again the
pearly gate has turned on its golden hinges,
and arother soldier has gone up in triumph
from this old battle-field
to take a starry
crown; and who shall take hia place in the
ranks?
COR.

‘Worth.—S.

Great

Com-~

Educational,
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DB. .O. McLANE’S

genuine

try
:
She : “ 80 you would not take me to be twen.
ty ? What would you take me for, then$” * For
better, for worse.” : They are now keeping house.
L3
race, are inveterate gamblers. To this
presoribed Wheat Bithabit they have been trained both by | |, tersAreforyoume illand? IDri/Russell
never felt better. Try it at once.
Church and State for generations, and of , "Twere better we had never met,” as the goat
all the dleatory devices for improvieg| remarked alter his ursucecessiul attempt to knock
their fortunes there is none to which they the cast-iron dog olear across a three-acre lawn.—
ston Times.
are more addicted than the game of revoThe digestive organs, weakened and worn out by
lution. Though the winnings from this
cathartic medicines, restored by using
species of gambling are sometimes very uging
Brown s Iron Bitters.
:
great, the risks also are very great, and
‘ Still a popular favorite,” said Brown to Jones
are rarely¥if ever incurred except when the architect ; ‘* still drawing good houses.”

cy seems to be almost, if not altogether,
extinct ; but like causes will always produce like effects. So long as the present
rosperity of the country continues, and

worms

the coun-

Jackson,N. Y., Aug. 14, aged 82 years,
Asa
citizen he was only widely known to be loved
and esteemed.
As a Christian he was ealm,
decided, and ever at his post. He was a great
lower of the denoniination of his chéice, and ever
stood firmly
by its great doctrines. He had taken
the Morning Star, without intermission, ever
since its publication, and to him its pages were
always a weleome visitor. He was converted
some 42 years ago at Hopkinton under the labors of the noted evangelist, Rev. Mr. Burchard. Soon after his conversion he became
convinced that he could not subscribe to the ar-

ily welcomed and largely used. It has its oddities and rides its hobby rather hard, but

prepared according to
Wilson, Kiepert, Men"ke, and the latest surveys of the Euglish and
The’
American Palestine Exploring Expeditions.

bo k is an admirable addition to. Miss

authoress paints

cal culture and a refined taste, it will be heart-

Wide,

What

You

out the book. The Chapel Hymnal is clearly
an effort to bring into ‘use a higher, purer,
nobler style of music, and in schools and congregations where there is considerable musi-

ted States.
For more than five consecutive years
ace and order have prevailed in every
important city of the republic ; occasional attempts at revolution have been made
in isolated districts far away. from the
centers of populdtion and beyond the reach
of the Federal authorities, but sll of them
proved abortive, und succumbed to the
new-born sentiments of nation! hope and
pride.
3
Protected as they now feel themselves
against the intrigues and conspiracies and
greed of foreign powers, the Mexicans
are already manifesting conspicuous de-

at every

Indus

8t., New York; 149 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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ematures of C. McLane and
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The
MASON
& HAMLIN
Organ and
Piano Co. , 154 Tremont St. , Boston ; 46 E. 14th

Story of a Great Discovery.

honorably known

Hamli

Worlds

Fleming Bros., Pittsburgh, Pa.;:

will accompany the copy -at-tlie rate of four cents
per line of eight words.
Ferses are inadmissible.
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lished by Biglow and Main.

effect. of your
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The

and for the public.
For the excess over one hundred words, and for those sent by persons who do
not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash

TE CHAPEL HYMNAL with Tanes Compiled | #riational and unanimous as in the Uniby 8. Lasur.

OR

&

are cartainly best.havingh
een

it

ours truly,

held fast his faith in beliefs which his minister printed upon excellent paper, It contains a
@ir. Frothingham) dismissed. He left the large coliection of new hymns and music pre- ently as stable ; her elections, however
ministry, according to Mr. Frotbingham's pared by the editors, and a choice selection of illegitimate may be some of the influences
ides, not because he had lost faith in it, but old, standard hymns, made by Rev. Dr. J. M. operating upon the electors, are conductticles of faith of the Congregationalist church.
because his soul was kindled with zeal fora Buckley. The new matter is fully equal in ed as orderly and as quietly as in the Uni- ‘He game to the conclusion also that he could
quality
to
the
previous
work
of
the
editors,
ted
States
or
in
England.
onunéiamennew, and, as he
felt, better method ef
only find a home with the Baptist people. On
applying gospel principles to human society. and the old is all that could be désired in that toes and revolutions have not only ceased’ learning that there was a little church at Luw‘for
a
series
of
years,
but
the
desire
for
rence, some miles away; called ‘‘ Freewill BapBrook ‘Farm was simply the logical completion department, unless one wishes for the music
peace and order, and respect for authority tist”, he went there to meeting, and was
of the pulpit ministration; a final proof of the as well as the words of the old hymns. Asa
eventually
baptized by Rev. Mr. Hart. He
and law, in defiance of great and obvious
was elected deacon of the F. B. church of Fort
preacher's sincerity. When he was organiz. whole the book is a good one and will find abuses, incident, as a matter of course,
ing this community he wrote to Emerson that many friends and prove helpful in the service to the exercise of new and unfamiliar po- Jackson at its organization some forty years
ago, and held this office until the day of his
:
he wished to form a society of educated of song.
a
t
litical powers, is apparently as. thorough- ‘death. He was ene of the early settlers of
i
er, with no strife except that of each to contribute the most to the benefit ofall. He
eould imagine no plan which was suited to car-

i]

a child

‘|
was
80 gra!
ing the wonderful

try, who have in their own persons proved its
wonderful healing power.
|. “The paver referred to is written calmly, and
presents the whole subject in a way to arrest ate
tention and bring conviction to almost any one
who can reason from known facts and natural
laws, and weigh evidence with impartiality. In
order to give the article a still wider circulation
than it obtained through the source in which it
first reached the pubhc, it has been printed in a
neat pamphlet and will be mailed by STARKEY &
PALEN, 1103 Girard Street, Phila, to any one who
will drop them a letter or postal card.

the work of Mr. R. B. Birch, a
American artist, hailing originalFrancisco, and but lately returned
years’ study at Munich.

Mexico has a constitutionin which

had

Betition for Sixteen Years ; no other Amerin organs having been found equal at any. Also
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by
must
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edacated and intelligent American physician to
discover an element, or combination of elements
in nature which would, without a resort to drugmedication, gure diseases through a réstoration of
weakened or exhausted nerve and life-forces to
their normal condition. The scientific aspect of
the discovery is so clearly explained n the article
that- both™thé learned and unlearned can see the
basis of facts and legitimate deductions upon
which to rest. Many of the practical results already obtamed, through the use of this new vitalizing substanee, afid 1 cases of the most desperate character, where all remedies had failed and |
the most Akiliful physicians found themselves at
full, are givenin the article, and its high
value
as a health-restorer testified to
by mdiviauals

iscellany.

;

years ago I

and successful result of an effort hy a thoroughly

Transplant.

ed Rose: A Story of New York Society;
Mildret's Bargain, by Lucy C. Lillie; The
Talking Leaves: ah Indian Story, by W.
0. Stoddard.

Nicholas

difficulties,

James T.

—Harper & Brothers announce Knocking
Round the Ruckies, by Ernest Ingersoll;
Building the Nation, by Charles Carleton
Coffin; A History of
Wood-Engraving, by
C. E. Woodbury; The Friendships of Mary
Russell Milford as Recorded in Letters from
her Literary Correspondents, edited by Rev.
A.G. L'Estrange; New Games for Parlor.and
A

Mason

i

‘There appeared not long since, in the Chicago
Weekly Inter-Ocean, a remarkable article with tne
above title, occupying nearly*five columns of that
able journal. It describes very clearly and wi'h
great particularity the inception, development,

Fields.

Lawn, by George B. Bartlett;

RELL

her. pi daiced hia "11 Te did not think

riod of three years because of its supposed
complicity with the late imipérial government of Maximilian ; and though danger
from revolutionary disturbance seems now
almost reduced to a minimum in Mexico,
any road running from any portion of her
frontier to the capital has to pass through
such long stretches of sparsely settled or
wholly unsettled country that its trains
are constantly exposed to lawless marand-

The

vies

Eh i Si Lo

political destinies of our sister republic

extremely difficult.
fib
The. risks of railway pro
, like
every other, in case of revolutionary. disturbances, are of course very great. It is
always-difficult, and it has usually proved

ers and more or less organized banditti.
—dJohn Bigelow, in Harper's Magazine.

a third series of * Spare Hours,”
Dr. John Brown of Edinburgh,
Rab and his Friends;” and “Notes
their Books,” which Mrs. Fields

party of friends is established ina comfortable
room, in a retired street in the city, where

under

anew’ volume by Robert

.

GENTS: —~About
;

forecast the

_ —James R. Osgood & Co. announce “The impossible, for railway corporations: to fo
‘Correspondence 6T Thomas Carlyle and Ralph conduct in times of civil war as to satisfy
Waldo Emerson,” edited by Charles Eliot Nor- both of the belligerents, and if the faction
ably careless of the great ‘reputationhe has ton; ¢ Short Sayings of Great Men with His- they
offend happeuns to triumph, the railwon as story teller or that he has lost the fac- torical and Explanatory Notes,” by 8. Arthur ways, from their greater command of ready’
ulty of discriminating between desicgble litera- Bent; and “ Old Leve Letters; or, Letters of "money and from their strategic imporry work and trash, The plots
and. person- Sentiment,” written by persons eminent in tance, are naturally the first victims of its
ages would answer very well for dime novels, .
The Vera Cruz and Mexican
English literature and history, . collected ang | Japasity.
and the style, if we except descriptive passages edited by Abby Sage Richardson; Howells’s |
jwaty the Mrst of any importance conhere afid there, is slangy beyond endurance. new wovel, “A Modern Instance,” and the structed
in Mexico, and still the only one
Is it not ahout time for Mr. Harte to lay his newly discovered and <much-discussed ro- |Which connects the capital with the seupen aside until he has a fresh stock of expe- mance, ‘ Br, Grimshawe’s Secret,” a power-- coast, was partially confiscated and its
rience and a less juded fancy to offer his read- ful posthumous production of Nathaniel Haw
work of construction suspended for a pe-

Idyll of Red Gulch” were; they are glaring at-

the most distinguished for half a century and
did much in the way of criticism to raise the

establish the

—The long-expeeted

questions pre-

it seemsto us that Mr. Harta
is either remark-

pe reminded by it that the time has arrived
‘ when he may anticipate a new sourceof
such

tarisn church in. Boston, which he served

By

192. Boston:

and industries gf peace, are

Ta

_ After reading dttentively ‘these ‘two stortes,

another participated in its, création; and én
taking up this volume the reuder will: perhaps.

writers, already

pp.

Houghton, Miffiin & Co. Price $1.00.

or

trous men of letters who have died during

AT BLAZING _BTAR.

Bret Harte. Cloth. 18 mo.

Jovers of literature than the biographies and

~

Hour.

MOTHERS READ.

as a pation into a due respect for the arts’

York
himself
wus a model of maly_ beauty, gentle of the literary department of the New

and agreeable in his manners; and of an affectionate disposition. Why, then, should not
Tom and Louis like each other? But we can
not follow the story. Our readers must find

IE
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Edncational.:

returns
from West
Virginia
and the Democratic majority in

the State has bee reduced mearly 7000.
SATURDAY, OCT. 14.——The reported election of a second

republican

congressman

West Wirginia is confirmed by
from

that

State.——The

train -em the New

York

ing Littlé Children.”

in

later reports

New

York

and New

express

[England

Railroad ran into a stationary
freight-train on
. the'main track at East Douglass.
A fireman
and a'brakeman are injured, and considerable
damege is done to the rolling-stock ef both
trains.

pe=eiiiosn.

Falls, Sunday,

lieved"him om the 15th.

The.aggregate

.

amount of revenue

A

good test is to apply the little finger te the drink,
:and if it be not hot to it, them it may be safely taken.—Sel.

RESERVED POWER.
It is not wise to work cemstanily wp to the highest rate of which we are capable. {t the engineer
of the railroad were te keep the speed of his train
up to the highest rate he could attain with his engine, it would soon be used up. Ifa horse is driv.
en at the top orhis speed for any length of: time,
he is ruined. itis well enough'to try the power,
occsionally, of a horse or engine, by putting on all
the motion they will bear, but not continuously.
All machinists censtruct their machines so that
there shall be a reserve forse. If the power required is fomrhorse, then they make a six-horse
power. In this case it works easily and lasts long.
A man whe has strength-enough to do twelve'hon.
est hours
ef labor in tweuty:four, and no more,
should do but nine or ter hours’ work. The re
serve power keeps the bedy in repair. It rounds
out the frame to full proportions. It keeps the
mind cheerful, hopeful, happy. The person with
no reserve force is always incapable of taking on
any more responsibilily than he already has. A
little exertion puts him out of

into the curriculum

Toronto.

A

18'to be provided

the yearly dncome

are

of the

system .of fellow-

for—supported

out of

of the institution.

In South Carolina there are new .3,067 free
schools, which. give instruction te«61,399 white
and 72,110<colored children.
Rev.

Dr. ‘Pynchon

has

resigned

the

cannot

We aN pity them:
~TEe kreat source of power in
the individual is the blood.

of life, and

It runs the machinery

upon +t depends

our health

and

strength. A mill ona stream where water is sean.
ty cam beweorked:bet a portion of the time. Se a
maa with li‘tle good blood can do but little good
work. ' The reserve power must be stored up in
this fluid.

It is an old saying among

etock-raisers

inghe pond.
person
Health.

Such a Course would save mary a

from

.fkysical

bankruptey.—Herald

of

SLEEPING APART.

The aggregate

disharsements

made

since

+ More.quarrels arise between brothers, between

. Dr. McCosh, President of Princeton College,
is seeking to interest the students
sn civil service reform,
Dr. J. P. Wickersham, our Minister to Denmark, has resigned and will soon return home.
Jee climate of \Penmark is injuvious to his
ealth.

re-

Science

and

night after night, under the same

{first she sees the

Pensioners was

ber locks, and the pained,

Egyptian rebellion are on trial at Cairo.

Mark

H Pravcis Napier will defend Arabi

be-

field a second time,
what I bave already

Personal.

‘ Bedcora, Westchester County, N. Y., and is
the daughter of the late Thatcher Taylor
Payne, of Brooklyn;2 young brother of the
auther of “ Home, Sweet Home.”
Mr. night, the new Lord-Mayor of Londou; began business life as a warehouse porter
Ju ib cityof which, hes now Chief Magis-

But he bas

now requested

them to

nity whieh were so eminently

amount of heat thus obtained is measured.

Mr. Birkett Foster is busy making a series

of drawings of the cathedrals of England and
Wales, which he will place on exhibition in
London next spring,
Ina paper on “ Remains
gests that the
works of the

Ol

falling

qualities
‘of Dr.

Shaeh 8 ode , and they: oa fo
I

Bulls

rales

mysterious
Mississippi

the

Mound

pre-historic “earthValley were con:

the river

terraces

which

subsidence of the Western streams,

mark

the.

he. ;

ror

(Troy, N. Y., Morning Telegram and Whig )
Rubbing the Midnight Oil.

Ld

ocession to

of

ttructedas refuges during
the extensive peri
odical inundations of ancient times. He points
put Sat sné'of “those worlst veer “on the

General Wolseley has been ordered home, }.
] ii

g

Builders in Louisiana,” published in the New
| Orleans Picayune,
Mr. Charles Dimitry sog-

aud Hi feyve Egypt for England on §aturday

Thousands of families have hyd
«yy
the never.

delicate

the earth from
stars. This is a mistake,
for scientific men bave been able to collect heat
from the stars in the glasses of ‘telescopes.
The lenses act us a ** burning-glass,” and bring
the rays to a little instrument called a *‘ Thermomuitiplier,” or heat-magnifier.
The exact

speaking at a maess-meeting
in
x Ill, on Wed.
night So

:

the

There is an impression that no heat reaches

Itis rumored in Dublin that General Sir
Garnet Wolseley has expressed his intention

es,

28:
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pe tumbling andtoessing, restless and neryous, and

his characteris-'

sacrificed

has completed a model for a statue of General
Robert E. Lee, to crown the monumental
shaft in Lee Place in that city.
It represents
the Confederate chieftain standing, in his ordinary military dress, and is said to be an excellent likeness.
The statue will’ be about
three times larger than life-size.
’

Tole the subseriptions to some work of public
charity.

on

without having

modeling of the features whieh exhibited his
cultivation and refinement.”
"
\
4
Alexander Doyle, a New-Orleans sculptor,

de-

to decline accepting the freedom of that city,
which is to be presented to him on his return
from Egypt.
i
The Swedish citizens of Chicago are making
reparations for an elaborate memorial cele.
ration of the 250th anniversary of the death of
Sudtsvas Adolphus,to be held November 6.
sident Arthor brought away from Boston a small baton made of wood taken from a
tree which overshadowed Daniel Webster's
ee
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en uf
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the Marshfield Eiehrat on.
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said of its truthfulness

that you have represented the strength and dig-

tics,

Some time a 80 Kossuth’s friends began prep-’
arations for a grand birthday presentation to
him.

express-

face is de-

Preston Powers has been recently inspected by
Mra, Garfield, who hag signified her approbation of it, and in writing to Mr. Powers to
order a copy in marble, says: *‘ I am not disappoipiad on seeing your bust of General Gar-

counsel,

near relatives of Jobn
Howard
living, it is said, are Mrs. Floge
and her two children. Mrs. Luwife of the Rev. Lee Luqueer, of
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dom and the other for this eountry.
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by
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dore the court-martial, the Egyptian
government baying permitted him to choose his
own
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Payne now
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BO ibed as singularly truthful and life-like.
The figure is life-sized, and-will be twice eopied dn marble, one copy being destined for Lon-
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Arabi Pache and other high officers in the

ineipient transformation

ion graven by the artist mpon
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Past fisenl year upon first paymentsto new
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the words purely devotional and aprresive,
This work can be used to advantage in ErayD ii
raise meetings. A tho!
examination of
ok is solicited before adopting any other, this :

ia its worst form. Nearly

a

by any other disturbing cause. There is nothing
that will so deracge the nervous system of a per-

is the law.”— From the Laws of Life.

Arg.

William W. Story, the sculptor, is mow in
Boston with his wife, who revisits ber old
home there for the first time in seventeen
years. having coastantly resided in Rome during that period.
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The trus-

It contains 192 pages, ha

it reaches every
part of the
system, healing, “purifying
and strengthening.
Commencing at the foundation
it builds up and restores lost
health—in no other way can
lasting benefit be obtained.

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Oct. 14, 1882,
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but, the least objectionable of any is composed of
Franklin Simmons, the American seulptor,
and containing lights’
of 20,000 candle powar,' now in Rome, has nearly completed the statue <gual parts of best powdered oubebs and finely powhick areto he displayed from sundowa to! of Oliver P. Morten, Indiana’s * War Goverdered gum arabic. Itis but slightly errhiae, desunrise.
nor, on which he ©as long been engaged. The | cidedly tonic in effect mpon the membranes, and
‘ figure is about eight feet high,
and
represents
at the same time soothing and healing: Very many
The Tankshaving evacuated the positions on |
r. Morton in the act of speaking.
Mr. Simthe frontier claimed by Greece, the difficulty
physicians have given this preparation their corimons
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also
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a
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of
between Turkey and Greece is considered at
dial recommendation, as eperating adnrirably ; esMedusa, showing her at thé moment when
an end.
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ees accepted the resignation, but requested that
it shail not take effect until after the next Commencement.
Rev. James A. Dean of New York has been
appointed president of the New ®@rleans University.
He has formerly been prestdent of
the Ohio Wesleyan Female College and East
Tennessee Wesleyan University.

to be lighted by electricity
feet high at Hailett's Point,

He

presi-

dency of Trinity College, Hartford.

derived

breath.

increase his'work for en hour, withont danger of
explosion.
Such are generally pale, dyspeptic,
bloodless, nervous, irgitable. despondent, gloomy.’
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thatiit is best to stop expending and go to accamu:
lating, just as.the miller does when water gets low
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This collection has-been pronounced
ect authorities and ablest critics, to
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to be introduced

Nearly two hundred deaths from diphtheria
bave.oceurred in Pittsylvania county, Wa.,
within the past sixty days.
placed on

GOR.

it—no more and no less.

quantity.

and the responses thus far have been generous + that * blood tells.” .It is equally true that blood
tells. in the sense inwhich wé ase the word. If it
A scheol is to be established .at Leicester, is only good blood, then the more the better,
England,
for special instruction ia the techuolWhen the reservepower of an individual runslow
ogy of spinning and of framework kaitling,
it is.an indication that a change is necessary, and
Univergity-cf

In the neighborhood of Casselton,
Dak.,
heavy rains have done mach damageito wheat.

General Sehofield

ws

A number of Amberst alomni are trying to
raise money for a Root physical laboratory,
ic memory of the late Professor Root.
The
design is te have a special laboratory for the
use of the gptional physics division, the cost of
the apparatus amounting to $10,080,of which
$6,000 shall be raised by the alumni and the
remainder given by the trastees. Tbe classes
asked tocontiributéare’67 and *77—'82 inclusive,
the classmates.
and pupils of Professor Root,

Pauperism is extending so rapidly in the
south of Ireland that one thousand able bodied
men and women are to be sent to Canada.

has been

Qct. 8.

SEs ad
Lasell Seminary, Auburndale, Mass. ‘opened
full. Many were turned away for want of
room.
There is no purpose to enlarge, but additions to its facilities for doing the wery best
work are constantly in progress. The latest
are pleysiont apparatus to the value of a thousand dollars, A Mason & Hamlia organ for
classes in Elocution, &c. One especially valuable aquisition to the teaching foreeis Mr. J.
W. Davis who has two free classes dor chorus
training and skill.
.

There have been over #4 hundred cases of
yellow fever and 120 deaths at Pensecols,Flor.,
ssince the disease beeame epidemic.

General M¢Dowell

Hillman at dLisbon

made with

A

The Markets.

rid of

thirst-quencher,

plenty

His subject was the

Lowden preached for Mr.

Miscellaneons.
Near Canton, Ga., about 200 persons were
‘pretinitaied foto the waterat a baptism by the
‘breaking of a bridge; no one wae killed, but
many arms and legs were broken.

retired Hat of the army.

was given!

sanctuary is not a theater, the pulpit és nota
stage. He advises ministers not to oeurt a
smile, but to try to win souls.—Mr. Geo. E.

und.

be
in

lecture

demand on the aministry for public spesking
out of the pulpit.as well as in. He believe the

Power

Prince James, the son of Don Carles,ds to
proclaimed the head of the Legitimist party
Spain.
Seventy persons have been drowned by
«lal waves recently in South America.

first

tivated is an instrwment of great power.
The
importance of such «cultivation is seem frem
the fact that the pulpit is brought in!o comtrast
with every other profession.
There is a great

+ O’Conner denies that the Irish in this country
have ceased subscribing to the dsish national

of

School.

Importance of Geed Elocution in the Pulpit.
He said: The human voice when rightly oul-

ably de-

‘Two thousand
construction
employes
“the Northern Pacific Railroad are oesstrike.

The

Friday morning, Oct. 13.

Thursday.

16.—Thomes

COR.

course of lectures te the students of the Thec-

in the burning ef Alexundria.—-It is expected that the Egyptian government will confiscate the property of the leaders.in the late revolt, which amounts to many million dollars.
SATURDAY, OCT. 14.—The steamship Preston, from New York, is ashore ean: the English
coast.——A man is arrested im (London for
threatening to take the ¥ife of the Prince of
Wales.——The Galway Conventien . decides.in
favor of national independence -and passes
other resolutions.

OcT.

best

Juices of the fruits which they eat. Bul pleasant
drinks, like tea, coffee, etc., may be taken lukewarm for a long time with little apparent damage.

|. ogical School.

He denied all complicity in the massacres and’

MONDAY,

is the

ortrayed, and the dress and notably the veg-

Bates Theological

fended his own action and also
that of the national party in the recent &Egyptisa revolt be-

fore the court-martial at Cairo en

Water

menth to month, the only fluid they get being the

Prof. Fullonton has begun a very interesting |

THURSDAY, OCT. 12. —Ingestre Hall, the
‘seat of the Earl of Shrewsbury, iin Straffordshire, England, has been burned; loss, $2,500,
000.— General Allison is appointed to the
chief command of the British army of occupation in Egypt.
:

h

skin.

The least injurious is cocoa,

WEDNESDAY, OCT.
31. The
steamship
Herder breaks ap.——S8trong re-eaforcements
are sent to southern Tunis with she object of
carrying on operations on a larger scale against
the insurgents during the cold season.

14

by the

but if simple 100d be taken, the need of drinks will
be small. Many vegetarians drink pothing from

represented with remakwsble accuracy.

ABROAD.
TUESDAY,
OcT.
10.——The
steamshi
Herder, from New York for Hamburg, struc
the rocks a few miles from Cape Race, N. F.,
early yesterday morning and will prove a total
‘wreck ; the passengers and -orew were saved.
=
An earthquake shock is felt in #ontreal.

OCT."18.~—Arabi Pecha

and if that is not required, it is quickly got

It is the fruit of much

labor, and well repays a careful study. The
peculiar features of the mixed people that inhabited Palestine at the time
ore strikingly

etation are said by competent critics to be

‘MeNDAY, OCT. 16.—In the Jeannette in-quiry on Saturday Lieutenant Panenhower
testified that the steamer was in as geod condition when she sailed for the Arctic seas as it
was possible for her to be, and that many of
the changes made im the vesselet ‘Cemmander
‘DeLong’s suggestion were improvements.

FRIDAY,

drinks increase the volume ‘of heat in the body,

and

i
HE

by

fire, the property lossaggregating $185,000.—

The
latest
indicate that

of Mad

chemical

medicinal principles, and
does just what is claimed for

i1

is destroved

vicinity

2

The Latest Smday SchonSng
OUR GLAD =

; 24

Conn.,

taken from the

scientific,

LE2

vator at Bridgeport,

Mountains

River in New Hampshire where Professor
Gardner spent several'weeks a few summers
ago.
They are pleces of unusual beauty and
merit. The artist’s favoriteis a seven by five
painting, the subject of which'is ‘Christ Bless-

Hurd grain ele-

paper, of whose pure
»s
evidence is wantiy If at
. | any time
it shall
ap
vA
eld
dy
eption
will be exposed,
"TC °

Bgl
5i

13.——The

a

umns of this

of the universal success of
Brown's Iron Bitters-is simply this: It is the best Iron
preparation ever made; is
compounded on thoroughly

2288s

Web-

fore please write us the vice by the

}

To Patrons.

:
. M. GOODWIN & CO.
after a hot drink the stomach isred and congestAs a suré remedy for Sick Headache, Sour Stomed; in time a’ debilitated condition iz set up. A- ach, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation, Torpid
Laver, Biliousness &c., no medicine is equ al to
temperature of 100 degrees Fahrenheit alse de
Dr. Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters.
stroys the active ferment of the gastric junice--pepsin—and so leads to indigestion. If the stomach
We call the attention of our readérs to the advertisement of * Pool's Signal Service Baromeis at all disordered, hot drinks give rise §o' much
ter,”
another column, “If combines With an exgriping pain, and in many cases to vomiting. In: cellentin Thermometer,
a Storm Glass, or Weather
cases of diarrheen, too, hot drinks only. increase it, Indicator, of surprising
accuracy, rendering it an
article
of
great
value
)
the farmer,
and to all oth- |
while cold ones fend to lessen it. Thirst is not
ers
who
feel
an
interest
in
the important question,
common in winter, unless sugary, sally .or hot
‘ What will the weather be to-morrow 7”
spiced foods have been taken. ln cold weather
Beware of worthless imitations.
None genuine
without the signature of J. A. Pool on back of
the air contains more moisture than in hot, and in
each
instrument.
See
advertisement.
y
cold weather. there is less perspiration.
Hot

careful examination of ‘the serroundings.
About the walls of the studio are-a number of
beautiful paintings already finished.
Among
these are three charming views ef the White

takes place in Marshfield,
Arthur is in attemdance.~—
Lehigh Valley Coal Company
burned.

OCT.

consequent mild inflamation of that organ, se that

LE TL

FRIDAY,

night——A

at their last

23

Wednesday.

Templars

Triennial Conclave at Chicago, at which he
was present. . Before putting on finishing
teuches, he intends to visit Chicago for another

a

fsland Séund

ster celebration
Mass; President
A colliery.of the
in Skenandeah is

procession of Knights

uB3Ee

12.——The cashier of the

Lebanon «(Pa,) Pime Savings Bank is savagely asseulted by two men, near his residence,
and robbed of asatchel containing $30,000 in
bills, belongingto the bank.~—Kighteen coin
counte#@diters
‘are -arrested. : at
Tipton,
Indiane,by agents of the, secret-servioe division of ¢he" Treasury department.—One of the
severest storms ever known occurred on Long

ICANTan

follows

a.

No farther gu
can be given than

8853s

the ser-

ADs

death.
| THORSDAY,'OCE.

HOT AND COLD DRINKS.

College

PREF LEL

a mob. and killed in the streets.——At the
installation ef the
. Horace H. Leavitt,over
the North Andowsr Congregational church,
probation

op

CL LUT
TO 1)

WEDNESDAY, ‘OCT. 11.—A wife murderer
is taken from jail at Evansville, Indians, by

of Hillsdale

So ue

from a moral point in view.

0s0s0e®

two-thirds of the members of Congress.—In
West Va. the Republicans make a_great gain,
electing two of the 4 representatives to ConfTens peThete is a $10,000 fire in El Paso,
IL.

Professor &dwards A. Park preaches

Ronit ha st pil Berl
ale

THAT HUSBAND OF MINE
Is three times the man he was before he began usA
correspondent
of
knowledge
calls
attenti
i
has been, for many years, under the care of
ing *¢ Wells’ Health Renewer.” $:. Druggists.
some of the disadvantages of hot drinks.
1d
Professor ‘George B. Gardner, a native of Ger~
What is generally called fast ving is really nothdrinks, he says, are natural to man, though most
many, who is this term instructing pine stu3
people nowadays are so used to hot drinks that ing but dying as guickly as possible.
dents in painting, and a class in drawing and
they do not feel, satisfaction—really stimulation—
Horsford’s Acid Fnosphate
perspective, free to any member of the school, unless they haye them, Hot drinks are injurious
Makes a cooling drink.
Into a tumbler of ice
numbering twenty-six; besides these therc are to the tongue, for they deadenm its sensation, and, water put a teaspoonful of Acid Phosphate; add
sugar to the taste.
°
nine private pupils in drawing.
The professafter taking hot soup or drink, tlie tongue becomes
or himself is at work at present on a stedy of quite numb and unable to taste the finer flavors
The rumor is revived that England is endeavoringto get possession of a controlling interest In
cattle, a painting about three feet by five, rep- of a dish. The teeth are greatly injured by them,
.the Suez Canal Company.
resenting two cows in the foreground, with a and many dentists say caries (decay) is dne to
;
Always Do.
pleasing landscape beyond.
He has just fin- ‘them alone. They crack the enamel and thus allow caries to set in. When cariés has once fet In, Special Telegram.
ished a'companion piece representing a flock
Union
Pier,
Mich.
—Your agent was here last
hot drinks are a common cause of neuralgia. Hot
winter and sold us some of Dr. Baxter's Mandrake
of sheep on their way to pasture. The prodrinks are specially hurtful to the stomach. They Bitters. We'sol't them and they gave extraordifesser has nearly completed a painting of the cause irritation of the nerves of the stomach and nary satisfaction. Would like more of them, there:

The Art Department

— Woe Democrats are
TUBSDAY, OCT. #0.
victorious‘in Ohio, electing their State ticket
They elect nearly
by about 30,008 majority.

mon, refuting the ‘dea that
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To the Pastors of New England.
© call your attention to the

BEREAN PAINTINGS,

Designed especially

and

‘to illustrat

bs,

to aid, not supplant, the a
Kk! APY pret A
pared
ad 18 ththaw at reasonable rates, For par
ticulars,to loan
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